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Sparse algorithms for decoding and identification of neural circuits
Nikul Ukani
The brain, as an information processing machine, surpasses any man-made computa-
tional device, both in terms of its capabilities and its efficiency. Neuroscience research
has made great strides since the foundational works of Cajal and Golgi. However, we still
have very little understanding about the algorithmic underpinnings of the brain as an
information processor. Identifying mechanistic models of the functional building blocks
of the brain will have significant impact not just on neuroscience, but also on artificial
computational systems. This provides the main motivation for the work presented in this
thesis, summarily i) biologically-inspired algorithms that can be efficiently implemented
in silico, ii) functional identification of the processing in certain types of neural circuits,
and iii) a collaborative ecosystem for brain research in a model organism, towards the
synergistic goal of understanding functional mechanisms employed by the brain.
First, this thesis provides a highly parallelizable, biologically-inspired, motion detec-
tion algorithm that is based upon the temporal processing of the local (spatial) phase
of a visual stimulus. The relation of the phase based motion detector to the widely
studied Reichardt detector model, is discussed. Examples are provided comparing the
performance of the proposed algorithm with the Reichardt detector as well as the optic
flow algorithm, which is the workhorse for motion detection in computer vision. Further,
it is shown through examples that the phase based motion detection model provides
intuitive explanations for reverse-phi based illusory motion percepts.
Then, tractable algorithms are presented for decoding with and identification of
neural circuits, comprised of processing that can be described by a second-order Volterra
kernel (quadratic filter). It is shown that the Reichardt detector, as well as models
of cortical complex cells, can be described by this structure. Examples are provided
for decoding of visual stimuli encoded by a population of Reichardt detector cells and
complex cells, as well as their identification from observed spike times. Further, the
phase based motion detection model is shown to be equivalent to a second-order Volterra
kernel acting on two normalized inputs. Subsequently, a general model that computes
the ratio of two non-linear functionals, each comprising linear (first order Volterra
kernel) and quadratic (second-order Volterra kernel) filters, is proposed. It is shown that,
even under these highly non-linear operations, a population of cells can encode stimuli
faithfully using a number of measurements that are proportional to the bandwidth of the
input stimulus. Tractable algorithms are devised to identify the divisive normalization
model and examples of identification are provided for both simulated and biological
data. Additionally, an extended framework, comprising parallel channels of divisively
normalized cells each subjected to further divisive normalization from lateral feedback
connections, is proposed. An algorithm is formulated for identifying all the components
in this extended framework from controlled stimulus presentation and observed outputs
samples.
Finally, the thesis puts forward the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory (FFBO), an initiative
to enable a collaborative ecosystem for fruit fly brain research. Key applications in FFBO,
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silico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.2 Fruit Fly Brain Observatory as a meeting ground between various stakeholders
in fruit fly brain research including neurobiologists, neurogenetists and computa-
tional neuroscientists. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
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2.2 Importance of phase in perception of natural images (II). Reconstruction of the
‘obama ’image by inverse Fourier transforms when the amplitude information
is replaced. For the first two images the amplitude is set to have decreasing
magnitude with increasing frequencies to mimic the 1f distribution of natural
images. The amplitude is set to one for all frequencies for the third reconstruction
whereas for fourth reconstruction, the amplitudes are randomly drawn from a
uniform distribution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
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Biological visual systems are of significant importance to the interaction between organ-
isms and the world. The natural environment poses huge challenges to the first stages of
biological vision. Visual systems have to extract essential information of the natural scene
before transmitting it to higher brain centers. They have to convey enough information
such that the visual scene can be largely represented and processed effectively, but within
bandwidth and energy constraints [75]. Second, they have to cope with the fact that light
intensity can vary orders of magnitude [118] over the course of day and night, or even at a
faster scale, for example, on transitions from bright sunshine to shadows. This adaptation
has to start at the very beginning of vision, otherwise, everything can be too saturated to
convey enough information or too small that they are in the noise regime. Third, they need
to have ultra-fast response to any ethologically relevant stimuli, e.g. a predator closing in
quickly or a prey in motion. Timely detection of such stimuli can be the difference between
life and death for organisms with visual capabilities; it might be too late for this information
to be extracted in the higher brain centers. It is therefore crucial for robust mechanisms
for processing such stimuli to be implemented at the early visual processing centers. Subse-
quently, most organisms have evolved to possess direction selective motion sensitive neurons
at a few synapses from the photosensitive cells.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The motion sensitive neurons in fruit flies in particular have been the subject of extensive
research over the last few decades [8, 13, 14, 47, 89, 137]. Notwithstanding its poor spatial
resolution, the vision system of fruit flies has an extraordinary ability to detect visual motion;
they have a dedicated neural circuitry that has evolved to detect motion with high acuity.
Moreover, its motion detection circuit has the remarkable capability of performing well in
conditions where luminance and contrast can vary by orders of magnitude.
The classic study of motion detection mechanism in fruit flies, or in insects at large, dates
back to 1956 when Hassenstein and Reichardt proposed an algorithmic model of elementary
motion detection [51]. The model, called Hassenstein-Reichardt Detector (HRD), consists of
mirror symmetric processing of inputs from two spatially offset locations, where the input
from one location is multiplied with a low-passed (or delayed) version of the input from
the other. A subtraction of the responses of the two mirror symmetric arms indicates the
perceived motion and its direction. While the HRD model explains many of the physiological
properties of the biological motion detectors in flies, it does not perform robustly at low
contrasts and luminance. Another popular model for motion detection, the motion energy
model [2], can be related to the HRD under certain conditions and suffers from similar
degradation with luminance and contrast.
Motion detection algorithms have been the subject of extensive study in the computer
vision literature as well. However, the classic algorithm for motion detection in computer
vision, optic flow [139], suffers from similar problems under low lighting conditions and
additionally it is not easily parallelizable. Consequently, it is not suitable for applications
requiring real-time motion detection.
Following Marr, the design of an information processing system, such as a system per-
forming motion detection, can be approached on multiple levels [91]. Figure 1.1 illustrates
two levels of abstraction, namely, the algorithmic level and the physical circuit level. On the
algorithmic level, one studies procedurally how the information is processed independently
of the physical realization. The circuit level concerns the actual realization of the algorithm
in physical hardware, e.g., a biological neural circuit or silicon circuits in a digital signal
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processor. Chapter 2 puts forth a simple motion detection algorithm that is inspired by
motion detection models of biological visual systems (in vivo neural circuit), and provides
an efficient realization that can easily be implemented on commodity (in silico) DSP chips.







Figure 1.1: Algorithms can have different physical realizations. For example, an algorithm
can be implemented by neural circuits in a biological system. Alternately, it can be imple-
mented on a digital signal processor. Algorithms direct the implementation on the physical
layer. Conversely, biological neural circuits inspire new algorithmic designs, which can, in
turn, be expressed and improved upon by a realization in silico.
Previous research demonstrated that global phase alone can be used to faithfully rep-
resent visual scenes. Chapter 2 provides a reconstruction algorithm of visual scenes by
using only local phase information. It further demonstrates that local phase alone can be
effectively used to detect local motion. The local phase-based motion detector is akin to the
HRD model, but with a processing step that makes it robust under orders of magnitude of
light intensities.
The local phase-based motion detection algorithm consists of two building blocks. The
first building block evaluates the temporal change of the local phase, which can be efficiently
implemented using FFT-based algorithms. The second building block implements the detector,
where the maximum of the Radon transform of the local phase derivative is compared with a
chosen threshold.
Chapter 2 demonstrates examples of applying the local phase-based motion detection
algorithm on several video sequences. Additionally, it is suggested that the phase-based
3
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motion detector provides simple and intuitive interpretations of reverse-phi based illusory
motion percepts. The locally detected motion can further be used for segmenting moving
objects in video scenes, and the segmentation results achieved by doing so were compared
to those obtained with the widely used optic flow algorithm. The results presented in the
chapter suggest that local spatial phase information may provide an efficient alternative to
perform many visual tasks in silico as well as in vivo biological vision systems.
In Chapter 3, we first demonstrate that the HRD model with added spatial preprocessing
has the structure of second-order Volterra kernel[123, 146]. Traditionally, dendritic pro-
cessing has either been modeled by compartmentalized models or by linear filters. While
the former is a very detailed model of dendritic geometry and processes, it does not provide
any insights with regards to computation. On the other hand, the latter being linear is too
restrictive. The framework of using Volterra kernels to model non-linear dendritic processing
was introduced in [80], and it was shown that a population of neural circuits modeled by
Volterra series based dendritic processing can faithfully represent stimuli, and such models
can be identified from physiological recordings. However, the number of measurements
required for both decoding and identifying circuits with second-order Volterra kernels was
shown to grow quadratically with the dimension of the input space. This complexity tends to
be a hindrance especially when dealing with spatio-temporal models and stimuli.
The relevance of circuits with second-order Volterra kernels is not limited to motion
detection circuits. For example, popular models of complex cells in the visual cortex comprise
a similar structure as well [124]. Additionally, early olfactory encoding in Drosophila [67],
early auditory encoding in grasshoppers [23], and neurons acting as coincidence detectors
in the mammalian cortex [71] all exhibit a processing structure that can be described by a
second-order Volterra kernel. This motivates two questions: i) Can these circuits encode
information (for example, a visual scene), efficiently with a number of measurements or spikes
that is proportional to the bandwidth of the visual stimulus rather that the square of the
bandwidth? ii) Given a set of experimental trials, where in each trial a controlled stimulus
is presented and responses from these neural circuits are recorded, can the underlying
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processing be identified faithfully in a similar tractable fashion?
To answer these questions, Chapter 3 first formulates algorithms for effectively decoding
an input stimulus presented to a population of cells whose dendritic processing is modeled by
second-order Volterra kernels. The algorithms exploit the low-rank structure of the stimulus
in the product space, where the encoding of the stimulus is formulated as generalized
sampling. We then show that identifying the receptive fields is a dual problem and can be
solved using similar algorithms. Finally, the algorithms developed are compared with existing
algorithms such as Spike-Triggered Covariance (STC) [128, 129]. Similar to the decoding
algorithms, the identification algorithms again rely on exploiting a low-rank structure. The
low-rank structure in this case applies to the second-order Volterra kernels. The neural
circuits described above, such as HRD based motion detectors and models of complex cells,
exhibit such a low-rank structure. Recent advances in low-rank matrix sampling [16, 59, 115]
enable the formulation of algorithms that can be solved efficiently; this is demonstrated with
examples in the chapter.
Further, the phase based motion detector introduced in Chapter 2 can be formulated as a
second-order Volterra kernel acting on two normalized inputs. We show in Chapter 2 that
the normalization is crucial to the robust performance of the phase based motion detector in
low lighting conditions. Early visual systems, both in vertebrates and invertebrates rapidly
adapt to visual stimuli whose intensity and contrast vary orders of magnitude both in space
and time [118], thereby achieving a performance that artificial cameras cannot. Divisive
normalization has been proposed as a canonical computation performed by the brain for
achieving such adaptation, as well as for attentional modulation [19]. However, divisive
normalization models, in their current form, often i) characterize the gain control only at
steady-state or at peak transient levels, and ii) lack a systematic framework for quantitative
identification of the entire dynamical system.
Chapter 4 proposes a modeling framework for dynamic gain control through divisive
normalization. It also provides and demonstrates the surprising result that a population
of cells with the highly non-linear operations of Volterra kernels normalized by another
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set of Volterra kernels, can still encode their input stimulus efficiently, with a number of
measurements that is proportional to the bandwidth of the input stimulus. Crucially, this
result demonstrates that later stages of processing can have access to complete information
about the stimulus even when early sensory processing employs highly non-linear operations,
such as divisive normalization to maintain their outputs in a suitable range. Chapter 4
also provides algorithms for efficient identification of the proposed model from physiological
recordings. Examples of identification with both biological and simulated data, including the
phase based motion detector, demonstrate the efficacy of the identification algorithms.
Chapter 4 then goes on to provide an extended framework, where a number of parallel
channels of divisively normalized cells, undergo further divisive gain modulation through
lateral feedback from neighboring cells. This framework can model lateral gain modulatory
effects observed in many early sensory processing systems, including vision [50, 101, 145],
olfaction [81, 149], and audition [22, 116] as well as in auditory [100, 113] and visual cortexes
[3, 40, 112]. Identification algorithms for the extended framework are provided as well.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we present the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory (FFBO). Neuroscience
has enjoyed great success from focused efforts in model organisms. In particular, the fruit fly
brain has become a favored testing ground for neurogeneticists and neurobiologists alike.
With a powerful genetic toolkit and short experimental cycles, this small yet sufficiently
complex brain offers a tractable model system for studying brain function in health and
disease. Recent neurophysiological and 2-photon imaging studies of the fruit fly brain
shed light on our understanding of stream processing and the elementary building blocks
of cognition. Growing evidence indicates that the fruit fly brain uses multiple sensory
information to establish internal representations that are thought to underlie cognition in
mammals [48].
Deciphering the function of neural circuits to achieve algorithmic understanding the
processing and cognitive abilities of the brain, will inevitably require collaboration between
different types of researchers, including, but not limited to neurobiologists, neurogenetists
and computational neuroscientists. As an example, the potential value of the algorithms
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presented in this thesis will be unlocked when they can be readily applied to and validated
with physiological data.
Figure 1.2: Fruit Fly Brain Observatory as a meeting ground between various stakeholders
in fruit fly brain research including neurobiologists, neurogenetists and computational
neuroscientists.
FFBO is an initiative that enables an open collaborative ecosystem for fruit fly brain
research. It provides a reference system for a single model organism, the fruit fly, that
unifies knowledge from different disciplines. It provides tools and applications that rely on
contributions from these different types of researchers, and in turn benefits them with open,
integrated, and easy to access resources. A simplified schematic representation of this is
depicted in Figure 1.2, where we position the FFBO as meeting ground for stakeholders
worldwide, with the goal of advancing discovery of the function of the fruit fly brain. The
FFBO currently provides open and easily queryable anatomical, connectomic, genetic and
physiological data, as well as infrastructure to implement, share, explore and integrate
computational models of the fruit fly brain. The FFBO ecosystem will engage a broad
spectrum of researchers and, if successful, will serve as a blueprint and foundational model
for collaborative research in higher model organisms.
Further, the FFBO will also serve as an open educational platform for training future gen-
erations of scientists who are interested in applying interdisciplinary methods across fields
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of Drosophila research. Instructors can create interactive course material for Drosophila neu-










A MOTION DETECTION ALGORITHM USING LOCAL PHASE
INFORMATION
Abstract
Previous research demonstrated that global phase alone can be used to faithfully
represent visual scenes. Here we provide a reconstruction algorithm of visual scenes by
only using local phase information. We also demonstrate that local phase alone can be
effectively used to detect local motion. The local phase-based motion detector is akin to
models employed to detect motion in biological vision, e.g., the Reichardt detector.
The local phase-based motion detection algorithm introduced here consists of two
building blocks. The first building block measures/evaluates the temporal change of
the local phase. The temporal derivative of the local phase is shown to exhibit the
structure of a second order Volterra kernel with two normalized inputs. We provide
an efficient, FFT-based algorithm for implementing the change of the local phase. The
second processing building block implements the detector. The local phase-based motion
detection algorithm compares the maximum of the Radon transform of the local phase
derivative with a chosen threshold.
We demonstrate examples of applying the local phase-based motion detection algo-
rithm on several video sequences. Additionally, we suggest that the phase-based motion
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detector provides simple and intuitive interpretations of reverse-phi based illusory mo-
tion percepts. We also show how the locally detected motion can be used for segmenting
moving objects in video scenes and compare our local phase-based algorithm to segmen-
tation achieved with a widely used optic flow algorithm. Our results suggest that local
spatial phase information may provide an efficient alternative to perform many visual
tasks in silico as well as in vivo biological vision systems.
Visual motion detection is critical to the survival of animals. Many biological visual
systems have evolved highly efficient/effective neural circuits to detect visual motion. Motion
detection is performed in parallel with other visual coding circuits and starts already in
the early stages of visual processing. In the retina of vertebrates, it is known that at least
three types of Direction-Selective Ganglion Cells (DSGC) are responsible for signaling visual
motion at this early stage [126]. In flies, direction-selective neurons are found in the optic
lobe, 3 synapses away from the photoreceptors [13].
The small number of synapses between photoreceptors and direction-selective neurons
suggests that the processing involved in motion detection is not highly complex but still
very effective. In addition, the biological motion detection circuits are organized in a highly
parallel way to enable fast, concurrent computation of motion. It is also interesting to note
that the early stages of motion detection are carried out largely in the absence of spiking
neurons, indicating that initial stages of motion detection are preferably performed in the
“analog" domain. Taking advantage of continuous time processing may be critical for quickly
processing motion since motion intrinsically elicits fast and large changes in the intensity
levels, that is, large amounts of data under stringent time constraints.
Modern, computer-based motion detection algorithms often employ optic flow techniques
to estimate spatial changes in consecutive image frames [114, 139]. Although, often time,
optic flow estimation algorithms produce accurate results, the computational demand to
perform many of these algorithms is too high for real-time implementation.
Several models for biological motion detection are available and their architecture is
quite simple [105]. Earlier work in the rabbit retina was the foundation to the Barlow-Levick
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model [7] of motion detection. The model relies on inhibition to compensate motion in the
null direction. The Reichardt motion detector [51] was thought to be the underlying model
for motion detection in insects [14]. The model is based on a correlation method to extract
motion induced by spatio-temporal information patterns of light intensity. Therefore, it relies
on a correlation/multiplication operation. Another model is the motion energy detector [2]. It
uses spatio-temporal separable filters and a squaring nonlinearity to compute motion energy
and it was shown to be equivalent to the Reichardt motion detector.
However, these biologically inspired models and the optic flow algorithm are not able to
extract motion robustly across orders of magnitude of luminance and contrast values, unlike
biological motion detectors. For example, recordings from tangential cells in fruit flies, which
integrate over the elementary motion detectors across multiple points in space, show that
the performance degradation with decreasing contrast is smooth [62]. However, the output
of the reichardt detector is known to depend on the square of the amplitude, thus having
quadratic reduction in its output with contrast.
In this chapter, we provide an alternative motion detection algorithm based on local
phase information of the visual scene. Earlier pioneering work has demonstrated the efficacy
of using phase information to detect motion. For example, local phase has been used as
the variable for constancy constraints for optical flow detection [37], and to detect measure
binocular disparity [39, 125]. The algorithm presented here exploits the structure induced in
the change of phase in the frequency domain by translational motion. As will be demonstrated
later, this structure is robust to a) different amplitude scales , b) different velocity scales,
and c) added noise. By predicating the presence of motion on the structure in change of
phase across filters of different frequencies rather then the strength of the phase change
for a particular filter, the algorithm presented here avoids the typical stability problems
associated with employing phase information [38].
Similar to mechanisms in other biological models, the algorithm proposed in this chapter
operates in continuous time and in parallel. Moreover, it can be efficiently implemented on
parallel hardware. This is, again, similar to the properties of biological motion detection
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systems.
It has been shown that images can be represented by their global phase alone [104].
To motivate the use of local phase as the variable being processed to extract ethologically
relevant features, for example motion, we provide a reconstruction algorithm of visual
scenes by only using local phase information, thereby demonstrating the spectrum of the
representational capability of phase information. The Fourier shift property clearly suggests
the relationship between the global shift of an image and the global phase shift in the
frequency domain. We elevate this relationship by computing the change of local phase to
indicate motion that appears locally in the visual scene. We provide simple intuition on how
the change of local phase can capture motion information and show that it also provides
an intuitive explanation for the reverse-phi illusion. Reverse-phi is an optical illusion
demonstrated by biological motion detectors both in vertebrates [73] and invertebrates[86,
143], where a contrast reversal accompanied by a small translation results in reversal of
perceived motion.
For an efficient implementation of such a motion detection algorithm on in silico parallel
hardware, we propose the local phases to be computed using window functions that tile the
visual field with overlapping segments, making it amenable for a highly parallel implemen-
tation using the generalized Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) algorithm. In addition,
we propose a Radon-transform-based motion detection index on the change of local phases
for a robust readout of the relation between local phases and motion.
Interestingly, phase information has been largely ignored in the field of linear signal
processing and for good reason. Phase-based processing is intrinsically non-linear. Recent
researches, however, showed that phase information can be smartly employed in speech
processing [41] and visual processing [64]. For example, spatial phase in an image is
indicative of local features such as edges when considering phase congruency [72]. The role
of spatial phase in computational and biological vision, emergence of visual illusions and
pattern recognition is discussed in [45]. Together with our result for motion detection, these
studies suggest that phase information has a great potential for achieving efficient visual
12
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signal processing.
In Section 2.1, we first demonstrate the well-known fact that phase carries perceptually
important information for natural images and the go on to demonstrate that local phase
information can be used to faithfully represent visual information in the absence of amplitude
information. In Section 2.2, we develop a simple local phase-based algorithm to detect motion
in visual scenes and provide an efficient way for its implementation on computer hardware
using the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). We also explore its relation to the Reichardt
detector and provide a very intuitive explanation on how this detector
• is able to detect local motion,
• is able perform robustly in low luminance and contrast conditions,
• explains observed properties of biological motion detectors with respect to the reverse
phi illusion.
We then provide examples and applications of the proposed motion detection algorithm to
motion segmentation. We also compare our results to those obtained using motion detection
algorithms based on optic flow techniques in Section 2.3. Finally, we summarize our results
in Section 2.4.
2.1 Phase Information in Visual Scenes
2.1.1 Importance of Phase for Perception of Natural Images
It is known that the global phase of an image plays an important role in the representation
of natural images [104]. A classic example is to take two images and to exchange their global
phases before their reconstruction using the inverse Fourier transform. The resulting images
are slightly smeared but largely reflect the information contained in the global phase.
In Figure 2.1, we demonstrate this by experimenting with three images - ‘obama’,
‘bush’and ‘lena’. It shows reconstructions from inverse Fourier transforms, when the ampli-
13




Figure 2.1: Importance of phase in perception of natural images. Middle column show
reconstruction from inverse Fourier Transforms where the phase is take from Fourier
transforms of mages in the left column (solid lavender arrows) and the amplitude from
Fourier transforms of images in right column (dotted red arrows)14
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tude and phase is used from Fourier transforms of each combination of the images. From
the reconstructions, it is clear that the perception of the reconstructed image most closely
matches the image from which the phase information was used for reconstruction.
In Figure 2.2, this is further demonstrated by using phase information from the obama
image and visualizing the reconstruction when the amplitude information is replaced. The
first two reconstructions in the figure uses an amplitude spectrum that decays with increasing
frequencies. The third construction uses unit amplitude whereas the fourth reconstructions
uses amplitudes drawn randomly from a uniform distribution. Even in these cases, the
reconstructed image still has features that tend to be perceived as the ‘obama ’image. This
motivates us to study the representation power of the phase information formally. We
demonstrate that both local and global phase can faithfully represent visual information (up
to a scale) in the following sections.
2.1.2 Representation of Visual Scenes Using Phase Information
2.1.2.1 The Global Phase of Images
The use of complex valued transforms, is widespread, for both representing and processing
images. When represented in polar coordinates, the output of a complex valued transform
of a signal can be split into amplitude and phase. In this section, we define two types of
phases of an image: global phase and local phase. We then argue that both types of phases
can faithfully represent an image and we provide a reconstruction algorithm that recovers
the image from local phase information. This indicates that phase information alone can
largely represent an image or video signal.
It will become clear in the sections that follow that the use of phase for representing of
image and video information leads to efficient ways to implement certain types of image/video
processing algorithms, e.g., motion detection algorithms.




u(x, y)e− j(ωxx+ωy y)dxdy (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Importance of phase in perception of natural images (II). Reconstruction of the
‘obama ’image by inverse Fourier transforms when the amplitude information is replaced.
For the first two images the amplitude is set to have decreasing magnitude with increasing
frequencies to mimic the 1f distribution of natural images. The amplitude is set to one for all
frequencies for the third reconstruction whereas for fourth reconstruction, the amplitudes
are randomly drawn from a uniform distribution.
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with Uˆ(ωx,ωy) ∈C and (ωx,ωy) ∈R2.
In polar coordinates, the Fourier transform of u can be expressed as
Uˆ(ωx,ωy)= Aˆ(ωx,ωy)e jφˆ(ωx,ωy), (2.2)
where Aˆ(ωx,ωy) ∈R is the amplitude and φˆ(ωx,ωy) is the phase of the Fourier transform of u.
Definition 2.1. The amplitude of the Fourier transform of an image u = u(x, y), (x, y) ∈ R2,
is called the global amplitude of u. The phase of the Fourier transform of an image u =
u(x, y), (x, y) ∈R2, is called the global phase of u.
2.1.2.2 The Local Phase of Images
The global phase indicates the offset of sinusoids of different frequencies contained in the
entire image. However, it is not intuitive to relate the global phase to local image features
such as edges and their position in an image. To study these local features, it is necessary
to modify the Fourier transform such that it reflects properties of a restricted region of an




u(x, y)w(x− x0, y− y0)e− j(ωx(x−x0)+ωy(y−y0))dxdy, (2.3)
where w = w(x, y), (x, y) ∈ R2, is a real valued window function centered at (x0, y0) ∈ R2.
Typical choices of window functions include the Hann window and the Gaussian window.
The (effectively) finite support of the window restricts the Fourier transform to local image
analysis.
Similarly to the Fourier transform, the STFT can be expressed in polar coordinates as
U(ωx,ωy, x0, y0)= A(ωx,ωy, x0, y0)e jφ(ωx,ωy,x0,y0), (2.4)
where A(ωx,ωy, x0, y0) ∈R is the amplitude and φ(ωx,ωy, x0, y0) is the phase of the STFT.
Definition 2.2. The amplitude of the STFT of an image u= u(x, y), (x, y) ∈R2, is called the
local amplitude of u. The phase of the STFT of an image u= u(x, y), (x, y) ∈R2, is called the
local phase of u.
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Note that when w is a Gaussian window, the STFT of u evaluated at (ωx,ωy, x0, y0) can
be equivalently viewed as the response of a complex-valued Gabor receptive field
h(x, y)= e−
(x−x0)2+(y−y0)2
2σ2 e− j(ωx(x−x0)+ωy(y−y0)) (2.5)




Therefore, the STFT can be realized by an ensemble of Gabor receptive fields that are
common in modeling simple and complex cells (neurons) in the primary visual cortex [26].
2.1.2.3 Reconstruction of Images from Local Phase
Amplitude and phase can be interpreted as measurements/projections of images that
are indicative of their information content. Classically, when both the global amplitude and
phase are known, it is straightforward to reconstruct the image. The reconstruction calls for
computing the inverse Fourier transform given the global amplitude and phase. Similarly,
when using local amplitude and phase, if the sampling functions form a basis or frame in a
space of images, the reconstruction is provided by the formalism of wavelet theory, e.g., using
Gabor wavelets [85].
Amplitude or phase represent partial information extracted from visual scenes. They
are obtained via nonlinear sampling, i.e., a nonlinear operation for extracting the amplitude
and phase information from images. The nonlinear operation makes reconstruction from
either amplitude or phase alone difficult. Earlier studies and recent development in solving
quadratic constraints, however, suggest that it is possible to reconstruct images from global
or local amplitude information [17, 53].
While computing the amplitude requires a second order (quadratic) nonlinearity, com-
puting the phase calls for higher order nonlinear operators (Volterra kernels). It is possible,
however, to reconstruct up to a constant scale an image from its global phase information
alone without explicitly using the amplitude information. An algorithm was provided for
18
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solving this problem in the discrete signal processing domain in [104]. The algorithm smartly
avoids using the inverse tangent function by reformulating the phase measurements as a set
of linear equations that are easy to solve.
Using a similar argument, we demonstrate in the following that, up to a constant scale, a
bandlimited signal u= u(x, y), (x, y) ∈R2, can be reconstructed from its local phase alone. We
first formulate the encoding of an image u by local phase, using the Gabor receptive fields as
a special case. It is straightforward then to formulate the problem with local phase computed
from other types of STFTs.
Formally, we consider an image, u= u(x, y), on the domain R2, to be an element of a space






clx l y e lx l y(x, y), (2.7)
where














, lx =−Lx, · · · ,Lx, l y =−L y, · · · ,L y, (2.8)
are the set of basis functions ofH , and Ωx,Lx are the bandwidth and the order, respectively,
of the space in the x dimension and Ωy,L y are the bandwidth and the order, respectively, of
the space in the y dimension.




u1(x, y)u2(x, y)dxdy, (2.9)
where Tx = 2piLxΩx ,Ty =
2piL y
Ωy
are the period of the space in the x and y dimensions, respectively.
Consider a bank of N Gabor receptive fields
hkl,mn(x, y)=Tkl(w(x, y)e− j(ωxm x+ωyn y)), (2.10)
where Tkl is the translation operator with Tklu= u(x−kb0, y− lb0), k, l ∈Z, b0 > 0, 0≤ kb0 ≤
Tx, 0≤ lb0 ≤ Ty, and ωxm =mω0,ωyn = nω0, m,n ∈Z, ω0 > 0, −Ωx ≤mω0 ≤Ωx, −Ωy ≤ nω0 ≤
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u(x, y)w(x−kb0, y− lb0)e− j(ωxm (x−kb0)+ωyn (y−lb0))dxdy
= Akl,mne jφkl,mn ,
(2.11)
where Akl,mn ≥ 0, Akl,mn ∈R, is the local amplitude and φkl,mn ∈ [0,2pi) is the local phase.
Dividing both sides of (2.11) by e jφkl,mn , we have∫
R2
u(x, y)w(x−kb0, y− lb0)e− j(ωxm (x−kb0)+ωyn (y−lb0)+φkl,mn)dxdy= Akl,mn. (2.12)
Since Akl,mn ∈R, we have∫
R2
u(x, y)w(x−kb0, y− lb0)cos(ωxm(x−kb0)+ωyn(y− lb0)+φkl,mn)dxdy= Akl,mn (2.13)
and ∫
R2
u(x, y)w(x−kb0, y− lb0)sin(ωxm(x−kb0)+ωyn(y− lb0)+φkl,mn)dxdy= 0. (2.14)
Note that w(x−kb0, y− lb0)sin(ωxm(x−kb0)+ωyn(y− lb0)+φkl,mn) is a real-valued Gabor
receptive field with a preferred phase at φkl,mn+ pi2 −ωxm kb0−ωyn lb0.
Remark 2.1. Assuming that the local phase information φkl,mn is obtained via measurements,
i.e., filtering the image u with pairs of Gabor receptive fields (2.10), the set of linear equations
(2.14) has a simple interpretation: the image u is orthogonal to the space spanned by the
functions
w(x−kb0, y− lb0)sin(ωxm(x−kb0)+ωyn(y− lb0)+φkl,mn), (2.15)
where (k, l,m,n) ∈ I with I = {(k, l,m,n) ∈ Z4|0 ≤ kb0 ≤ Tx, 0 ≤ lb0 ≤ Ty, −Ωx ≤ mω0 ≤ Ωx,
−Ωy ≤ nω0 ≤Ωy}.
We are now in the position to provide a reconstruction algorithm of the image from phase
φkl,mn, (k, l,m,n) ∈ I.
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clx l y e lx l y(x, y), (2.16)
with
Φc= 0, (2.17)




w(x−kb0, y− lb0)sin(ωxm(x−kb0)+ωyn(y− lb0)+φkl,mn)e lx l y(x, y)dxdy. (2.18)
Here p traverses the set I, and q= (2L y+1)(lx+Lx)+ (l y+L y+1). c is a vector of the form
c= [ c−Lx,−L y , c−Lx,−L y+1 · · · , c−Lx,L y , c−Lx+1,−L y , c−Lx+1,−L y+1, · · · , c−Lx+1,L y ,
· · · , cLx,−L y , cLx,−L y+1, · · · , cLx,L y
]T
that belongs to the null space of Φ. A necessary condition for perfect reconstruction of u,
up to a constant scale, is that, N ≥ (2Lx+1)(2L y+1)−1, where N is the number of phase
measurements.








w(x−kb0, y−lb0)sin(ωxm(x−kb0)+ωyn(y−lb0)+φkl,mn)e lx l y(x, y)dxdy= 0,
for all k, l,m,n ∈Z. Therefore, we have
Φc= 0,
inferring that c is in the null space of Φ.
If N < (2Lx+1)(2L y+1)−1, it follows from the rank-nullity theorem that dim(null(Φ))> 1
leading to multiple linearly independent solutions to Φc= 0. 2
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Example 2.1. In Figure 2.3 an example of reconstruction of an image is shown using only
local phase information. The reconstructed signal was scaled to match the original signal.
The SNR of the reconstruction is 39.97 [dB]. An alternative way to obtain a unique recon-
struction is to include an additional measurement, for example, the mean value of the signal∫
R2 u(x, y)dxdy to the system of linear equations (2.14).
Figure 2.3: An example of reconstruction of image from local phase information. (left)
Original image, the dimension of the space is 3,969. (middle) Reconstructed image from
4,896 phase measurements, scaled to match the original. (right) Error.
2.2 Visual Motion Detection from Phase Information
In this section we consider visual fields that change as a function of time. For notational
simplicity u will denote here the space-time intensity of the visual field.
2.2.1 The Global Phase Equation for Translational Motion
Let u = u(x, y, t), (x, y) ∈ R2, t ∈ R, be a visual stimulus. If the visual stimulus is a pure
translation of the signal at u(x, y,0), i.e.,
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are the total length of translation at time t in each dimension and, vx(t) and vy(t) are the
corresponding instantaneous velocity components, then, the only difference between u(x, y, t)
and u(x, y,0) in the Fourier domain is captured by their global phase. More formally,




where, by abuse of notation, φˆ(ωx,ωy, t) denotes the global phase of u(x, y, t), and φˆ(ωx,ωy,0)
is the initial condition.
Proof. If (Fu(·, ·,0))(ωx,ωy) is the 2D (spatial) Fourier transform of u= u(x, y,0), (x, y) ∈R2,
by the Fourier shift theorem, we have
(Fu(·, ·, t)) (ωx,ωy)= (Fu(·, ·,0))(ωx,ωy)e− j(ωxsx(t)+ωysy(t)). (2.22)








Therefore, in the simple case where the entire visual field is shifting, the derivative of the
phase of Fourier components indicates motion, and it can be obtained by the inner product
between the component frequency and the velocity vector. 2
2.2.2 The Change of Local Phase
2.2.2.1 The Local Phase Equation for Translational Motion
The analysis in Section 2.2.1 applies to global motion. This type of motion occurs most
frequently when the imaging device, either an eye or a camera, moves. Visual motion in
the natural environment, however, is more diverse across the screen since it is, often time,
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produced by multiple moving objects. The objects can be small and the motion more localized
in the visual field.
Taking the global phase of u will not simply reveal where motion of independent objects
takes places or their direction/velocity of motion. The ease of interpretation of motion by
using the Fourier transform, however, motivates us to reuse the same concept in detecting
local motion. This can be achieved, by restricting the domain of the visual field where the
Fourier transform is applied.
To be able to detect local motion, we consider the local phase of u(x, y, t) by taking the
STFT with window function w(x, y). Note that, the STFT and its ubiquitous implementation
in DSP chips can be extensively used in any dimension. For simplicity and without loss of
generality, we consider the window to be centered at (0,0). The STFT is given by∫
R2
u(x, y, t)w(x, y)e− j(ωxx+ωy y)dxdy= A00(ωx,ωy, t)e jφ00(ωx,ωy,t), (2.24)
where, by abuse of notation, A00(ωx,ωy, t) is the amplitude, and φ00(ωx,ωy, t) the phase.
Before we move on to the mathematical analysis, we can intuitively explain the relation
between the change in local phase and visual motion taking place across the window support.
First, if the stimulus undergoes a uniform change of intensity or it changes proportionally
over time due to lighting conditions, for example, the local phase does not change since the
phase is invariant w.r.t. intensity scaling. Therefore, the local phase does not change for such
non-motion stimuli. Second, a rigid edge moving across the window support will induce a
phase change.
For a strictly translational signal within the window support (footprint), e.g.,
u(x, y, t)= u(x− sx(t), y− sy(t),0), for (x, y) ∈ supp(w(x, y)), (2.25)
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where, by abuse of notation, φ00(ωx,ωy, t) is the local phase of u(x, y, t), and φ00(ωx,ωy,0) is











u(x, y, t)w(x, y)sin(ωxx+ωy y)dxdy, (2.28)
and therefore,
A00(ωx,ωy, t)e jφ00(ωx,ωy,t) = a(ωx,ωy, t)+ jb(ωx,ωy, t). (2.29)















(x, y, t)w(x, y)cos(ωxx+ωy y)dxdy. (2.31)
For a purely translational signal with instantaneous spatial shift given by (sx(t), sy(t)) within
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Plugging in the value of dadt and
db
dt , the derivative of the local phase amounts to
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Remark 2.2. We notice that the derivative of the local phase has similar structure to that of
the global phase, but for the added term v00. Through simulations, we observed that the first
two terms in Equation (2.26) dominate over the last term for an ON or OFF moving edge [13].
For example, Figure 2.4 shows the derivative of the local phase given in equation (2.26) for an
ON edge moving with velocity (40,0) pixels/sec.
Figure 2.4: Derivative of the local phase for an ON edge moving in the positive x direction.
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Remark 2.3. Note that φ00(ωx,ωy, t) may not be differentiable even if u(x, y, t) is differentiable,
particularly when A00(ωx,ωy, t)= 0. For example, the spatial phase can jump from a positive
value to zero when A00(ωx,ωy, t) diminishes. This also suggests that the instantaneous local
spatial phase is less informative about a region of a visual scene whenever A00(ωx,ωy, t) is
close to zero. Nevertheless, the time derivative of the local phase can be approximated by
applying a highpass filter to φ00(ωx,ωy, t).
2.2.2.2 The Block Structure for Computing the Local Phase





where xk = kb0, yl = lb0, b0 ∈ Z+ is the distance between two neighboring windows and
1≤ kb0 ≤ Px, 1≤ lb0 ≤ Py, where Px,Py ∈Z+ are the number of pixels of the screen in x and
y directions, respectively.
We then take the 2D Fourier transform of the windowed video signal u(x, y, t)(Tklw)(x, y)
and write in polar form∫
R2
u(x, y, t)(Tklw)(x, y)e− j(ωx(x−xk)+ωy(y−yl ))dxdy= Akl(ωx,ωy, t)e jφkl (ωx,ωy,t). (2.36)
The above integral can be very efficiently evaluated using the 2D FFT in discrete domain
defined on M×M blocks approximating the footprint of the Gaussian windows. For example,
the standard deviation of the Gaussian windows we use in the examples in Section 2.3 is
4 pixels. A block of 32×32 pixels (M = 32) is sufficient to cover the effective support (or
footprint) of the Gaussian window. At the same time, the size of the block is a power of
2, which is most suitable for FFT-based computation. The processing of each block (k, l) is
independent of all other blocks; thereby, parallelism is readily achieved.
Note that the size of the window is informed by the size of the objects one is interested
in locating. Measurements of the local phase using smaller window functions are less
robust to noise. Larger windows would enhance object motion detection if the object size
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is comparable to the window size. However, there would be an increased likelihood of
independent movement of multiple objects within the same window, which is not modeled
here, and thereby may not be robustly detected.
Therefore, for each block (k, l), we obtain M2 measurements of the phase φkl(ωxm ,ωym , t)
at every time instant t, with (ωxm ,ωym) ∈D2 where
D2 = {(ωxm =mω0,ωyn = nω0),m,n=−M/2,−M/2+1, · · · , M/2−1},
with ω0 = 2piM . We then compute the temporal derivative of the phase, i.e.,
dφkl
dt (ωx,ωy, t) for
(ωx,ωy) ∈D2.
We further illustrate an example of the block structure in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5a shows
an example of an image of 64×64 pixels. Four Gaussian windows are shown each with a
standard deviation of 4 pixels. The distance between the centers of two neighboring Gaussian
windows is 6 pixels. The red solid square shows a 32×32-pixel block with k= 3, l = 3, which
encloses effective support of the Gaussian window on top-left (k= 0, l = 0 is the block with
Gaussian window centered at pixel (1,1)). The green dashed square shows another 32×32-
pixel block with k = 3, l = 7. The two Gaussian windows on the right are associated with
the blocks k = 7, l = 3 and k = 7, l = 7, respectively. Cross section of all Gaussian windows
with k= 7, l ∈ [0,10], that is, those centered on the magenta line, are shown in Figure 2.5b.
The red and blue curve in Figure 2.5b correspond to the two Gaussian windows shown in
Figure 2.5a. Figure 2.5b also suggests that some of the Gaussian windows are cut off on
the boundaries. This is, however, equivalent to assuming that the pixel values outside the
boundary are always zero, and it will not significantly affect motion detection based on the
change of local phase.
Since the phase, and thereby the phase change, is noisier when the local amplitude is low,
an additional denoising step can be employed to discount the measurements of dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t)






where ²> 0 is a constant, C(t)= 1M2
∑
(ωx,ωy)∈D2 Akl(ωx,ωy, t), and (ωx,ωy) ∈D2.
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Figure 2.5: Example of block structure. (a) 4 yellow disks show 4 Gaussian window functions
with translation parameter k = 3, l = 3 (top-left), k = 3, l = 7 (bottom-left), k = 7, l = 3 (top-
right) and k = 7, l = 7 (bottom-right). The red solid square shows a 32× 32-pixel block
approximating the Gaussian window with k= 3, l = 3, and the green dashed square shows a
32×32-pixel block approximating the Gaussian window with k= 3, l = 7. (b) Cross section of
all 11 Gaussian windows with translation parameters k= 7, l ∈ [0,10]. The cross section is
taken as indicated by the magenta line in (a), and the red and blue curve correspond to cross
sections of the two Gaussian windows shown in (a) centered on the magenta line.
2.2.3 The Phase-Based Detector
We propose here a block FFT based algorithm to detect motion using phase information.
Such an algorithm is, due to its simplicity and parallelism, highly suitable for an in silico
implementation.
2.2.3.1 Radon Transform on the Change of Phases
We exploit the approximately linear structure of the phase derivative for blocks exhibiting
motion by computing the Radon transform of dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t) over a circular bounded domain
C = {(ωx,ωy)|(ωx,ωy) ∈D2,ω2x+ω2y <pi2}.
The Radon transform of the change of phase in the domain C is given by
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1 if (ωx,ωy) ∈C
0 otherwise.
(2.39)
The Radon transform (R dφkldt )(ρ,θ, t) evaluated at a particular point (ρ0,θ0, t0) is essen-
tially an integral on dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t0) along a line oriented at angle
pi
2 +θ0 with the ωx axis and
at distance |ρ0| along the (cos(θ0),sin(θ0)) direction from (0,0).
If for a particular k and l, we have dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t)=−vx(t)ωx−vy(t)ωy , we have











1C(ρ ·cosθ− s ·sinθ,ρ ·sinθ+ s ·cosθ) ds.
c(ρ,θ) is a correction term due to different length of line integrals for different (ρ,θ) in the
bounded domain C.
After computing the Radon transform of dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t) for every block (k, l) at time t0, we










If the PMIkl is larger than a chosen threshold, motion is deemed to occur in block (k, l)
at time t0.
Using the Radon transform makes it easier to separate rigid motion from noise. Since
the phase is quite sensitive to noise, particularly when the amplitude is very small, the
change of phase under noise may have comparable magnitude to that due to motion as
mentioned earlier. The change of phase under noise, however, does not possess the structure
suggested by Equation (2.26) in the (ωx,ωy) domain. Instead, it appears to be more randomly
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distributed. Consequently, the PMI value is comparatively small for these blocks (see also
Section 2.2.3.3).
Moreover, the direction of the motion, for block (k, l) where motion is detected, can be
easily computed as
θˆkl =pi














This follows from Equation (2.40).
2.2.3.2 The Phase-Based Motion Detection Algorithm
We formally summarize the above analysis as Algorithm 1 below. Figure 2.6 shows a
schematic diagram of proposed phase-based motion detection algorithm.
The algorithm is subdivided into two parts. The first part computes local phase changes
and the second part is the phase-based motion detector.
In the first part, the screen is divided into overlapping blocks. For example, the red,
green, blue blocks in the plane “DIVIDE INTO OVERLAPPING BLOCKS" corresponds to
the squares of the same color covering the video stream. A Gaussian window is then applied
on each block, followed by a 2D FFT operation that is used to extract the local phase. A
temporal high-pass filter is then employed to extract phase changes.
In the second part, the PMI is evaluated for each block based on the Radon transform of
the local phase changes in each block. Motion is detected for blocks with PMI larger than a
preset threshold, and the direction of motion is computed as in (2.42).
It is easy to notice that the algorithm can be highly parallelized.
2.2.3.3 Example
We provide an illustrative example in Figure 2.7 showing how motion is detected using
Algorithm 1. The full video of this example can be found in Supplementary Video S01.
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AND ORIENTATION OF PLANE
Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of proposed phase-based motion detection algorithm.
Figure 2.7(a) depicts a still from the “highway video” in the ChangeDetection2014 dataset
[147] evaluated at a particular time t0. As suggested by the algorithm, the screen in
Figure 2.7(a) is divided into 26×19 overlapping blocks and the window functions are applied
to each block. Local phases can then be extracted from the 2D FFT of each windowed block,
and the local phase changes are obtained by temporal high-pass filtering. The phase change
is shown in Figure 2.7(b) for all blocks, with block (12,11) enlarged in Figure 2.7(c) and
block (23,6) enlarged in Figure 2.7(d) (see also the plane “2D FFT AND EXTRACT PHASE
CHANGE" in Figure 2.6). Note that at the time of the video frame, block (12,11) covers a
part of the vehicle in motion in the front, and block (23,6) corresponds to an area of the
highway pavement where no motion occurs.
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Input: Visual stream or Video data u(x, y, t)
Output: Detected Motion
Construct Gaussian window of size M×M, denote as w;
for t=∆T,2∆T, · · · , N∆T do
Divide the screen of frame at time t into multiple M×M blocks ukl(t), with overlaps;
foreach block ukl(t) do
Multiply pixel-wise the block ukl(t) with the Gaussian window ukl(t)w;
Take M×M 2D FFT of ukl(t)w, denote phase as φkl(ωx,ωy, t) and amplitude as
Akl(ωx,ωy, t);
foreach frequency (ωx,ωy) do
Highpass filter, temporally, φkl(ωx,ωy, t), denote φ′kl(ωx,ωy, t);
Optionally, denoise by φ′kl(ωx,ωy, t)←φ′kl(ωx,ωy, t)
Akl (ωx,ωy,t)
C(t)+² as in (2.37);
end
Compute the radon transform (Rφ′kl)(ρ,θ, t);
Compute PMIkl(t) according to (2.41);
if PMIkl(t)> threshold then
Motion Detected at block (k, l) at time t;




Algorithm 1: Phase-based motion detection algorithm using the FFT.







We observe from the figure that, for regions with low amplitude, such as the region depicting
the road, when the normalization constant is absent, the derivative of the phase can be noisy.
For these blocks the maximum of |dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t0)| over all (ωx,ωy) ∈D2 is comparable to the
maximum obtained for blocks that cover the vehicles in motion.
However, equation (2.26) suggests that the local phase change from multiple filter pairs
centered at the same spatial position (k, l) can provide a constraint to robustly estimate
motion and its direction. Given the block structure employed in the computation of the local
phase, it is natural to utilize phase change information from multiple sources.
Indeed, if for a particular block (k, l), dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t)=−vx(t)ωx− vy(t)ωy, then it is easy
to see that dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t) will be zero on the line vx(t)ωx+vy(t)ωy = 0 and have opposite sign
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on either side of this line. For example, in Figures 2.7(b) and 2.7(c), dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t0) clearly
exhibits this property for blocks that cover a vehicle in motion. The PMI is a tool to evaluate
this property.
Finally, the PMIs for all blocks are shown compactly in a heat map in Figure 2.7(e).
The figure shows clearly that the blocks corresponding to the two moving vehicles have
a high PMI value while the stationary background areas have a low PMI value, allowing
one to easily detect motion by employing simple thresholding (see also the plane "RADON
TRANSFORM AND EXTRACT STRENGTH ORIENTATION OF PLANE" in Figure 2.6).
In addition, the orientation of motion in each block is readily observable even by inspection
in Figure 2.7(b) by a line separating the yellow part and blue part in each block. Further
results about the direction of motion are presented in Section 2.3.
2.2.4 Relationship to Biological Motion Detectors, and
explanations for illusory motion percepts.
A straightforward way to implement local motion detectors is to apply a complex-valued
Gabor receptive field (2.5) to the video signal u, and then take the derivative of the phase
w.r.t. time or apply a highpass filter on the phase to approximate the derivative.
We present here an alternate implementation without explicitly computing the phase.
This will elucidate the relation between the phase-based motion detector presented in the
previous section and some elementary motion detection models used in biology, such as the
Reichardt motion detector [51] and motion energy detector [2].








[a(ωx,ωy, t)]2+ [b(ωx,ωy, t)]2
, (2.44)
where a(ωx,ωy, t) and b(ωx,ωy, t) are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of
A00(ωx,ωy, t)e jφ00(ωx,ωy,t).
We notice that the denominator of (2.44) is the square of the local amplitude of u, which
can be expressed as a quadratic filter and the numerator is also a quadratic filter. This
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Figure 2.7: Evaluating the motion detection algorithm at time t0 (see also supplementary
video S01).
(a) A still from a 156×112-pixel video at time t0.
(b) dφkldt (ωx,ωy, t0) for all 26×19 blocks, each of size 32×32. The blocks are concatenated to
create a large “phase image” with their relative neighbors kept.
(c) dφ12,11dt (ωx,ωy, t0) shown in the (ωx,ωy) ∈D2 space.
(d) dφ23,6dt (ωx,ωy, t0) shown in the (ωx,ωy) ∈D2 space.
(e) Phase Motion Indicator (PMI) for all blocks at t0. Each pixel (k,l) is color coded for PMIkl .
(f) max(ωx,ωy)∈D2 |
dφkl
dt (ωx,ωy, t0)| for all blocks at t0. Each pixel (k, l) is color coded for this
maximum value of block (k, l).
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suggests that the time derivative of the local phase can be viewed as a quadratic filter that
processes two normalized spatially filtered inputs rˆ1 and rˆ2.
Divisive normalization has been found in many sensory systems. For example, the
response of neurons in the vertebrate retina utilizes divisive normalization to perform
luminance and contrast gain control [19]. Two adjustments can be made to (2.44) in interest
of both easier implementation and robustness. First, the derivative of r1(t) = a(ωx,ωy, t)
and r2(t)= b(ωx,ωy, t) can be approximated by a highpass filter hHP (t), and a lowpass filter
hLP (t) can be added to r1 and r2 itself to adjust the temporal tuning properties of the detector.
Second, a constant ²> 0 can be added to the denominator to avoid division by zero and to
regulate the behavior when amplitude is small. The approximation to the derivative of phase
can then be expressed as
dφ
dt
(t)≈ (r2∗hHP )(t)(r1∗hLP )(t)− (r1∗hHP )(t)(r2∗hLP )(t)
r21(t)+ r22(t)+²
. (2.45)
With rˆ1(t)= r1(t)r21(t)+r22(t)+² and rˆ2(t)=
r2(t)
r21(t)+r22(t)+²
, we can rewrite (2.45) as
dφ
dt
(t)≈ (rˆ2∗hHP )(t)(rˆ1∗hLP )(t)− (rˆ1∗hHP )(t)(rˆ2∗hLP )(t). (2.46)
We now consider an elaborated Reichardt motion detector as shown in Figure 2.8. It is
equipped with a quadrature pair of Gabor filters whose outputs are r1(t)= a(ωx,ωy, t) and
r2(t)= b(ωx,ωy, t), respectively, for a particular value of (ωx,ωy). The pair of Gabor filters
that provide these outputs are the real and imaginary parts of w(x, y)e− j(ωxx+ωy y). It also
consists of a temporal high-pass hHP (t) and temporal low-pass filter hLP (t) [2]. The output of
the elaborated Reichardt detector follows the diagram in Figure 2.8 and can be expressed as
(r2∗hHP )(t)(r1∗hLP )(t)− (r1∗hHP )(t)(r2∗hLP )(t), (2.47)
We notice the striking similarity between (2.47) and (2.46). In fact, the phase-based
motion detector shares some properties with the Reichardt motion detector. For example, it
is straightforward to see that a single phase-based motion detector is tuned to the temporal
frequency of a moving sinusoidal grating.
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Figure 2.8: Diagram of an elaborated Reichardt motion detector. It consists of a quadrature
pair of Gabor filters whose outputs r1 and r2 provide inputs to the high-pass filters hHP(t)
and the low-pass filters hLP (t).
Since the motion energy detector is formally equivalent to an elaborated Reichardt motion
detector [2], the structure of the motion energy detector with divisive normalization is also
similar to the phase-based motion detector.
We now provide an intuitive explanation on how the change of local phase computed from
a quadrature pair of local gabor filters can capture motion information. In Figure 2.9, we plot
a gabor filter g(x, y)=w(x, y)sin(ωxx+φ) having frequencies (ωx,0) and a gaussian window
w(x, y)= e−
(x−x0)2+(y−y0)2
2σ2 with various phase offsets φ . The Figure can also be interpreted as
plotting a windowed sinusoidal grating that will generate a local phase of φ with respect
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Figure 2.9: Visualizing a gabor filter with various phase offsets. (see also Supplementary
Video S02)
to a quadrature pair of gabor filters, having the same spatial frequencies as the grating
(see also Supplementary Video S02). From the figure, we can see that a change in phase
w.r.t a quadrature pair of gabor response corresponds to the translation of the sinusoidal
grating at a particular spatial frequency. Thus, we can interpret the local phase based motion
detector as being tuned to local translation of sinusoid gratings at various scales. Moreover,
this tuning is independent of the stimulus amplitude or contrast. With an addition of ² in
the normalization, the response will no longer be independent of the stimulus amplitude or
contrast, but degrade smoothly at low contrasts where the rate of decrease in the response is
controlled by the ² parameter. In Section 2.3.2, we will demonstrate that the phase based
motion detector indeed performs robustly at low contrast unlike the Reichardt detector, as
expected from this insight.
Next, to investigate how a phase based detector will react to a reverse-phi motion stimulus
[73, 143], in Figure 2.10, we consider what happens when the stimulus experiences a contrast
reversal along with a translation. To gain insight into the mechanism of the phase based
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Figure 2.10: The phase based motion detector provides an explanation for reverse-phi motion
percept. (Left) A windowed sinusoid grating and a polar plot of the (normalized) responses
rˆ1 and rˆ2 it elicits from a quadrature pair. (Right Top) The grating under a rightward
translation and the normalized responses in this case. (Right Bottom) The grating under a
rightward translation along with contrast reversal and the normalized responses in this case.
The transparent blue line depicts the responses for the translation without contrast reversal
whereas the red line indicates the responses with contrast reversal.
motion detector when presented with a reverse-phi stimulus, we consider the stimulus to
be a windowed sinusoidal grating similar to Figure 2.9. Let’s assume that the translation
of the grating corresponds to a phase change of ∆φ. It is easy to that the responses to both
gabor filters in a quadrature pair will switch signs under a contrast reversal. Figure 2.10
depicts two scenarios - a rightward translation of the grating and the same translation but
with a contrast reversal. As can be seen from the figure, the phase based motion detector
will interpret the change of phase to be −sgn(∆φ)pi+∆φ = −(pi−∆φ) in this case and the
perceived translation will be opposite to the actual motion. Moreover, the reverse-phi illusory
perception will be maximal at small translations (small ∆φ) and die off at larger translations
(large ∆φ), a characteristic that has been observed in biological motion detectors behaviorally
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[86].
F1 F2 -F1 -F2 F1
Figure 2.11: Illustration of change of phase induced by fours stroke apparent motion. If,
for a particular pair of gabor filters, the first to frames F1 and F2 results in a change of
phase of 0 < ∆Φ < pi, the the phase change between the pairs of frames a) ( ;F2 , −F1 ),
b) ( ;−F1 , −F2 ), and c) ( ;−F2 , F1 ) will all be positive, resulting in continuous forward
motion percept.
The phase based motion detector also provides simple explanations for more elaborated
illusory motion percepts based on reverse phi. Let’s first consider the ‘four stroke apparent
motion’ [1, 94]. The four stroke apparent motion consists of four frames played in continuous
loop. The four frames F1, F2, F3 and F4 are chosen as below
• Pick F1 and F2 to be two successive frames from a visual stimulus exhibiting transla-
tional motion
• Set F3 = −F1, and F4 = −F2
When played in a continuous loop, the four stroke apparent motion stimulus gives a percept
of continuous forward motion, where forward direction is defined to be direction of motion
exhibited by the original video. This is despite of the fact the frame transitions F2 to F3
and F4 to F1 actually exhibit backward motion with contrast reversals. To understand
how the phase based motion detector can explain this illusion, let’s assume that for a
particular quadrature pair of gabors, the frames F1 and F2 exhibit a phase change ∆φ of
pi
2 radians. Then the frame sequences (F2, F3) and (F4,F1) will exhibit a phase change
of −sgn(∆φ)pi+∆φ=pi+ (−pi2 )= pi2 , and the sequence of frames played in a loop will exhibit
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2 · · · suggesting a continuous forward perception of motion
(sell also Figure 2.11). This is demonstrated in Figure 2.12, for a four stroke stimulus
constructed from natural images and in Figure 2.13 for a four stroke stimulus constructed
from a bar translating rightwards (see also Supplementary Videos S03a, S03b, S04a and
S04b). Both figures consist of four sub-panels, corresponding to four successive frames
from the stimuli. For each sub-panel, the bottom row considers the illusory motion percept
stimulus, i.e the frame sequence F1, F2, −F1, −F2, F1, · · · , and the top considers the
frame sequence F1, F2, F1, F2, F1, · · · . Additionally the left column in each sub-panel
depicts the motion direction at various sub-blocks as detected by the phase based motion
detector using instantaneous phase change, wheres as the right column shows the same
when using filtered phase change. The instantaneous phase change is consistent in direction
of motion detected for all frames of the four stroke stimulus whereas the detected motion
is to-and-fro for the stimulus without contrast reversal. Consequently, the filtered phase
change, which can be interpreted as integrating over instantaneous phase change for the
last few frames, only detects consistent significant motion for the four stroke stimulus.
Next, we consider another well-known illusory percept based on reverse-phi, the two-
stroke motion stimulus [93]. The two stroke apparent motion consists of three frames played
in continuous loop. The three frames F1, F2, and F3 are chosen as below
• Pick F1 and F2 to be two successive frames from a visual stimulus exhibiting transla-
tional motion
• Set F3 = 0,
When played in a continuous loop, the two-stroke apparent motion stimulus gives a percepts
of continuous forward motion. For the two-stroke stimulus, the instantaneous phase change,
when calculated with a small normalization constant, will be zero between frames F2
and F3, and consistent with forward motion between frames F1 and F2. Then, with the
interpretation that the filtered phase change integrates over the instantaneous phase change,
it could be expected to produce an output consistent with forward motion for all frames. This
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Figure 2.12: Response of the phase based motion detector to a four stroke apparent motion
stimulus constructed from ‘natural stimulus ’. The figure depicts four successive frames
and for each frame, the four stroke stimulus (frames of the stimulus follow the sequence
F1, F2, −F1, −F2,F1, · · · ) is shown in the top row and the bottom row shows a stimulus
without contrast reversal (frames of the stimulus follow the sequence F1, F2, F1, F2, · · · )
in the bottom row. Additionally, for each frame, the left column depicts the motion interpreted
through instantaneous phase change using red arrows and the right column depicts the
motion interpreted through filtered phase change using red arrows. See also Supplementary
Videos S03a and S03b
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Figure 2.13: Response of the phase based motion detector to a four stroke apparent motion
stimulus constructed from an ‘artificial stimulus ’. See Figure 2.12 for further description.
See also Supplementary Videos S04a and S04b
is demonstrated in Figure 2.16, for a two-stroke stimulus constructed from natural images,
and in Figure 2.15, for a two-stroke stimulus constructed from artificial images comprising a
bright bar translating on a dark background (see also Supplementary Videos S05a, S05b,
S06a and S06b).
Based upon the insights discussed above, we can also consider building another illusory
motion percept, where the stimulus consists of three frames, F1, F2, and F3 played in a
loop and where the three frames are chosen as below.
• Pick F1′, F2′, and F3′ to be three successive frames from a visual stimulus exhibiting
translational motion
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Figure 2.14: Response of the phase based motion detector to a two stroke apparent mo-
tion stimulus constructed from ‘natural stimulus ’. The figure depicts three successive
frames and for each frame, the two stroke stimulus (frames of the stimulus follow the se-
quence F1, F2, 0,F1, · · · ) is shown in the top row and a stimulus following the sequence
F1, F2, F1, F2, · · · is shown in the bottom row. Additionally, for each frame, the left column
depicts the motion interpreted through instantaneous phase change using red arrows and
the right column depicts the motion interpreted through filtered phase change using red
arrows. See also Supplementary Videos S05a and S05b
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Figure 2.15: Response of the phase based motion detector to a two stroke apparent motion
stimulus constructed from an ‘artificial stimulus ’. See Figure 2.14 for further description.
See also Supplementary Videos S06a and S06b
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Figure 2.16: Response of the phase based motion detector to a three stroke apparent motion
stimulus constructed from ‘natural stimulus ’. The figure depicts three successive frames
and for each frame, the three stroke stimulus (frames of the stimulus follow the sequence
F1, −F2, F3, F1, · · · ) is shown in the top row and a stimulus following the sequence
F1, F2, F3, F1, · · · is shown in the bottom row. Additionally, for each frame, the left column
depicts the motion interpreted through instantaneous phase change using red arrows and
the right column depicts the motion interpreted through filtered phase change using red
arrows. See also Supplementary Videos S07a and S07b
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Figure 2.17: Response of the phase based motion detector to a three stroke apparent motion
stimulus constructed from an ‘artificial stimulus ’. See Figure 2.16 for further description.
See also Supplementary Videos S08a and S08b
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• Set F1 = F1′, F2 = −F2′, and F3 = F3′
We will call this stimulus ‘three stroke apparent motion’, and note that it is simply based on
two reverse-phi effects or contrast reversals in the frame sequence. The two-frame sequences
(F1, F2) and (F2, F3) exhibit contrast reversal and thus we can expect the instantaneous
phase change to indicate backwards motion. Additionally, since the frames F1′, F2′ and F3′
were chosen such that they exhibit forward motion, the frame sequence (F3= F3′, F1= F1′)
will exhibit backward motion. Taken together, we expect the stimulus to elicit continuous
backward motion perception. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.16, for stimulus constructed
from natural images and in Figure 2.17, for stimulus constructed from artificial images
comprising a bar on a background (see also Supplementary Videos S07a, S07b, S08a and
S08b).
Finally, based on (2.46) and (2.47), we see that the response of the elaborated Reichardt
detector can be interpreted as the response of a phase based detector scaled by the local
amplitude. Scaling by the local amplitude will not affect the sign of the phase change and
consequently the direction of the detected motion. Further, since the motion energy model is
equivalent to the Reichardt detector model under certain choice of parameters, we note that
the interpretations of the illusory percepts above using the phase based motion detector can
be used to provide intuitive explanations for responses of these models to reverse-phi based
illusory stimuli as well.
While section 2.2.2 provided formal mathematical insights into the mechanism of motion
detection through change of local phase, the arguments in this section presented i) intuitive
insights into the phase based motion detector, ii) its similarities to previously proposed
models for biological motion detectors, iii) robustness of its performance under different
luminance and contrast conditions, and iv) how it relates to the reverse-phi illusory percept.
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2.3 Exploratory Results
In this section, we apply the phase-based motion detection algorithm on several video
sequences and demonstrate its efficiency and effectiveness in detecting local motion. The
motion detection algorithm is compared to two well-known biological motion detectors,
namely the Reichardt motion detector and the Barlow-Levick motion detector. We then show
that the detected local motion can be used in motion segmentation tasks. The effectiveness
of the segmentation is compared to segmentation using motion information obtained from a
widely used optic flow based algorithm available in the literature [139].
2.3.1 Efficient Parallel Implementation
The algorithm was implemented in PyCUDA [69] and tested on an NVIDIA GeForce
GTX TITAN GPU. All computation uses single precision floating points. The processing
speeds of the algorithm for several screen sizes are listed in Table 2.1. Clearly, the proposed
phase-based motion detection algorithm has real-time capability to process video even with
full High Definition screen size.
Table 2.1: Processing Speeds of the Proposed Algorithm, the Reichardt motion detector and
the Barlow-Levick Motion detector
Screen Size
Processing Capability (Frames Per Second)
Proposed Reichardt Barlow-Levick
320×240 420 790 800
720×576 135 685 690
1280×720 60 274 293
1920×1080 27 191 194
For comparison, we implemented the Reichardt motion detector and the Barlow-Levick
motion detector. Their respective diagrams are shown in Figure 2.18. Note that we moved
the high-pass filter h1(t) to the front of the low-pass filter h2(t). This configuration provides a
superior performance to the one in Figure 2.8. For both the Reichardt and the Barlow-Levick
detectors, the videos are first blurred by a Gaussian filter (with the same variance as the
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Gaussian window in (2.35) used for the phase-based motion detector) and subsampled at
the center of each overlapping block in the phase-based motion detector. The subsampled
video then provide inputs to two 2D arrays of the circuits shown in Figure 2.18, one for
the horizontal direction and one for the vertical direction. The outputs of the horizontal
and vertical motion circuits form an array of motion vectors that indicate the strength and
direction of motion. The three tested motion detectors have the same number of outputs as a
result. The processing speeds of the Reichardt motion detector and the Barlow-Levick motion
detector, both implemented in PyCUDA and tested on the same GPU, are shown in Table 2.1.
a b
Figure 2.18: (a) A Reichardt motion detector detecting motion between the two points ukl
and uk+1,l in the blurred and down-sampled video. (b) A Barlow-Levick motion detector
detecting motion between the two points ukl and uk+1,l in the blurred and down-sampled
video. g1(t) denotes a high-pass filter and g2(t) denotes a low-pass filter.
Note that the Reichardt motion detector and the Barlow-Levick motion detector are
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highly efficient due to the simplicity of their algorithms. The phase-based motion detection
algorithm, however, is a much more sophisticated algorithm, and yet it can be implemented
in real-time using parallel computing devices.
The fast GPU implementation is based on the FFT and Matrix-Matrix multiplication. It
is expected that those operations can be efficiently implemented in hardware, e.g., FPGA.
2.3.2 Examples of Phased-Based Motion Detection
We applied our motion detection algorithm on video sequences of the ChangeDetec-
tion2014 dataset [147] that did not exhibit camera egomotion. For these video sequences,
the standard deviation of the Gaussian window functions was set to 4 pixels and the block
size was chosen to be 32×32 pixels. Threshold and normalization parameters were kept
the same with the exception of the “thermal video” (in order to deal with larger background
noise levels, see below). We also tested the same video sequences using the Reichardt motion
detector and the Barlow-Levick motion detector. For the Reichardt detector, the high-pass
filters were chosen as first order filters with a time constant of 200 milliseconds, and the
low-pass filters were chosen as first order filters with a time constant of 300 milliseconds
(assuming that the frame rate is 50 frames per second). Threshold was set to 2. For the
Barlow-Levick motion detector, the time constant of the first high-pass filters were set to 250
milliseconds. The low-pass filters were the same as in the Reichardt detector. Threshold was
set to 2.
The first video was taken from a highway surveillance camera (“highway video”) under
good illumination conditions and high contrast. The video had moderate noise, particularly
on the road surface. The detected motion is shown in the top left panel of Figure 2.19
(see supplementary Video S09 for full video). The phase-based motion detection algorithm
captured both the moving cars and the tree leaves moving (due to the wind). In the time
interval between the 9th and 10th second, the camera was slightly moved left- and right-
wards within 5 frames, again possibly due to the wind. Movement due to this shift was
captured by the motion detection algorithm and the algorithm was fast enough to correctly
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determine the direction of this movement. In this video, we already noted that this algorithm
suffers from the aperture problem. For examples, in front of the van where a long, horizontal
edge is present, the detected motion is mostly pointing downwards. In addition to moving
downwards, the edge is also moving to the left, however. This is expected since the algorithm
only detects motion locally and does not take into account the overall shape of any object.
Figure 2.19: (Top) Motion detection of the “highway video” using the phase-based algorithm
(left), the Reichardt motion detector (middle), and the Barlow-Levick motion detector (right).
Red arrows indicate detected motion and its direction. (Bottom) The contrast of the video
was artificially reduced by 5 folds and the mean was reduced to 3/5 of the original. The red
arrows are duplicated from the motion detection result on the original video as in Top. Blue
arrows are the result of motion detection on the video with reduced contrast. If motion is
detected both in the original video and in the video with reduced contrast, then the arrow is
shown in magenta (as a mix of blue and red).
For comparison, the motion detection results for the Reichardt motion detector and the
Barlow-Levick motion detector are shown in the top middle and top right panel of Figure 2.19
(see supplementary Video S09 for full video). The Reichardt detector performed relatively
well when vehicles are moving faster, but the direction it predicts for vehicles moving slower,
e.g., on the back of the image is not accurate. In addition, motion is still detected in some
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parts of the screen where the vehicles have just passed by. The detection result for the Barlow-
Levick motion detector was poorer. In particular, the response to OFF edge movement is
always the opposite to the actual movement direction.
We then squeezed the range of the screen intensity from [0,1] to [0.2,0.4], resulting in
a video with a lower mean luminance and lower contrast. The motion detection results on
the low-contrast video are shown in the bottom 3 panels of Figure 2.19 (see supplementary
Video S09 for full video). For reference, the motion detection results for the original video
are shown in red arrows. Motion detected in the low-contrast video is shown in blue arrows
if no motion is detected for the block in the original video. If motion is detected in both the
original and the low-contrast video, the arrows are shown in magenta. Figure 2.19 clearly
shows that while the motion detection performance is degraded for all three detectors, the
phase-based motion detector performed still quite well in the low-contrast video, detecting
most of the moving vehicles. The other two detectors missed many of the blocks where motion
was detected in the original movie.
To quantify how well each detector works under different contrast conditions, we com-
puted the ratio of unthresholded output values of each motion detector between lower
contrast and full contrast video. For example, in the case of phase-based motion detector,
we computed, for each block, the ratio between the PMI index for the lower contrast video
and that for the full contrast video. The ratios are then averaged across all blocks where
motion is detected in the full contrast video. This average for different contrasts are shown
in Figure 2.20 by the blue curve. In the ideal case when the normalization constant ² is
0, the phase detector should produce invariant responses to videos with different contrast.
The curve shown here is mainly due to a non-zero ². The ratios for the Reichardt motion
detector and the Barlow-Levick motion detector are computed similarly and are shown in
red and yellow, respectively. It is clear that the phase-based motion detector has a superior
performance across a range of contrast values. At 20% contrast, the phase-based detector
still has 50% of the PMI index value for full contrast video. As expected, the response of















Figure 2.20: The ratio for the phase-based motion detector is defined as the following: we set
the motion detected in the 100% contrast case as the baseline; we compute the ratio between
the PMI index for the lower contrast video and that for the full contrast video for each block;
the ratios are averaged across all the blocks where motion is detected in the full contrast
video; the average is given as the ratio for the phase-based motion detector. The ratio for the
Reichardt motion detector and the Barlow-Levick motion detector are similarly defined.
detector has a quadratic relation to contrast. For a fixed threshold value a larger ratio
equates to a more consistent performance at lower contrast.
The second video was captured by a surveillance camera in a train station (“train station
video”). The video was under moderate room light with a low noise level. The front side of the
video had high contrast; illumination on the back side was quite low. The detected motion is
shown in the video of Figure 2.21 (see supplementary Video S10 for full video).. Movements
of people were successfully captured by the motion detection algorithm.
The third video was a “thermal video” with large amount of background noise (thermal
video). The threshold for detecting motion was raised by 60% in order to mitigate the
increased level of noise. The detected motion is shown in the video of Figure 2.22 (see
supplementary Video S11 for full video).
The last example we show here was taken from a highway surveillance camera at night
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Figure 2.21: Motion detection of the “train station video” using the phase-based algorithm
(left), the Reichardt motion detector (middle) and the Barlow-Levick motion detector (right)
(see Figure 2.19 for description of each panel).
(“winterstreet video”). The overall illumination on the lower-left side was low whereas
illumination was moderate on the upper-right side where the road was covered by snow. The
detected motions are shown in the video in Figure 2.23 (see supplementary Video S12 for full
video). We note that, overall, car movements were successfully detected. Car movements on
the lower-left side, however, suffered from low illumination and some parts of the car were
not detected well due to the trade-off employed for noise suppression.
With a higher threshold, the phase-base motion detection algorithm is able to detect
motion under noisy conditions. We added to the original “highway video" and “train station
video" Gaussian white noise with standard deviation 5% of the maximum luminance range.
The results are shown, respectively, in Figure 2.24 and in Figure 2.25 (see supplementary
Videos S13 and S14 for full videos).
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Figure 2.22: Motion detection of the “thermal video” using the phase-based algorithm(left),
the Reichardt motion detector (middle) and the Barlow-Levick motion detector (right) (see
Figure 2.19 for description of each panel).
Figure 2.23: Motion detection of the “winterstreet video” using the phase-based algo-
rithm(left), the Reichardt motion detector (middle) and the Barlow-Levick motion detector
(right) (see Figure 2.19 for description of each panel).
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Figure 2.24: Phase-based motion detection applied on the “highway video" with added
Gaussian white noise.
2.3.3 Examples of Motion Segmentation
We asked whether the detected motion signals in the video sequences can be useful for
segmenting moving objects from the background. We applied a larger threshold to only
signal motion for salient objects. The 32×32 blocks, however, introduce large boundaries
around the moving objects. To reduce the boundary and to segment the moving object more
closely to the actual object boundary , we applied the motion detection algorithm around the
detected boundary with 16×16 blocks. If 16×16 blocks did not indicate motion, then the
corresponding area was removed from the segmented object area.
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Figure 2.25: Phase-based motion detection applied on the “train station video" with added
Gaussian white noise.
For comparison, we performed motion segmentation based on local motion detection
based on an optic flow algorithm [139]. The segmentation in this case was implemented by
comparing the length of the optic flow vectors with an appropriate threshold.
We employed a simple thresholding for both phase-based motion detection algorithms
and optic flow based motion detection. More sophisticated algorithms may produce better
segmentation results. Thus, the segmentation was purely based on motion cues and no
post-processing at pixel level was performed. The state-of-the-art results for the ChangeDe-
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tection2014 dataset utilize multiple cues such as motion, color and background extraction
to segment objects and thereby achieve better results. We are exploring here, however,
only the case where motion is the only cue for segmentation. Therefore, the ground truth
information from the dataset was not applicable to our test. We shall, therefore, only show
the effectiveness of motion segmentation visually.
We first applied motion based segmentation on 2-second segment of the “highway video”.
The result using the local phase-based motion detection algorithm is shown in the video of
Figure 2.26a (see supplementary Video S15a for full video)., and that using optic flow based
motion detection algorithm is shown in the video of Figure 2.26b (see supplementary Video
S15b for full video).. Both videos are played back at 1/4 of speed. With a higher threshold,
the movement of the leaves was no longer picked up by the phase-based motion detector.
Therefore, only the cars were identified as moving objects and they are indicated in red.
Although the moving objects were not perfectly segmented on their boundary, they were
mostly captured. For the optic flow based segmentation, since the regions of interest are set
by thresholding the length of the velocity vector, objects moving at lower speed, e.g., the cars
on the top, were not always picked up by the segmentation algorithm.
We then applied the motion segmentation to a 2-second segment of the “train station
video”, the “thermal video” and the “winterstreet video”. The results are shown, respectively,
in the videos of Figure 2.27, Figure 2.28 and Figure 2.29 (see supplementary Videos S16a
and S16b, S17a and S17b, S18a and S18b respectively for full videos).
These results show that for the purpose of detecting local motion and its use as a motion
segmentation cue, the local phase-based motion detector works as good, if not better than a
simple thresholding segmentation using an optic flow based algorithm.
2.4 Discussion
Previous research demonstrated that global phase information alone can be used to





Figure 2.26: Segmentation of moving cars based on detected motion in the “highway video”.
(a) Motion detected by the phase-based motion detection algorithm. (b) Motion detected using
optic flow algorithm [139].
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Figure 2.27: Segmentation of moving people in the “train station video” based on detected
motion. (a) Motion detected by the phase-based motion detection algorithm. (b) Motion




Figure 2.28: Segmentation of moving people in the “thermal video” based on detected motion.
(a) Motion detected by the phase-based motion detection algorithm. (b) Motion detected using
optic flow algorithm [139].
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Figure 2.29: Segmentation of moving cars in the “winter street video” based on detected
motion. (a) Motion detected by the phase-based motion detection algorithm. (b) Motion
detected using optic flow algorithm [139].
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scenes by only using local phase information. More importantly, local phase information
can be effectively used to detect local motion. Through a simple temporal derivative of the
phase, we obtained a quadratic that is applied on two normalized inputs. The structure of
the quadratic filter in the phase-based motion detector is akin to models employed to detect
motion in biological vision, e.g., the Reichardt detector [51] and the motion energy detector
[2].
We then proposed an efficient, FFT-based algorithm employing the change in local
phase for detecting motion. In order to exploit the special structure of the change in phase
in the frequency domain that is due to rigid motion, the phase-based motion detection
algorithm also incorporates the Radon transform, a transform closely related to the Fourier
transform. Based on the Radon transform, a motion indicator was proposed to robustly detect
whether the phase change is caused by motion. Therefore, the algorithm can be efficiently
implemented whenever the FFT is available/supported. We showed examples of applying
the phase-based motion detection algorithm on several video sequences. We also showed
that the locally detected motion can be used for segmenting moving objects in video scenes.
We compared the segmentation of moving objects using our local phase-based algorithm to
segmentation achieved using a widely used optic flow based algorithm. Our results suggest
that spatial phase information may provide an efficient alternative to perform many visual
tasks in silico as well as in modeling in vivo biological vision systems. This is consistent with
other recent findings [45].
Note that phase information has been used for solving various visual tasks in the past.
In fact, phase has been successfully employed in optic flow algorithms [37] and image
registration for translation [28], both applied to motion related tasks. The phase-based optic
flow algorithm applies the optic flow equation on the local phase of images rather than the
intensity itself to achieve better resolution and robustness in estimating motion velocity.
The phase correlation method computes the normalized cross-power spectrum of two images
to extract the phase difference. It provides better accuracy and robustness as compared to
the classical cross correlation approach applied to two consecutive images in a sequence.
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However, it has limitations when dealing with images with a repetitive structure.
Our method differs from the above two cases in the following ways. First, it employs a
simple temporal derivative/highpass filtering on the phase to extract local phase changes.
The structure of the phase change is exploited for better detection of motion. On the contrary,
the phase correlation method considers the structure of the phase itself. This also allowed us
to make the motion detection a more local, continuous process rather than purely operating
globally on discrete frames. Second, it explores the structure of the change of phase due
to motion in the frequency domain rather than in the spatial domain, in which the key
constraints of optic flow equations are based. Third, instead of focussing on estimating the
exact velocity or shift, our method is centered on the detection of motion with a coarse local
estimate of direction. This is the case in the first steps of biological motion detection in the
retina or optic lobe of insects; we discussed the resemblance of the method presented here to
those of biological models of motion detection.
The proposed motion detection algorithm, however, shares several advantages with
the other phase-based methods. For example, it is sensitive to motion that only induces
a subpixel shift between frames and for very small differences in intensity. In addition,
when compared to the amplitude, the local phase is robust under different contrast and
illumination conditions. Consequently, the algorithm presented here can operate in a wide
range of contrast/illumination conditions.
Furthermore, once the local phase is extracted from each block, motion detection becomes
a localized, temporal operation on the local phase of each block. This forms the basis for
the highly parallel structure in the phase-based motion detection algorithm. By contrast,
traditional optic flow techniques often rely on explicit comparisons across spatial locations,
that increase, for example, memory complexity since all states must be made available to
their neighbors.
We also notice that for each block, a large number of measurements of phase changes
are obtained. From Figure 2.7, we see that this number is much higher than that of the
original pixel space. In other words, in order to detect motion in a robust way, the local
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phase-based motion detection algorithm undergoes an expansion of measurements before
settling down onto a single motion indicator value. This number of measurements, however,
does not incur additional computational demand thanks to the highly efficient FFT algorithm.
Biological visual systems often have a similar structure. For example, in the vertebrate
retina, computations are carried out by an extraordinarily large number of neurons until
measurements of the visual scene are projected by a fraction of the neurons onto the cortex
[61]. Similar expansion takes places in the primary visual cortex as well.
We also highlight the ease of implementation of the intrinsically parallel algorithm pro-
posed here. The algorithm introduced in Section 2.2.3 is based on the FFT algorithm and does
not require solving an optimization problem. It can be efficiently implemented in hardware,
e.g., FPGAs, or in software, e.g., using GPU accelerators. We note that extending the FFT
to higher dimensions is straightforward and the implementations of higher dimensional
FFTs are also highly efficient. Clearly, the methodology can be applied to motion detection of
data in 3D or higher dimensional space, where the Radon transform operates over planes or
hyperplanes.
Finally, we argue that the change of phase, although highly nonlinear, can be obtained
through a normalization (gain control) followed by a second order filter. This separation of a
higher order nonlinearity into gain control block and a lower order nonlinear filter can be
used for modeling motion detection circuits in biological systems.
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FUNCTIONAL IDENTIFICATION OF LOW-RANK SECOND ORDER
VOLTERRA KERNELS IN NEURAL CIRCUITS
Abstract
In Chapter 2, we described a phase based motion detector and showed that it shares
some properties with the Reichardt detector, a popular model for biological elementary
motion detectors. Given a set of experimental trials, where in each trial a controlled
stimulus is presented and responses from biological motion detectors are recorded, can
we identify the underlying processing faithfully in a tractable manner? To answer this
question, we formulate and study the problem of identifying general neural circuits
having a structure similar to that of Reichardt detectors (i.e having quadratic receptive
fields) in this chapter. We first develop algorithms for effectively decoding an input
stimulus which is presented to a population of such cells. We then show that identifying
the receptive fields is a dual problem and can be solved using similar algorithms and
compare the algorithms developed in this chapter with existing algorithms such as
Spike-Triggered Covariance (STC).
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3.1 Introduction
The Reichardt motion detector [51] was proposed to be the underlying model for motion
detection in insects [14]. Lobula Plate Tangential Cells (LPTCs) in fruit flies are direction
selective spiking cells in the Lobula Plate neuropil that integrate over responses from
multiple elementary motion detectors. Given physiological recording from direction selective
spiking cells, can we identify the exact processing undertaken by the cells? In this chapter,
we will provide robust tractable algorithms for achieving such identification under a wide
variety of spike generation mechanisms.
The simple Reichardt detector extracts the direction of motion in a visual stimulus by
comparing processed versions from two neighboring points in space. In Figure 3.1, we











Figure 3.1: An elaborated Reichardt detector with receptive fields
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H(x1, y1, s1, x2, y2, s2)u(x1, y1, s1)u(x2, y2, s2) dx1d y1dx2d y2ds1ds2
where





H(x1, y1, s1, x2, y2, s2) in the above equation is a second-order Volterra kernel [123, 146].
A Volterra series is comprised by a summation of integral operators called Volterra kernels,
and a Volterra series can be used to approximate any continuous functional. Volterra series
can be seen as the extension of Taylor series for functionals, and they can model systems
where the output of the system depends upon past inputs. As such, the theory of Volterra
series has been applied extensively to model physiological systems [90]. However, faithful
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reconstructions of a nth order Volterra series from input-output pairs requires on the order
of O (Nn) measurements, where N is the dimension of the space used to model linear filters
acting on the input stimuli [80]. This complexity is clearly intractable for many applications.
Remark 3.1. Note that the simple Reichardt detector comparing points (x0, y0) and (x1, y1)
can be considered to be a special case with receptive fields δ(x− x0, y− y0) and δ(x− x1, y− y1)
Neural circuits with processing that can be described as a second-order kernel are not
limited to Reichardt detectors. Early olfactory encoding in Drosophila [67], early auditory
encoding in grasshoppers [23], neurons acting as coincidence detectors in the mammalian
cortex [71] all exhibit a processing structure that can be described by a second-order Volterra
kernel. Moreover, the extensively studied complex cells in mammalian primary visual cortex
(V1) also admit a structure that can be represented by a second-order Volterra kernel as is
described below.
It is widely accepted that the early mammalian visual system employs a series of neural
circuits to extract elementary visual features, such as edges and motion [7, 57]. Feature
extraction capabilities of simple and complex cells arising in the primary visual cortex
(V1) have been extensively investigated. Layer IV simple cells receive direct input from
the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus [117]. Each simple cell consists of a linear receptive field
cascaded with a highly-nonlinear spike generator. Complex cells in layer II/III of V1 sum
the output of a pool of simple cells having similar orientation selectivity and spatial extent
[4] and are thereby selective to oriented edges/lines over a spatially restricted region of the
visual field [57]. While simple cells respond maximally to a particular phase of the edge,
complex cells are largely phase invariant [111, 120]. Therefore, the receptive fields of complex
cells cannot be simply mapped into excitatory and inhibitory regions [57]. Receptive fields
of simple cells are often modeled as spatio-temporal linear filters with a spatial impulse
response that resemble Gabor functions [26], whereas the receptive fields of complex cells are
often modeled as a sum of squared linear filters [124]. For simplicity, a quadrature pair of
space-time Gabor filters has been employed in an energy model of complex cells [2, 18, 142].
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Figure 3.2: A neural circuit consisting of a population of complex cells.
Figure 3.2. The visual processing before the spike generators in complex cells is a summation
of squared gabor filters. It will be clear in Section 3.2 that this structure is equivalent to a
second-order Volterra kernel
Feedforward projections from V1 to other cortical areas mainly originate from layer II/III
[32], suggesting that complex cells play a critical role in relaying visual information processed
in V1 to higher brain areas. While tuning properties of individual complex cells have been
characterized [29, 49], the information about visual stimuli that an ensemble of complex cells
can provide, and how efficiently they can represent such information has yet to be elucidated.
Given the wide prevalence of neural circuits with a second-order Volterra kernel in biology,
an important question that arises is that of the representational power of such circuits. How
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well can a population of such neurons encode sensory stimuli?
Under the modeling framework of Time Encoding Machines (TEMs) [77, 82], it has been
shown that decoding of stimuli and functional identification of linear receptive fields of
simple cells are dual to each other [84]. This led to mathematically rigorous identification
algorithms for identifying linear receptive fields of simple cells [84]. By modeling the
nonlinear processing in complex cells as Volterra Dendritic Stimulus Processors (DSPs)
[80, 83], the representation of stimuli encoded by spike times generated by neural circuits
with complex cells was also exhaustively analyzed. Functional identification of a complex cell
DSP was possible again thanks to the demonstrated duality between decoding and functional
identification. While these theoretical methods exhibit deep structural properties, they have
been shown to be tractable only for decoding and functional identification problems of small
dimensions. In their current form they are not tractable due to the “curse of dimensionality”
[90].
The non-linear transformations taking place in the DSP of complex cells lead to loss of
phase information. Previous work has empirically found that static images recovered from
the magnitude response of Gabor wavelets are perceptually recognizable, albeit they exhibit
significant errors in their pixel intensity values [131]. Here, we formulate the reconstruction
of stimuli encoded with complex cells, and more generally cells with a second-order Volterra
DSP, as a phase retrieval problem [17] and, in search of tractable algorithms, utilize recent
developments in optimization theory of low-rank matrices [16, 17, 115]. By applying such
methods, we develop algorithms that are highly effective in decoding visual stimuli encoded
by such neural circuits.
Do neural circuits described above exhibit some structure that can be exploited for their
tractable identification?
After demonstrating that the decoding of visual stimuli becomes tractable, we describe
sparse algorithms that functionally identify second-order Volterra DSPs using the spike
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times they generate. All the biological circuits described in this section, including Reichardt
detectors and complex cells, exhibit a structure that can be exploited by these sparse algo-
rithms. The sparse identification algorithms are based on the key observation that functional
identification can be viewed as the dual problem of decoding stimuli that are encoded by an
ensemble of such cells. While the generalization of the duality results from simple cells to
complex cells was already given in [80], we show in this paper that these results remain
valid under the assumption of sparsity, that is, for the case of low-rank DSP kernels. This
significantly reduces the time of stimulus presentation that is needed in the identification
process. The sparse duality result also enables us to evaluate the identified circuits in the
input space. We achieve the latter by computing the mean square error or signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of novel stimuli decoded using the identified circuits [84]. The sparse decoding
and functional identification algorithms presented here apply to circuits built around a wide
range of neurons models including Integrate-and-Fire neurons with random thresholds and
biophysically realistic conductance-based models with intrinsic noise.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, for ease of notational simplicity, we
first introduce the modeling of encoding of temporal stimuli with cells having second-order
Volterra DSPs. We provide a detailed review of decoding of stimuli encoded with such neural
circuits and their functional identification, and point out the current algorithmic limitations.
In Section 3.3, we provide sparse decoding algorithms that achieve high accuracy and are
algorithmically tractable. We then explicate the dual relationship between sparse functional
identification and decoding and provide examples for the identification of low-rank, temporal
DSP kernels. In Section 3.4, we extend the sparse decoding methodology to spatio-temporal
stimuli and functional identification of spatio-temporal second-order Volterra DSPs. Using
novel stimuli, we provide evaluation examples of the identification algorithms in the input
space as well as comparisons to other state-of-the-art methods.
3.2 Neural Circuits with second-order Volterra DSPs:
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Encoding, Decoding and Functional Identification
In this section, we model the encoding of temporal stimuli by a neural circuit consisting
of neurons akin to complex cells and LPTCs, i.e, neurons with second-order Volterra DSP.
However, for sake of notational simplicity and more accessible introduction to the theory
and algorithms developed in this chapter, we only consider cells encoding temporal stimuli.
We will later provide extensions to spatio-temporal stimuli. We start by modeling the space
of temporal stimuli in Section 3.2.1. In Section 3.2.2, the model of encoding is formally
described. In Section 3.2.3, we proceed to present a reconstruction algorithm for decoding
temporal stimuli encoded by the neural circuit. A method for functional identification of
neurons constituting the neural circuit is provided in Section 3.2.4. The reconstruction
algorithm and the functional identification algorithm discussed in this section are based on
[80].
3.2.1 Modeling Temporal Stimuli
We model the temporal varying stimuli u1 = u1(t), t ∈ D, to be real-valued elements of
the space of trigonometric polynomials [77]. The choice of the space of the trigonometric
polynomials has, as we will see, substantial computational advantages.





cl t e l t(t), (3.2)










and cl t , l t =−L t, ...,L t, are the coefficients of u1 inH1. Here Ωt denotes the bandwidth, and
L t the order of the space. Stimuli u1 ∈H1 are extended to be periodic over R with period
St = 2piL t/Ωt.
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We denote the dimension ofH1 by dim(H1) and dim(H1)= 2L t+1.







dl t1 l t2 e l t1 (t1) · e l t2 (t2) (3.3)
over the domain D2 = [0,St]× [0,St], where dl t1 l t2 , l t1 l t2 ∈D2, are the coefficients of u2 inH2.
Note that dim(H2)= dim(H1)2.
3.2.2 Encoding of Temporal Stimuli by a Population of cells with
second-order Volterra DSPs
We consider a neural circuit consisting of M neurons as shown in Figure 3.3. For the
ith neuron, input stimulus u1(t) (u1 ∈H1) is first processed by N = dim(H1) linear filters
with impulse responses gi11 (t), · · · , gi21 (t), the outputs of which are individually squared and
then summed together. These processing elements are integral part of the DSP of neuron
i [80, 83]. The output of the DSP i, denoted by vi(t), is then fed into the Biological Spike
Generator (BSG) of neuron i. The BSG i encodes the output of DSP i into the spike train
(tik)k∈Ii . Here I
i is the spike train index set of neuron i.
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Figure 3.3: The encoding of temporal stimuli by a neural circuit consisting of an ensemble of
cells with a sum of squared linear filters as DSPs. The ith neuron in the model processes the
input u1(t) by N parallel linear filters with impulse responses gi11 (t), · · · giN1 (t), respectively,
followed by squaring and weighting by λi1, · · · , ...λiN . The outputs are summed and then fed
into a spike generator.







gi j1 (t− s1)u1(s1) ds1
]2
, (3.4)
for all i = 1,2, · · · , M.
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Figure 3.4: The encoding of temporal stimuli by a neural circuit consisting of an ensemble of
cells with second-order Volterra DSPs. The ith neuron in the model processes the input u1(t)
by the second-order Volterra kernel hi2(t1; t2), and then fed into a spike generator.




hi2(t− s1; t− s2)u1(s1)u1(s2)ds1ds2, (3.6)
where hi2(t1; t2) is a second-order Volterra kernel [123]. It is well-known that a second-order
Volterra kernel has infinite equivalent forms, but a unique symmetric form. In what follows,
we will always assume hi2(t1; t2) to be symmetric, or equivalently that it can be expressed in
terms of (3.5). Subsequently, neural circuits with a second-order Volterra kernel (Figure 3.4)
can always be represented in the form demonstrated in Figure 3.3 and conversely the overall
I/O of the neural circuit shown in Figure 3.3 can be equivalently described as each neuron
processing the input nonlinearly by a second order kernel hi2(t1; t2) followed by a BSG,
as demonstrated in Figure 3.4. We further assume that hi2(t1; t2) is real, bounded-input
bounded-output (BIBO) stable, causal and of finite memory.
Remark 3.2. Note that the BSG models the spike generation mechanism of the axon hillock
of a biological neuron, whereas the DSP is an equivalent model of processing of the stimuli
by a sophisticated neural network that proceeds the spike generation. Therefore, stimulus
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processing and the spike generation mechanism are naturally separated in the neuron model
considered here.
For simplicity, we first formulate the spike generation mechanism of the encoder as an
ideal Integrate-and-Fire (IAF) (point) neuron (see, e.g., [84]). The integration constant, bias
and threshold of the IAF neuron i = 1,2, · · · , M, is denoted by κi, bi and δi, respectively. The
mapping of the input amplitude waveform vi(t) into the time sequence (tik)k∈Z is called the
t-transform [77]. For the i-th neuron, the t-transform is given by [77, 82]:
∫ tik+1
tik
vi(t)dt= κiδi−bi(tik+1− tik). (3.7)
Lemma 3.1. The encoding of the temporal stimulus u1 ∈H1 into the spike train sequence
(tik),k ∈ Ii, i = 1,2, ..., M, by a neural circuit with second-order Volterra DSPs is given in
functional form by
T ik u2 = qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, (3.8)
where M is the total number of neurons, ni+1 is the number of spikes generated by neuron i
and T ik :H2 →R, are bounded linear functionals defined by





hi2(t− s1; t− s2)u2(s1; s2)ds1ds2dt, (3.9)
with u2(t1; t2)= u1(t1)u1(t2). Finally, qik = κiδi−bi(tik+1− tik).
Proof. The relationship (3.8) follows by replacing the functional form of vi(t) given in (3.6)
in equation (3.7) above. 2
Remark 3.3. u2(t1, t2)= u1(t1) ·u1(t2) can be interpreted as a nonlinear map of the stimulus
u1 into u2 defined in a higher dimensional space. The operation performed by the second
order Volterra kernel on u2 in (3.9) is linear. Thus, (3.8) shows that the encoding of temporal
stimuli can be viewed as generalized sampling [80].
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The above formalism for encoding stimuli can be extended in several ways. First,
conductance-based BSGs such as the Hodgkin-Huxley and Morris-Lecar neuron models,
and Izhikevich point neuron models can be employed [56, 58, 76, 99]. The encoding can be
similarly formulated as generalized sampling [82]. Second, to capture the stochastic nature
of spiking neurons intrinsic noise can be added into the BSG models. For example, an IAF
neuron with random thresholds can be used [66, 77]. It is also natural to consider intrinsic
noise in the conductance-based BSGs [83]. For both models, it has been shown that the
encoding of stimuli can be viewed as generalized sampling with noisy measurements [77, 83],
i.e., the t-transform is of the form
T ik u2 = qik+εik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, (3.10)
where T ik are bounded linear functionals defined according to the neuron model of choice,
and εik represents random noise in the measurements.
In what follows, we will mainly focus on encoding circuits consisting of cells whose spiking
mechanism is modeled by a deterministic IAF neuron. The results obtained can be extended
to the above two cases, and we will provide examples for both of these.
3.2.3 Decoding of Temporal Stimuli Encoded by a Population of
Cells with second-order Volterra DSPs
Assuming that the spike times (tik),k ∈ Ii, i = 1,2, ..., M, are known, by Lemma 3.1, the
neural circuit in Figure 3.4 encodes the stimulus via a set of linear functionals acting on u2
(see equation (3.8)). Thus, the reconstruction of u2 can in principle be obtained by inverting
the set of linear equations (3.8) [80].
Theorem 3.1. [80] The coefficients of u2 ∈H2 in (3.3) satisfy the following system of linear
equations
Ξd=q, where Ξ= [(Ξ1)T , ..., (ΞM)T]T and q= [(q1)T , ..., (qM)T]T (3.11)
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dl t1 l t2 = q
i
k
k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · ·
Rearranging the above system of equations in matrix form, we get the desired result.
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(T ik u2− qik)2. (3.12)






dˆl t1 l t2 e l t1 (t1) · e l t2 (t2), (3.13)
where dˆ= [dˆ−L t,−L t , · · · , dˆ−L t,L t , · · · , · · · , dˆL t,−L t , · · · , dˆL t,L t]T is obtained by
dˆ=Ξ†q (3.14)
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with † denoting the pseudoinverse operator.
We note that a necessary condition for perfect recovery is that the total number of
spikes exceeds dim(H1)(dim(H1)+1)/2+M [83]. Therefore, the complexity of the decoding
algorithm is on the order of dim(H1)2.
Following [80, 83], the decoding algorithm is called a Volterra Time Decoding Machine
(Volterra TDM).
3.2.4 Functional Identification of second-order Volterra DSPs
In this section, we formulate the functional identification of a single cell in the neural
circuit described in Figure 3.3. We perform M experimental trials. In trial i, i = 1, · · · , M,
we present a controlled stimulus ui1(t) to the cell and observe the spike times (t
i
k)k∈Ii . We
assume the cell has a DSP of the from h2(t1; t2)=
N∑
j=1
λi j g j1(t1)g
j
1(t2) and an integrate and
fire BSG with integration constant, bias and threshold denoted by κ,b and δ, respectively.
The objective is to functionally identify h2 from the knowledge of ui1 and the observed
spikes (tik)k∈Ii , i = 1, · · · , M. This is a standard practice in neurophysiology for inferring the
functional form of a component of a sensory system [57].
Definition 3.3. Let hp ∈ L1(Dp), p= 1,2, where L1 denotes the space of Lebesgue integrable





















is called the projection operator from L1(D2) toH2.
Note, that for ui1 ∈H1,P1ui1 = ui1. Moreover, with ui2(t1, t2)= ui1(t1)ui1(t2),P2ui2 = ui2.
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Lemma 3.2. With M trials of stimuli ui2(t1; t2)= ui1(t1)ui1(t2), i = 1, · · · , M, presented to a cell
having DSP h2(t1, t2), we have







ui2(t− s1; t− s2)(P h2)(t− s1; t− s2)ds1ds2dt, (3.18)
and
qik = κiδi−bi(tik+1− tik). (3.19)




h2(t− s1; t− s2)ui2(s1; s2)ds1ds2dt= qik.




















(P2h2)(t− s1; t− s2)ui2(s1; s2)ds1ds2dt= qik.
Finally, with (3.18), we obtain
L ik(P2h2)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M. (3.20)
2
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Remark 3.4. The similarity between equations (3.8) and (3.20) suggests that the identifi-
cation of a second-order Volterra DSP by presenting multiple stimuli is dual to decoding a
stimulus encoded by a population of cells having second-order Volterra DSPs. This duality is
schematically shown in Figure 3.5.
Spike Generator 2 
Spike Generator M











Figure 3.5: Duality between decoding and identification. (A) The stimulus u1(t) is encoded
with a population of cells having second-order Volterra DSPs. (B) The projection of the
second-order Volterra DSP of an arbitrary neuron on the input space generates the same
spike trains if the impulse responses of the DSPs are the same as the input stimuli in
repeated trials.






hl t1 l t2 e l t1 (t1) · e l t2 (t2). (3.21)
Then, [h]l t1 l t2 = hl t1 l t2 with l t1 =−L t, · · · ,L t, l t2 =−L t, · · · ,L t, satisfies the following system of
linear equations
Θh=q, (3.22)
where Θ= [(Θ1)T , ..., (ΘM)T]T and q= [(q1)T , ..., (qM)T]T with [qi]k = qik, and[
Θi
]




e l t1+l t2 (t)dt
∫
D2
ui2(s1; s2)e−l t1 (s1)e−l t2 (s2)ds1ds2. (3.23)
Thus, to identify P2h2, we can follow the same methodology as in Algorithm 3.1, and
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For a detailed proof we refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 1 in [80] .
Algorithm 3.2. The solution to (3.24) is given by




hˆl t1 l t2 e l t1 (t1) · e l t2 (t2), (3.25)
where hˆ= [hˆ−L t,−L t , · · · , hˆ−L t,L t , · · · , · · · , hˆL t,−L t , · · · , hˆL t,L t]T is obtained by
hˆ=Θ†q. (3.26)
The methodology described in Algorithm 3.2 to identify the nonlinear DSP is called the
Volterra Channel Identification Machine (Volterra CIM) [80, 83].
Remark 3.5. Formulating the decoding and identification problems in the tensor product
space H2 allows the identification of nonlinear processing by solving a set of linear equa-






3.3 Low-Rank Decoding and Functional Identification
As shown in Section 3.2.3, a reconstruction of the signal u2 is in principle possible by
solving a set of linear equations. However, the complexity of the algorithm is prohibitive. We
show in this section that an efficient decoding algorithm can be constructed that exploits
the structure of encoding circuits with second-order Volterra DSPs. Based on the duality
between decoding and functional identification, functional identification algorithms that
exploit the structure of many second-order Volterra DSPs in biology are presented. These al-
gorithms largely reduce the complexity of decoding of temporal stimuli and that of functional
identification of their DSPs.
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3.3.1 Low-Rank Decoding of Stimuli
3.3.1.1 Exploiting the Structure of second-order Volterra Encoding
In Theorem 3.1, we introduced a vector notation for the coefficients of u2
d= [d−L t,−L t , · · · ,d−L t,L t , · · · , · · · ,dL t,−L t , · · · ,dL t,L t]T . (3.27)
We introduce here the matrix notation of the coefficients for u2 ∈H2,
D=

d−L t,L t . . . d−L t,−L t
... . . .
...
dL t,L t . . . dL t,−L t
 . (3.28)
We notice the following: i) since u2 is assumed to be real, dl t1 ,l t2 = d−l t1 ,−l t2 , and ii) since
u2(t1; t2)= u1(t1)u1(t2)= u1(t2)u1(t1)= u2(t2; t1), we have dl t1 ,l t2 = dl t2 ,l t1 . These properties
imply that D is a Hermitian matrix. Moreover, we note that u2 in (3.8) is the “outer" product
of the stimuli u1, i.e.,
D= ccH , (3.29)
where
c= [c−L t , · · · , cL t]T (3.30)
are the coefficients of the basis functions of u1. Therefore, D is a rank-1 Hermitian positive
semidefinite matrix. This property will be exploited in stimulus decoding (reconstruction).
Theorem 3.3. Encoding the stimulus u1 ∈H1 with the neural circuit with second-order
Volterra DSPs given in (3.7) into the spike train sequence (tik),k ∈ Ii, i = 1,2, ..., M, satisfies the
set of equations
Tr(ΦikD)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, (3.31)
where Tr(·) is the trace operator, D is the rank-1 positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix
D = ccH , qik = κiδi − bi(tik+1− tik) and (Φik),k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, are Hermitian matrices with
entries in the
(




l t1 +L t+1
)
-th column given by
[Φik]l t2 ,l t1 =
∫ tik+1
tik
e l t1−l t2 (t)dt
∫
D2
hi2(s1; s2)e−l t1 (s1)e l t2 (s2)ds1ds2. (3.32)
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dl t1 ,−l t2
∫ tik+1
tik
e l t1−l t2 (t)dt
∫
D2
hi2(s1; s2)e−l t1 (s1)e l t2 (s2)ds1ds2.





dl t1 ,−l t2 [Φ
i
k]l t2 ,l t1 =Tr(Φ
i
kD). (3.33)
Finally, we note that since hi2, i = 1, · · · , M, are assumed to be real valued, (Φik),k ∈ Ii, i =
1, · · · , M, are Hermitian. 2
Remark 3.6. We note that equation (3.31) in Theorem 3.3 and equation (3.11) in Theorem 3.1
are the same. These equations represent the t-transform of a cell with second-order Volterra
DSP in (rank-1) matrix and vector form, respectively. The (rank-1) matrix representation is
made possible by the equality u2(t1; t2)= u1(t1)u1(t2).
3.3.1.2 Reconstruction Algorithms
Solving the systems of equations (3.31) and (3.11) requires at least dim(H1)(dim(H1)+
1)/2+M measurements. Consequently, practical solutions become quickly intractable. For-
tunately, the encoded stimulus is of the form u2(t1; t2)= u1(t1)u2(t2). This guarantees that
D is a rank-1 matrix and thus the reconstructed stimulus belongs to a small subset of
H2. Therefore, we can cast the problem of reconstructing temporal stimuli encoded by
neural circuits with second-order Volterra DSPs as a feasibility problem, that is, find all
positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices that satisfy (3.31) and have rank 1. As we shall
demonstrate, the latter condition can be satisfied with substantially fewer measurements.
Recently, there is an increasing interest in low-rank optimizations such as matrix fac-
torization, matrix completion and rank minimization, both from a theoretical and from a
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practical standpoint [21, 34, 115]. For example, rank minimization has recently been applied
to phase retrieval problems [17].
Our objective here is to find rank-1, positive-semidefinite matrices that satisfy the t-
transform (3.31). Since there always exists at least one rank-1 solution, this is equivalent to
the following optimization problem [15]
minimize Rank(D)
s.t. Tr(ΦikD)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M,
D< 0
(3.34)
The rank minimization problem in (3.34) is NP-hard. A well known heuristic is to relax
the problem (3.34) to a trace minimization problem [34]. That is, instead of solving (3.34),
we reconstruct u2 using Algorithm 3.3.
Algorithm 3.3. The reconstruction of u2 from the spike times generated by the neural circuit










dˆ−L t,L t . . . dˆ−L t,−L t
... . . .
...
dˆL t,L t . . . dˆL t,−L t
 . (3.36)
is the solution to the semidefinite programming (SDP) problem
minimize Tr(D)
s.t. Tr(ΦikD)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M
D< 0
, (3.37)
When the matrices (Φik), k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, satisfy the rank restricted isometry property
[115], the trace norm relaxation converges to the true solution of (3.34) provided that the
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[115]. These results sug-
gest that stimuli encoded by neural circuits with second-order Volterra DSPs can be decoded
with a significantly lower number of measurements than that required by Algorithm 3.1.
To investigate this further, we applied the above algorithm to decode a large number of
stimuli encoded while varying the number of measurements (spikes) used by the decoding
algorithm. The results show that the number of spikes required to faithfully represent a
stimulus by a neural circuits consisting of second-order Volterra DSPs is quasilinearly rather
than quadratically proportional to the dimension of the stimulus space. These results are
presented in the subsequent sections.
The matrix of weights Dˆ obtained from the above algorithm can be further decomposed
to extract the signal u1 (up to a sign) as follows.
(i) Perform the eigen-decomposition of Dˆ. Denote the largest eigenvalue by λ and the
corresponding eigenvector by v. If (3.37) does not exactly return a rank-1 matrix, choose the
largest eigenvalue and disregard the rest. Let w=pλv.










, if [w]L t+1 6= 0
w, otherwise
(3.38)
with cˆ= [cˆ−L t , · · · , cˆL t]T , and [w]L t+1 is the (L t+1)th entry of w, which corresponds to the
coefficient cˆ0.
If Dˆ is rank 1, step (i) decomposes Dˆ as an “outer" product of a vector and itself (see
(3.29)). The resulting vector w differs from the actual coefficient vector of the stimulus u1
by up to a complex-valued scaling factor. This factor is corrected in step (ii). Since u1 is
assumed to be real-valued, the “DC" component must be real-valued. Therefore, we rotate w
to remove any imaginary part. In practice, this also ensures cˆ−l t = cˆl t .
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Remark 3.7. Note that we can reconstruct u1(t) up to a sign, since D = ccH and D =
(−c)(−cH) are equally possible. For clarity, in all examples given in this paper, the sign of the
recovered stimulus was matched to the original stimulus.
Remark 3.8. Note that (3.34) can be alternatively solved by replacing the objective with the
log-det heuristic [34], that is
minimize log det(D+λI)
s.t. Tr(ΦikD)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M,
D< 0
(3.39)
where λ> 0 is a small regularization constant. This optimization may further reduce the rank
of Dˆ when Algorithm 3.3 fails to progress to an exact rank-1 solution [? ].
Remark 3.9. When intrinsic noise is present in the BSG, the encoding of stimuli can be
formulated as generalized sampling with noisy measurements. We modify (3.37) as follows
minimize Tr(D)+λ(∑Mi=1∑k∈Ii (Tr(ΦikD)− qik)2)
s.t. D< 0
, (3.40)
where λ can be chosen based on the noise estimate. Here, the recovered D may not longer be
rank-1. The largest rank-1 component is used for the reconstruction of stimuli.
While the SDP in (3.37) provides an elegant way for relaxing the rank minimization
problem, it is limited in practice by the need of large amounts of computer memory for nu-
merical calculations. The optimization problem (3.34) can also be solved using an alternating
minimization scheme [59] as outlined in Algorithm 3.4 below. The alternating minimization
approach is more tractable when the dimension of the space is very large. Algorithm 3.4
uses an initialization step (step 1 below) that provides an initial iterate whose distance from
D is bounded. It then alternately solves for the left and right singular vector of the rank-1
matrix D while keeping the other one fixed (step 2 below). The resulting subproblems admit
a straightforward least squares solution, that can be much more efficiently solved than the
SDP in Algorithm 3.3. Moreover, the algorithm is amenable to parallel computation using
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General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs). The latter property makes it even
more attractive when the dimension of the stimulus space is large.



















2. Solve alternately the following two minimization problems









2 )− qik)2 (3.41)
















2 )− qik)2 ≤ ², where ²> 0 is the error tolerance level.
3. compute Dˆ= cˆ1cˆH2 .
Dˆ approximates the coefficients of u2 ∈H2 as in (3.35) We can reconstruct u1, using the
(appropriately scaled) top eigenvector of 12 (Dˆ+DˆH). This can be obtained directly from cˆ1
and cˆ2 as follows. Let
k=
cˆH1 cˆ2− cˆH2 cˆ1+
√(

















cˆl t e l t(t),
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with cˆ given by Equation (3.38).
We now present multiple examples of decoding with above algorithms. In these examples,
we assume that the second-order Volterra kernel is of the form
h(t1; t2)= gi11 (t1)gi11 (t2)+ gi21 (t1)gi21 (t2).
Based on the similarity of the above with the structure of complex cells (see Figure 3.2, we
call these neurons complex cells even though they process temporal stimuli.
3.3.1.3 Example - Decoding of Temporal Stimuli Encoded with a Population of
Complex Cells
Here, the neural circuit we consider consists of 19 complex cells. The DSPs of the complex
cells are of the form
hi2(t1; t2)= gi11 (t1)gi11 (t2)+ gi21 (t1)gi21 (t2), (3.45)
where gi11 (t) and g
i2
1 (t) are quadrature pairs of temporal Gabor filters and i = 1, · · · ,19. The
Gabor filters are constructed using a dyadic grid of dilations and translations of the mother


















The ensemble of Gabor filters spans the frequency range of the input space. The BSG of
the complex cells are point IAF neurons with bias bi = 2 and integration constant κi = 1, for
i = 1, · · · , M. These two parameters are kept the same for all stimuli. Different threshold
values are chosen for the IAF neurons in order to vary the total number of spikes, which can
be used to evaluate how many measurements are required for perfectly reconstructing the
input stimuli.
The domain of the input space H1 is D = [0,1] (sec) and L t = 20,Ωt = 20 ·2pi (rad/sec).
Thus, we have dim(H1)= 41. The stimuli were generated by randomly choosing their basis
coefficients from an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution.
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We tested the encoding and subsequent decoding of 6,570 stimuli. The total number of
spikes produced for each stimulus ranged from 20 to 220. Reconstructions of the stimuli
were performed using Algorithm 3.3, and the SDPs were solved using SDPT3 [144].













Recovered with rank 1
Solution not rank 1

































Figure 3.6: Example of low-rank decoding. (A) Effect of number of measurements (spikes) on
reconstruction quality. (B) Percentage of rank 1 reconstructions.
We show the SNR of all reconstructions in the scatter plot of Figure 3.6A. Here solid dots
represent exact rank 1 solutions (largest eigenvalue is at least 100 times larger than the
sum of the rest of the eigenvalues), and crosses indicate that the trace minimization found a
higher rank solution that has a smaller trace. The percentage of exact rank 1 solutions is
shown in Figure 3.6B. A relatively sharp transition from very low probability of recovery to
very high rate of perfect reconstruction can be seen, similar to phase transition phenomena in
other sparse recovery algorithms [31]. It can also be seen that the number of measurements
that are needed for perfect recovery is substantially lower than the 861 spikes required by
decoding based on Theorem 3.1.
3.3.1.4 Example - IAF Spike Generators with Random Thresholds
Next, for the circuit presented in Section 3.3.1.3, we assumed the IAF neurons to have
random thresholds [77]. More specifically, during the interval [tik, t
i
k+1) the threshold of the
ith neuron was δik. δ
i
k are i.i.d Gaussian random variables with mean δ and variance σ
2.
Since the thresholds are random, the spike times generated by the circuit are no longer
deterministic.
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We chose five different values for δ and four different values for σ. For each (δ,σ) pair,
we presented 50 stimuli to the circuit and subsequently decoded these by solving (3.40). We
found that the SNR of the recovery degrades linearly with log(σ). Figure 3.7 depicts the
average SNR of recovery as a function of σ for various δ. Note that a lower δ corresponds
to a higher number of spikes; the inset in the figure provides the average number of spikes
produced by the circuit for each δ. The results demonstrate that the low-rank decoding
algorithm is stable to noise and applicable to non-deterministic encoding paradigms.







































Figure 3.7: Robust reconstruction of temporal stimuli encoded by complex cells. The BSGs of
the complex cells are modeled as ideal IAF neurons with random thresholds. The thresholds
of the IAF neurons were independently drawn fromN (δ,σ2). The inset shows the average
number of spikes generated by the entire circuit for each choice of the threshold δ.
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3.3.1.5 Example - Hodgkin-Huxley Neurons as Biophysical Spike Generators
Here, we evaluate the decoding of stimuli encoded by complex cells with BSGs modeled
as Hodgkin-Huxley neurons. The space of the input stimuli and the structure of the DSPs of
the neurons is the same as in Sections 3.3.1.3 and 3.3.1.4. However, as the Hodgkin-Huxley
point neurons generate significantly more spikes than the IAF neurons considered in the
previous examples, we only use here a total of 5 neurons. Again, the DSPs of these 5 neurons
span the frequency range of the input space. We presented the circuit with 1,000 stimuli
and subsequently performed their sparse decoding. The average number of spikes generated
by the circuit across all stimuli was 215. Figure 3.8 shows the histogram of the SNRs of
the decoded stimuli, with the insets depicting the original and decoded waveforms of a few
representative stimuli. These results demonstrate that the low-rank decoding framework
presented in this section can also be applied to stimuli encoded with a wide range of spike
generators, including the biophysically realistic conductance-based models.
3.3.1.6 Example - Hodgkin-Huxley Neurons with Stochastic Ion Channels
Finally, we again consider the same circuit as in Section 3.3.1.5. However, intrinsic ion
channel noise is added to the Hodgkin-Huxley point neurons. For a detailed mathematical
treatment of Hodgkin-Huxley point neuron with stochastic ion channels, we refer the reader
to [83]. Here, independent Brownian motion processes respectively drive each of the gat-
ing variables of the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron, i.e., n (activation of potassium channels), m
(activation of sodium channels) and h (inactivation of sodium channels). The variance of




3, were respectively chosen to be,
10σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = σ. We presented 50 stimuli to the circuit and repeated the encoding for
eight choices of σ. For each stimulus presentation, the spike times generated by the circuit
were then utilized to recover the stimulus using the sparse reconstruction algorithm. The
results are presented in Figure 3.9. The points in the figure correspond to the average SNR
of the 50 reconstructions for each value of the chosen σ and the shaded area represents their
standard deviation. As can be seen from the results, the low-rank decoding framework is
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Figure 3.8: Histogram of reconstruction SNRs of stimuli encoded by complex cells. The BSGs
of the complex cells are modeled as Hodgkin-Huxley point neurons. Insets show the original
(blue) and recovered (green) stimuli for various SNR values.
robust to intrinsic noise in conductance-based spiking models up to a certain noise level.
3.3.2 Low-Rank Functional Identification of second-order Volterra
DSPs
3.3.2.1 Duality Between Low-Rank Functional Identification and Decoding
As discussed in Section 3.2.4, the complexity of identification using Algorithm 3.2 can be
prohibitively high. Often, a very large number of stimulus presentation trials are required
to fully identify the DSP of biological neurons. To mitigate this, we consider exploiting the
structure of the DSPs of many biological models employing second-order Volterra kernels as
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Figure 3.9: Robust reconstruction of stimuli encoded by complex cells with stochastic ion
channels. The BSGs are modeled as Hodgkin-Huxley point neurons with stochastic ion
channels. For each noise level σ, we set 10σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = σ where σ2i , i = 1,2,3, are the
variance of the independent Brownian motion process driving the gating variables n, m and
h, respectively. A larger σ represents higher intrinsic noise strength.
motivated by the tractability of the low rank decoding algorithm.




λi j g j1(t1)g
j
1(t2), (3.48)
where g j1(t), j = 1, · · · ,K , are impulse responses of linear filters, and K ¿ dim(H1). We note
that complex cells as considered in Section 3.3.1.3 is a special case of (3.48) with K = 2.
Further, models for early olfactory encoding [67] and auditory encoding [23] in insects are
special cases with K = 2 as well. The Reichardt detector (assuming the above is extended
to spatio-temporal stimuli) is a special case with K = 4. Note that the DSP of the Reichardt
detector as described by (3.1) has rank two, but its equivalent symmetric form has rank four.
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Remark 3.10. It is well known that a second-order (in fact any even order) Volterra kern el
has infinite equivalent forms but has a unique symmetric form [123].
A natural question here is whether, by assuming such a structure, the functional identifi-
cation of second-order volterra DSPs is tractable.
We have shown that the low-rank structure of u2 leads to a reduction of complexity in the
reconstruction of temporal stimuli encoded by an ensemble of cells with second-order Volterra
kernels. We also described the duality between decoding and functional identification. If
we can show that the functional identification formalism for low-rank second-order Volterra
DSP is the dual to decoding of low-rank stimuli, it is straightforward to provide tractable
algorithms for identifying h2(t1; t2) of the form (3.48).
Since P1 g
j
1(t) ∈H1, j = 1, · · · , N, there is a set of coefficients (g
j
l t
), l t = −L t, ...,L t and






g jl t e l t(t). (3.49)
In what follows we denote coefficients in vector form as
g j =
[





Similarly, we denote the coefficients of P1h2(t1; t2) in (3.21) in matrix form as
H=

h−L t,L t . . . h−L t,−L t
... . . .
...






λi jg j(g j)H (3.52)
and thus H is a Hermitian matrix with rank at most N.
Theorem 3.4. By presenting M trials of stimuli ui2(t1; t2)= ui1(t1)ui1(t2), i = 1, · · · , M to a cell
with low-rank second-order Volterra DSP, its coefficients satisfy the set of equations
Tr(ΨikH)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, (3.53)
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where ni+1, i = 1, · · · , M, is the number of spikes generated by the cell in trial i, H is a Her-
mitian matrix with rank(H)≤ N, given by H=∑Nj=1λi jg j(g j)H , with g j = [g j−L t , · · · , g jL t]T ,
(Ψik),k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, are Hermitian matrices with entry at
(




l t1 +L t+1
)
-
th column given by
[Ψik]l t2 ;l t1 =
∫ tik+1
tik
e l t1−l t2 (t)dt
∫
D2
ui2(s1; s2)e−l t1 (s1)e l t2 (s2)ds1ds2. (3.54)
Proof. From Lemma 3.2, we have







ui2(t− s1; t− s2)(P2h2)(s1; s2)ds1ds2dt. (3.56)
(3.53) can be obtained following the steps of the proof of Theorem 3.3. 2
Remark 3.11. As in Section 3.3.2, we note that the similarity in (3.53) and (3.31) indicates
the duality between low-rank functional identification of second-order Volterra DSPs and
low-rank decoding of stimuli encoded by a population of cells with second-order Volterra
DSPs. The duality is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
3.3.2.2 Functional Identification Algorithms
To functionally identify a low-rank second-order Volterra DSP, we again employ a rank
minimization problem
minimize Rank(H)
s.t. Tr(ΨikH)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M
, (3.57)
Algorithm 3.3 provides a solution to the above rank minimization problem. However, in
this case, the optimal solution shall have rank N. We relax the problem to a nuclear
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Figure 3.10: Duality between low-rank decoding and low-rank functional identification.
Duality between low-rank decoding of a stimulus encoded by a population of cells with
second-order Volterra DSPs and functional identification of low-rank second-order Volterra
DSPs. (A) The low-rank decoding algorithm assumes that the encoded stimulus can be
written as u2(t1; t2)= u1(t1)u1(t2). (B) Functional identification of a low-rank DSP assumes
that the second-order Volterra kernel can be written asP2h2(t1; t2)=∑Nn=1P1 gn1(t1)P1 gn1(t2).
norm minimization problem and consider the following algorithm for low-rank functional
identification of second-order Volterra DSPs.
Algorithm 3.5. The functional identification of low-rank second-order Volterra DSP from
the spike times generated by the neuron in M stimulus trials is given by








hˆ−L t,L t . . . hˆ−L t,−L t
... . . .
...
hˆL t,L t . . . hˆL t,−L t
 . (3.59)
is the solution to the following optimization problem
minimize ‖H‖∗
s.t. Tr(ΨikH)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M
HH =H
, (3.60)







Remark 3.12. Note that D in (3.34) is guaranteed to be positive semidefinite. Consequently,
the rank minimization problem can be relaxed to a trace minimization problem. However, H
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may not be semidefinite and hence, in this case we relax the rank minimization problem to a
nuclear norm minimization problem [34].
Based on the results for decoding using Algorithm 3.3 and provided that h2 is of the form
(3.48), we intuitively inferred that the number of measurements for the perfect identification




. We demonstrate that this is the case for a large
number of identification examples in the subsequent sections.
This suggests that even if the dimension of the input space becomes large, the functional
identification of the DSP of complex cells, elementary motion detectors and neurons involved
in early olfactory and auditory encoding is still tractable. This result has critical implication
for performing neurobiological experiments to functionally identify these cells. First, it
suggests that a much smaller number of stimulus trials is needed for perfect identifica-
tion. Second, the total number of spikes/measurements that needs to be recorded can be
significantly reduced. Both means the duration of experiment can be shortened.
Remark 3.13. Note that only the projection of the DSP h2 onto the space of input stimuli can
be identified.
Remark 3.14. We can use the largest N eigenvalues and their respective eigenvectors of Hˆ to
obtain the projection of individual linear filter components P1 gn1 ,n= 1, · · · , N. However, these
components may not directly correspond to P1 gn1 ,n= 1, · · · , N, in that the original projections
may not be “orthogonal", whereas the eigenvalue decomposition imposes orthogonality.
As in Algorithm 3.4 when applied for solving the decoding problem, the rank minimization
problem above can be solved using alternating minimization, as described in Algorithm 3.6
below. Here, we solve for the top N left and right singular vectors of H alternately, where N
is the rank of the second order Volterra DSP. We note that the initialization step is akin to
running an algorithm very similar to the spike-triggered covariance (STC) algorithm widely
used in neuroscience [106, 108, 109, 128, 129]. The subsequent steps then improve upon this
initial estimate.
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2. Solve the following two minimization problems









2 )− qik)2 (3.61)
















2 )− qik)2 ≤ ², where ²> 0 is the error tolerance level.







3.3.2.3 Example - Identification of Complex Cell DSPs from Spike Times
In this example, we consider identifying a single complex cell having the following
Volterra DSP
















In repeated trials we presented to the complex cell 1-second long stimuli chosen from
the input space. The domain of the input spaceH 11 is D= [0,1] (sec) and L t = 20,Ωt = 20 ·2pi
(rad/sec) and thus, dim(H 11 )= 41. The stimuli were generated by independently choosing
their basis coefficients from the same Gaussian distribution. We presented a total of 16,600
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different stimuli in the repeated trials. We then randomly selected between 30-80 trial
subsets such that the total number of spikes in each subset was between 60 and 160. We
performed the identification process on each subset using Algorithm 3.5. The optimization
problem was solved using SDPT3.
For each instantiation of the identification algorithm, we recorded whether the optimiza-
tion process resulted in a rank-2 solution and also the SNR of the identified DSP with respect
to the original one. For the purpose of demonstration, we binned these results based on
number of spikes used into bins of width 10. The percentage of rank-2 solutions is shown
in Figure 3.11A as a function of number of measurements. The mean SNR is shown in
Figure 3.11B.































































Figure 3.11: Example of low-rank functional identification. (A) Percentage of successful
rank-2 recovery in identification. (B) Mean SNR of identified second order DSP kernel.
It can be seen from Figure 3.11B that the identification algorithm presented here is able
to recover the underlying DSP with exceptional accuracy using a reasonable and tractable
number of measurements.
3.3.3 Evaluation of Functional Identification of a Neural Circuit of
Complex Cells by Decoding
In Section 3.3.1, we have shown that the sparse decoding algorithm requires much less
number of neurons and measurements (spikes) in the reconstruction of stimuli encoded by a
neural circuit with second-order Volterra DSPs. We have also demonstrated in Section 3.3.2
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that the proposed sparse functional identification algorithm enables the identification of
low-rank second-order Volterra DSPs with a tractable number of measurements. Together,
the two algorithms afford us tractable functional identification of an entire neural circuit of
cells with low-rank second-order Volterra DSPst that is capable of fully representing stimuli
information, in that i) the size of the neural circuit is tractable, and ii) the requirement for
functional identification is tractable.
Decoding of visual stimuli by identified linear filters has previously been considered in
[135]. In [84], it was shown that the evaluation of functional identification of an entire neural
circuit can be more intuitively performed in the input space by decoding the stimuli with
identified circuit parameters. Here, we extend the previous results and apply such evaluation
procedure on the sparse decoding and sparse functional identification algorithms. The
procedure is described as follows. First, each cell is functionally identified using Algorithm 3.5
or Algorithm 3.6. Second, novel stimuli are presented to the neural circuit. Third, the spike
trains observed are used to reconstruct the encoded novel stimuli by the sparse decoding
algorithm, assuming that the circuit parameters take the identified values. Finally, SNR
of the reconstruction can be obtained. A high SNR indicates a well identified circuit while
a low number implies that the functional identification of the neural circuit is not of good
quality. The latter can be caused by a lack of number of measurements used in functional
identification, or by a lack of complex cells in the neural circuit.
We performed the functional identification of all 19 complex cells in the neural circuit
given in the example in Section 3.3.1.3. We first identified all complex cells by presenting to
the neural circuit M temporal stimuli. We repeated the identification of the entire circuit
using 8 different values of M. We then presented to the same circuit (with the original DSPs
as in Section 3.3.1.3), 100 novel stimuli drawn from the input space and used the spike times
generated by the neural circuit to decode the stimuli. In the decoding process however, we
assumed that the DSPs of the set of complex cells are as identified, for all 8 values of M. The
mean reconstruction SNR of the 100 stimuli is shown in Figure 3.12. As shown, the quality
of reconstruction is low until enough trials were used in identification. When more than 19
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trials were performed, perfect reconstruction of the entire neural circuit was achieved. The
dimension of the stimulus space was 41 and the average number of spikes per neuron used
for identification varied from 44 for 6 trials to 202 for 28 trials.
5 10 15 20 25 30





























Figure 3.12: Evaluating identification quality in the input space by plotting the average SNR
of reconstruction of novel stimuli assumed to be encoded with the identified DSPs.
3.4 Low-Rank Decoding and Functional Identification
of second-order Volterra DSPs with
Spatio-Temporal Stimuli
The framework introduced in Section 3.3 can be extended to the sparse decoding of
spatio-temporal stimuli and the sparse identification of spatio-temporal DSPs.
3.4.1 Modeling of Spatio-Temporal Stimuli
The stimuli u1 defined here have p spatial dimensions and a single temporal dimension,
i.e., u1 = u1(x1, x2, · · · , xp, t). For simplicity of notation, we use a compact, vector notation
and denote the spatial variables as x = (x1, x2, · · · , xp). When p = 2, u1 is the usual visual
stimulus.
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clxl t elxl t(x, t), (3.66)
where
lx ∈ {(lx1 , lx2 , · · · , łxp ) ∈Zp|−Lx1 ≤ lx1 ≤ Lx1 ,−Lx2 ≤ lx2 ≤ Lx2 , · · · ,−Lxp ≤ lxp ≤ Lxp },
l t ∈ {k ∈Z|−L t ≤ k≤ L t}
over the domain D, where, by abuse of notation, D= [0,Sx1]× [0,Sx2]×·· · [0,Sxp ]× [0,St] and






, · · · ,Sxp =
2piLxp
Ωxp





























Here Ωt denotes the bandwidth, and L t the order of the space in the temporal domain while
Ωxi and Lxi denote the bandwidth and order of the space in the i
th spatial variable. Stimuli
u1 ∈H p1 are periodic with periods St,Sx1 , · · · ,Sxp .
We denote the temporal dimension ofH p1 by dimt(H
p
1 )= 2L t+1 and the total dimension
by dim(H p1 )= (2L t+1)
∏p
i=1(2Lxi +1).















dlx1 l t1 lx2 l t2 elx1 (x1) e l t1 (t1) elx2 (x2) e l t2 (t2) (3.67)
over the domain D2.
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3.4.2 Encoding of Spatiotemporal Stimuli with a Population of
cells second-order Volterra DSPs
We consider again a neural circuit consisting of a population of M neurons as illustrated
in Figure 3.2. The input to the neural circuit is spatiotemporal stimulus as defined in
Section 3.4.1.
The input stimulus u1(x, t) to neuron i is first processed by N spatio-temporal linear
filters whose impulse responses are denoted, by abuse of notation, as gi11 (x, t), · · · , g
i j
1 (x, t),
respectively. The output of the linear filters are squared and summed. The sum vi(t), as the
output of the DSP, is then fed into the BSG of neuron i. The BSG encodes the DSP output
into the spike train (tik)k∈Ii . Here I
i is the spike train index set of neuron i.
Spike Generator 2 
Spike Generator M











Figure 3.13: Duality between low-rank decoding and low-rank functional identification for
cells with spatio-temporal second-order Volterra DSPs. (A) decoding of spatio-temporal
stimuli encoded by a neural circuit of M cells with second-order Volterra DSPs and (B)
functional identification of spatio-temporal Volterra DSPs by presenting M trials of stimuli.
Similar to the temporal case, the neural circuit is equivalent to that shown in Figure 3.13A.









gi j1 (x1, t1)g
i j
1 (x2, t2) (3.69)
is the low-rank DSP [80]. The encoding of stimulus a the neural circuit with complex cells or
with DSPs having structure similar to Reichardt detectors is a special case of the low-rank
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DSP of the form given in (3.69). When using IAF point neurons as models of the BSGs, we
have the following theorem describing the encoding of stimuli.
Lemma 3.3. The encoding of stimulus u1 ∈H p1 into the spike train sequence (tik),k ∈ Ii, i =
1,2, ..., M, by a neural circuit with spatio-temporal second-order Volterra kernels is given in
functional form by
T ik u2 = qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, (3.70)
where T ik :H
p
2 →R, are bounded linear functionals defined by





hi2(x1, t− s1;x2, t− s2)u2(x1, s1;x2, s2)dx1dx2ds1ds2dt, (3.71)
with u2(x1, t1;x2, t2)= u1(x1, t1)u1(x2, t2). Finally, qik = κiδi−bi(tik+1− tik).
Proof. As in Lemma 3.1, the t-transform of the i-th IAF neuron is given by (3.7).
The relationship (3.70) follows after replacing vi(t) given in (3.68) in equation (3.7). 2
Similar to Remark 3.3, equation (3.70) shows that the encoding of a stimuli by the
neural circuit with second-order spatio-temporal Volterra DSPs can be viewed as generalized
sampling.
By abuse of notation, we denote by c the vector representing the coefficients of u1 in
(3.66), and D as the matrix representing the coefficients of u2 in (3.67). We skip here the
detailed entries of c and D due to the complexity of the indices, but their construction follows
closely with (3.30) and (3.28), respectively, and D= ccH .
Theorem 3.5. Encoding the stimulus u1 ∈H p1 with the neural circuit with DSPs as given in
(3.68) into the spike train sequence (tik),k ∈ Ii, i = 1,2, ..., M, satisfies the set of equations
Tr(ΦikD)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, (3.72)
where D = ccH is a rank-1 Hermitian matrix and (Φik), k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, are Hermitian
matrices. [Φik]lx2 l t2 ;lx1 l t1 denotes the entry at the
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-th row and the(









[Φik]lx2 l t2 ;lx1 l t1 =∫ tik+1
tik
e l t1−l t2 (t)dt
∫
D2
hi2(x1, s1;x2, s2)elx1 ,−l t1 (x1, s1)e−lx2 ,l t2 (x2, s2)dx1ds1dx2ds2,
(3.73)
where lxi = (lx1i , lx2i , · · · , lxpi ), i = 1,2.










dlx1 ,l t1 ,−lx2 ,−l t2
∫ tik+1
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hi2(x1, s1; x2, s2)elx1 ,−l t1 (x1, s1)e−lx2 ,l t2 (x2, s2)dx1dx2ds1ds2.









dlx1 ,l t1 ,−lx2 ,−l t2 [Φ
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-th column entry ofD amounts
to [D]lx1 l t1 ;lx2 l t2 = dlx1 ,l t1 ,−lx2 ,−l t2 .
Since u2(x1, t1;x2, t2) = u1(x1, t1)u1(x2, t2) and dlx1 ,l t1 ,−lx2 ,−l t2 = clx1 ,l t1 cHlx2 ,l t2 , thereby
D = ccH . We also note that since hi2, i = 1, · · · , M, are assumed to be real valued, (Φik),k ∈
Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, are Hermitian. 2
3.4.3 Low-Rank Decoding of Spatio-Temporal Visual Stimuli
When using an algorithm similar to Algorithm 3.1 to reconstruct spatio-temporal stimuli
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are required, a number that can become unrealistically high with an increasing dimension of
the input space.
With the observation that D = ccH is a rank-one matrix, we can apply algorithms
similar to those described in Section 3.3.1.2 to recover spatio-temporal stimuli encoded by a
population of spiking neurons with second-order Volterra DSPs.
In what follows, we provide examples that demonstrate the tractability of sparse decoding
of spatio-temporal stimuli encoded with neural circuits with second-order Volterra DSPs
using a small number of spikes.
3.4.3.1 Example - Decoding of 2D Spatio-Temporal Stimuli with a population of
complex cells
We first present an example in which x is one-dimensional, i.e., x= x1. In this example,
our main focus is to illustrate how the number of spikes affects the reconstruction of stimuli
encoded by complex cells.
The neural circuit we consider here consists of 62 direction selective complex cells. The
low-rank DSPs of the complex cells are of the form
hi2(x1, t1;x2, t2)= gi11 (x1, t1)gi11 (x2, t2)+ gi21 (x1, t1)gi21 (x2, t2), (3.75)
where gi11 (x, t) and g
i2
1 (x, t) are quadrature pairs of spatio-temporal Gabor filters and i =
1, · · · , M. The Gabor filters are constructed from dilations and translations of the mother
























The BSG of the complex cells are IAF neurons with bias bi = 10 and integration constant
κ = 1, for i = 1, · · · , M. These two parameters are kept the same for all stimuli. Different
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threshold values are chosen for the IAF neurons in order to vary the total number of spikes in
a larger range to evaluate how many measurements are required for a perfect reconstruction
of input stimuli.
The domain of the input space H 11 is D= [0,32]× [0,0.4] ([a.u.] and [sec], respectively)
and Lx1 = 6,L t = 4,Ωx1 = 0.1875 ·2pi,Ωt = 10 ·2pi [rad/sec]. Thus, dim(H 11 ) = 117. Stimuli
were randomly generated by choosing the basis coefficients to be i.i.d. Gaussian random
variables.
We tested the encoding of 1,416 stimuli. Each time, a different number of spikes was
generated. The reconstruction of stimuli was performed in MATLAB using the extended
Algorithm 3.3, and the SDPs were solved using SDPT3 [144].













Recovered with rank 1
Solution not rank 1
20
































Figure 3.14: Example of low-rank decoding of spatio-temporal stimuli. (A) Effect of number
of measurements (spikes) on reconstruction quality. (B) Percentage of rank 1 reconstructions.
The SNR of all reconstructions is depicted in the scatter plot of Figure 3.14A. Here solid
dots represent exact rank 1 solutions (largest eigenvalue is at least 100 times larger than the
sum of the rest of the eigenvalues), and crosses indicate that the trace minimization found a
higher rank solution with a smaller trace. The percentage of exact rank 1 solutions is shown
in Figure 3.14B. Similar to phase transition phenomena in other sparse recovery algorithms
[31], a relatively sharp transition (around 230 spikes) from very low probability of recovery
to very high probability of perfect reconstruction can be seen. It can also be seen that the
number of measurements that are needed for perfect recovery is substantially lower than
the 6,965 spikes required by Algorithm 3.1.
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3.4.3.2 Example - Decoding of 3D Spatio-Temporal Stimuli with a population
Complex Cells
Next, we present two examples of decoding of spatio-temporal visual stimuli encoded by
a population of complex cells. Here, x= (x1, x2) and the Volterra DSPs of the complex cells
are of the form
hi2(x1, t1;x2, t2)= gi11 (x1, t1)gi11 (x2, t2)+ gi21 (x1, t1)gi21 (x2, t2), (3.78)
where gi11 (x, t) and g
i2
1 (x, t) are, for simplicity, quadrature pairs of spatial-only Gabor fil-
ters and i = 1, · · · , M. The Gabor filters are constructed using a dyadic grid of dilations,


















The ensemble of Gabor filters forms a frame in the spatial domain of the input space [85].
For the first example, a 0.4-second-long synthetically generated video sequence is encoded
by the neural circuit. The order of the input space was chosen to be Lx1 = Lx2 = 3,L t = 4.
Thus, the dimension of the input space is 441. The input stimulus was created by choosing
its basis coefficients to be i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. The stimulus was encoded
by a neural circuit consists of 318 complex cells. A total of 1,374 spikes were generated
by the encoding circuit. The stimulus was decoded using the extended Algorithm 3.3. As
shown in Figure 3.15, the video sequence can be perfectly reconstructed with a fairly small
number of spikes (A snapshot of the video is shown, see also Supplementary Video S19 for full
video). The SNR of the reconstructed video was 92.8 [dB], thereby reaching almost perfect
reconstruction with machine precision. Note that without the reconstruction algorithm
employed here, 97,461 measurements would be required from at least 5,733 complex cells to
achieve perfect reconstruction.
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Figure 3.15: Example of reconstruction of synthesized visual stimuli. A synthetically gener-
ated visual stimulus was encoded by 318 Complex Cells that generated some 1,374 spikes. A
snapshot of the original video is shown on the left. The reconstruction is shown in middle
and the error on the right. SNR 92.8 [dB]. (See also Supplementary Video S19)
We then performed encoding and subsequent reconstructions of 2-second long natural
video sequences that had a resolution of 72×128 pixels. The videos had temporal bandwidth
of 10[Hz] and spatial bandwidth of 0.375 cycles per pixel. Additionally, the spatial bandwidth
was restricted to a circular area to make it isotropically bandlimited. The videos were
encoded by a neural circuit consisting of 21,776 complex cells, whose DSPs were modeled as
spatial-only quadrature pair of Gabor filters. The Gabor filters formed a frame in the spatial
dimension of the space.
The decoding was performed using 6 NVIDIA P100 GPUs on a single computer node.
Despite of their computational power, the amount of memory required by the algorithm for
decoding the whole video sequence exceeded the memory capacity of the 6 GPUs. Therefore,
the reconstruction of the entire video was performed by decoding 0.2 second long segments
of the video independently and then stitching them together [82]. The overlap between
consecutive segments was 0.1 second. We chose the order of the space to be Lx1 = 27,Lx2 =
48,L t = 3, and the bandwidth of the space to be Ωx1 = Ωx2 = 0.75pi[rads/pixel] and Ωt =
20pi[rads/s]. We also restricted the spectral lines in the spatial dimension to be inside
a circular area instead of a square area as defined in (3.66), i.e., we considered only lx1
and lx2 that are in the set {(lx1 , lx2)|l2x1 L2x2 + l2x2 L2x1 ≤ L2x1 L2x2}. This allowed the bandwidth
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of the stimuli to be covered with minimal number of spectral lines [82]. Note that, by
the construction of input space, the decoded video must be periodic in time. However, an
arbitrary 0.2-second video may not be periodic. Therefore, we chose the decoding space
to have a temporal period of 0.3 seconds and retained only the middle 0.2 seconds of the
reconstructed segments. The total dimension of the decoding space was 28,413. The extended
Algorithm 3.4 was used in decoding.
For the example depicted in Figure 3.16A, a total of 980,730 spikes were generated by
the neural circuit. About 76,000 to 86,500 measurements were used in reconstructing the
video in each time segment. This is approximately 2.67 to 3.04 times of the dimension of
the space. In contrast, a total of 403,663,491 measurements would have been required by
Algorithm 3.1 to reconstruct the same video. In Figure 3.16A, a snapshot of the original,
reconstructed video sequence and the error are shown (see also Supplementary Video S20)
The SNR of the reconstructed video was 48.85 [dB] (the first and last 20 milliseconds were
removed from the SNR calculation due to boundary conditions).
Additional examples of reconstructed natural video encoded by the same neural circuit
are shown in Figure 3.16B-E (see also Supplementary Video S21-S24).
3.4.3.3 Example - Decoding of 2D Spatio-Temporal Stimuli Encoded with a
Population of Reichardt cells
Now, we present an example of decoding a 2D spatio-temporal stimulus encoded with a
population of elaborated Reichardt cells. We consider a population of 31 cells having DSPs of
the form
hi2(x1, t1;x2, t2)= gi11 (x1)hHP (t1)gi21 (x2)hLP (t2)− gi11 (x1)hLP (t1)gi21 (x2)hHP (t2)
where hLP (t2) hHP (t) are low-pass and high-pass filters respectively and gi11 (x1) and g
i2
1 (x2)
are quadrature pairs of spatial Gabor filters and i = 1, · · · , M. The Gabor filters are con-
structed from dilations and translations of the mother wavelets on a dyadic grid, where the
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Figure 3.16: Examples of reconstruction of natural visual stimuli. Snapshots of the original
videos encoded by a neural circuit with complex cells are shown on the left. The recon-
structions from the spike times are shown in the middle and the error on the right. Note
that the color bar indicating the magnitude of the error was set to 10% of the input range.
SNR: (A) 48.85 [dB]. (B) 46.92 [dB]. (C) 48.61 [dB]. (D) 50.76 [dB]. (E) 48.11 [dB]. (See also
Supplementary Videos S20-S24)
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The BSG of the complex cells are IAF neurons with bias bi = 3, integration constant
κi = 1, and threshold δi = 0.3 for i = 1, · · · , M.
We choose the domain of the input space H 11 is D = [0,32]× [0,0.4] ([a.u.] and [sec],
respectively) and Lx1 = 6,L t = 4,Ωx1 = 0.1875 ·2pi,Ωt = 10 ·2pi [rad/sec]. Thus, dim(H 11 )= 117.
We presented the circuit with u ∈H1, which was constructed by applyingP1 to a stimulus
consisting of a moving bar superimposed on a static bar grating. A total of 232 spikes were
generated by the circuit.
We used Algorithm 3.3 to solve the decoding problem, and the result is depicted in
Figure 3.17. The SNR of the reconstruction was 48.1280[dB]. Note that using Algorithm 3.1
would have required using at least 68,755 spikes to decode the stimulus.
3.4.4 Low-Rank Functional Identification of Spatio-Temporal
Second Order Volterra DSPs
Similar to Section 3.3.2, we consider here the identification of low-rank second-order
volterra DSPs from spike times generated when multiple stimulus trials are presented. We
first define the projection operators inH p1 . Then, based on (3.68), we show that the duality
between decoding and functional identification also holds in the spatio-temporal case.
Definition 3.6. Let hn ∈ L1(Dn),n= 1,2, where L1 denotes the space of Lebesgue integrable
functions. The operator P p1 : L1(D)→H
p
1 given by
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Figure 3.17: Example of reconstruction of synthesized visual stimuli encoded by a population
of cells having elaborated Reichardt detectors as their DSP. A synthetically generated visual
stimulus was encoded by 31 Reichardt-like Cells that generated 232 spikes. The original
stimulus is shown on the left and the reconstruction is shown on the right. SNR 48.12 [dB].


































is called the projection operator from L1(D2) toH2.




λi j g j1(x1, t1)g
j
1(x2, t2), (3.85)
where, by abuse of notation, g j1(x, t),n= 1, · · · , N are impulse responses of spatio-temporal
linear filters, and K ¿ dim(H p1 ). Similar to the approach we take in Section 3.3.2, this par-
ticular structure can be exploited to identify the projection of h2 using tractable algorithms.
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By abuse of notation, we denote g j as the vector representing the coefficients of P p1 g
j
1,
and H as the matrix representing the coefficients of P p2 h2. The detailed entries of g
j
and H are constructed similarly to (3.50) and (3.51), respectively. In addition, we have
H=∑Kj=1λi jg j(g j)H .
Theorem 3.6. By presenting M trials with stimuli ui2(x1, t1;x2, t2)= ui1(x1, t1)ui1(x2, t2), i =
1, · · · , M, to a cell with a low-rank spatio-tempral DSP and observing the spike trains tik,k ∈
Ii, i = 1,2, · · · , M, the coefficients of the projectionsP p2 h2 of the DSP , satisfy the set of equations
Tr(ΨikH)= qik,k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, (3.86)
where H is a rank-N Hermitian matrix and (Ψik), k ∈ Ii, i = 1, · · · , M, are Hermitian matrices
with the entry at the(








-th row and the(








-th column given by
[Ψik]lx2 l t2 ;lx1 l t1 =∫ tik+1
tik
e l t1 ,−l t2 (t)dt
∫
D2
ui2(x1, s1;x2, s2)elx1 ,−l t1 (x1, s1)e−lx2 ,l t2 (x2, s2)dx1ds1dx2ds2, (3.87)
where lxi = (lx1i , lx2i , · · · , lxpi ), i = 1,2.
Proof: Essentially similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4.
Remark 3.15. Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 suggest that decoding of spatio-temporal stimuli
encoded by a population of cells with second-order Volterra DSPs is dual to the functional
identification of low-rank second-order DSPs which are presented with multiple stimulus
trials. This is further illustrated in Figure 3.13. Note that in identification, only the projection
of the DSP onto the stimulus space can be identified.
Based on Theorem 3.6, we can formulate functional identification algorithms for low-rank
second-order volterra DSPs of the form (3.85) with a significant reduction in the number of
required trials and spikes. The algorithms are similar to those presented in Section 3.3.2.2.
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In what follows, we first provide an example of identification of spatio-temporal DSPs of
complex cells. We then evaluate the identified low-rank spatio-temoporal DSPs by decoding
novel stimuli encoded with the original neural circuit. The decoding uses the identified filters.
We then compare the performance of the low-rank identification methodology with other
identification algorithms. Finally, we show examples of identifying Reichardt detectors DSPs.
3.4.4.1 Example - Low-Rank Functional Identification of Complex Cell DSP from
Spike Times in Response to Spatio-Temporal Stimuli
In this example, we first consider identifying the DSP of a single complex cell in the
neural circuit used in Section 3.4.3.1. As a reminder, the neural circuit used in the example
in Section 3.4.3.1 encodes spatio-temporal stimuli of the form u1(x1, t).
We presented to the complex cell 0.4-second stimuli, where M varied from 40 to 80.
The stimuli were generated by choosing their basis coefficients as i.i.d. Gaussian random
variables. For each M, we repeated the functional identification process for 200 times, each
with different stimuli. Identification was essentially based on the extended Algorithm 3.3,
where the SDPs were again solved by SDPT3.
The percentage of rank 2 solutions is shown in Figure 3.18A as a function of number of
experimental trials. The mean SNR is shown in Figure 3.18B. Figure 3.18A suggests that,
if the number of trials is larger than 70, the solution to the trace minimization coincides
with high probability with the rank minimization problem. In contrast, identification of the
complex cell DSP using Algorithm 3.2 would have required at least 407 trials.
It can be easily seen that the identification process does not require a large number
of trials to achieve perfect identification, thereby enabling the identification of non-linear
dendritic processing of cells similar in structure to complex cells with a tractable amount of
physiological recordings.
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Figure 3.18: Example of low-rank functional identification of spatio-temporal complex cells.
(A) Percentage of successful rank 2 recovery in identification. (B) Mean SNR of identified
second order DSP kernel.
3.4.4.2 Example - Evaluation of Functional Identification of Neural Circuit of
Complex Cells Using Decoding
We then performed the functional identification of all 62 complex cells in the neural
circuit used of the example in Section 3.4.3.1. Here, our goal is to evaluate the identification
quality using decoding.
We first identified all complex cells by presenting to the neural circuit M spatio-temporal
stimuli. We also performed the identification of the entire circuit using 8 different values of
M. We then presented to the same circuit 100 novel stimuli drawn from the input space and
used the spike times generated by the neural circuit to decode the stimuli. In the decoding
process, we assumed that the DSPs of the set of complex cells are as identified, for all 8
values of M. The mean reconstruction SNR of the 100 stimuli is shown in Figure 3.19. As
shown, the quality of reconstruction was kept at low SNR until enough trials were used
in identification. When more than 70 trials were performed, perfect reconstruction was
achieved, and thereby the entire neural circuit has been identified with a very high quality.
3.4.4.3 Comparison with STC, GQM and NIM
We compared the performance of the low-rank functional identification algorithm intro-
duced here with the widely used Spike-Triggered Covariance (STC) algorithm [109]. As
in Section 3.4.4.1, a complex cell with a pair of orthogonal Gabor filters was chosen for
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Figure 3.19: Evaluating identification quality in the input space. SNR of reconstruction of
novel stimuli assumed to be encoded with the identified DSPs.
identification. However, the filters had different norms.
Figure 3.20A shows the quality of identification (SNR) as the number of spikes used in
identification increases. Note that the low-rank functional identification algorithm reached
perfect identification using only 746 spikes, whereas the performance of the STC algorithm
saturated at ∼ 17 [dB] after almost 40,000 spikes were used. Figure 3.20B shows the
identified individual Gabor filters of the complex cells using both algorithms. The number of
spikes used are indicated at the top of each column.
We also evaluated the identification performance of the generalized quadratic model
(GQM) [107] and the non-linear input model (NIM) [96] with quadratic upstream filters to
the same example above. The results (not shown) were similar to those obtained with the
STC algorithm.
We note that while the low-rank functional identification algorithm is formulated as non-
linear sampling using TEMs and solved using recent advances in low-rank matrix sensing,
the other algorithms tested here rely on moment based or likelihood based methods that
require a large number of samples to converge.
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Low-rank Functional Identification - Filter 1
Low-rank Functional Identification - Filter 2
STC - Filter 1
STC - Filter 2
B
A
Figure 3.20: Comparison of the low-rank functional identification with STC. (A) SNR of
identified quadrature pairs of Gabor filters in a complex cell, as a function of number of
spikes used in identification. Low-rank functional identification reaches nearly machine
precision with about 746 spikes, which corresponds to about 70 stimulus trials (see also
Figure 3.18). STC reaches about 17 [dB] SNR with ∼ 30,000 spikes. (B) Quadrature pair
Gabor filters (1st column) identified with low-rank functional identification algorithm with
746 spikes (2nd column, SNR: 128.48 [dB], 130.84 [dB]), and with STC using 39,769 spikes
(3rd column, SNR: 16.79 [dB], 17.88 [dB]) and using 746 spikes (4th column, SNR: 0.20 [dB],
0.60 [dB]).
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3.4.4.4 Example - Low-Rank Functional Identification of Reichardt DSP from
Spike Times in Response to Spatio-Temporal Stimuli
In this example, we consider identifying the DSP of a single cell whose form is similar to
the Reichardt detector as described in Section 3.4.3.3. For the input space of spatio-temporal
stimuli u1(x1, t) ∈H1, with domain D = [0,32]× [0,0.4] ([a.u.] and [sec], respectively) and
Lx1 = 4,L t = 7,Ωx1 = 0.125 ·2pi,Ωt = 17.5 ·2pi [rad/sec]. Thus, dim(H 11 )= 135. We presented
the cell with 81 stimuli drawn randomly ( basis coefficients modeled as i.i.d. Gaussian
random variables) fromH1 and a total of 1215 spikes were recorded in response to the 81
stimuli. The results of the identification are depicted in Figure 3.21. As can be seen from
the figure, the low-rank identification framework is able to identify the filters with just 1215
spikes, which is about 13% of the measurements that would have been required to identify
the DSP inH1 without the low-rank framework.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented sparse algorithms for the reconstruction of temporal as well
as spatio-temporal stimuli from spike times generated by neural circuits whose DSPs can
be described by a second-order Volterra kernel. We formulated the encoding as generalized
sampling in a tensor space and exploited the low-rank structure of the stimulus in this
space, leading to tractable reconstruction algorithms. This strongly suggests that biological
neurons with quadratic receptive fields are efficiently able to encode stimuli. For example,
for neural circuits consisting of complex cells, this suggests that, in addition to each complex
cell extracting visual features, a biologically plausible number of complex cells are capable
of faithfully representing visual stimuli. In particular, the examples with natural video
sequences provided in this paper, demonstrate that neural circuits with non-linear receptive
fields and highly non-linear spike generating mechanisms, are able to faithfully represent
natural visual stimuli. The number of spikes that increases just quasi-linearly with the







































Figure 3.21: Example of low-rank functional identification of Reichardt DSP. Left column
depicts the projection of the original component filters P1(g j(x1, t), j = 1,2,3,4 and the right
column depicts the reconstructed component filters áP1(g j(x1, t), j = 1,2,3,4. The SNRs of
the reconstructions were 19.66 [dB, 17.56 [dB], 17.18 [dB] and 16.87 [dB] respectively.
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Based on duality between sparse decoding and functional identification, we showed
that functional identification of low-rank second-order Volterra DSPs can be efficiently
achieved by exploiting their low-rank structure, using similar algorithms as used in decoding.
These algorithms make the functional identification of the processing performed by many
biological neurons, such as complex cells, and direction-selective neurons with structure akin
to Reichardt detectors, tractable, allowing guaranteed high quality identification using a












Chapter 2 described a phase based motion detector and showed that it shares some
properties with the Reichardt detector, a popular model for biological elementary motion
detectors. Then, in Chapter 3, algorithms were provided to identify second-order Volterra
kernels, of which the Reichardt detector is a special case, from physiological recordings.
Chapter 2 also demonstrated that the phase based motion detector can be viewed as a
Reichardt detector with (divisively) normalized gabor receptive fields. Divisive normaliza-
tion has been proposed as a canonical computation employed by the brain for adaptation
and attentional modulation. This chapter provides comprehensive general models for
divisive normalization and provides algorithms for their effective identification.
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, a phase base motion detection model was proposed and it was shown to
have the following form
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where r1(t) and r2(t) are responses from a quadrature pair of gabor filters and hLP and hHP
are low-pass and high-pass filters respectively.








































gc(x1)gs(x2)hHP (t− s1)hLP (t− s2) −








h12(x1,x1, s1, s2)u(x1, s1)u(x2, s2)dx1dx2ds1ds2∫
D2t×D2x
h22(x1,x1, s1, s2)u(x1, t)u(x2, t)dx1dx2
(4.2)
The structure of (4.2) is that of a second-order Volterra kernel (see Chapter 3) normalized
by another second-order Volterra kernel. Further, both the numerator and denominator
Volterra kernels are low-rank. Chapter 3 provided efficient algorithms to identify low-rank
second-order Volterra kernels from physiological recordings (i.e a set of experiments with
input/output pairs). With the introduction of the highly non-linear divisive normalization
operator, can the I/O of the system still be effectively identified? If it can be identified, the
relevance of such identification algorithms is not limited to the phase based motion detector.
Sensory processing systems in the brain extract relevant information from inputs whose
amplitude can vary orders of magnitude [27, 74, 102, 122] . Consequently, at each layer of
processing, starting right from sensory receptors, neurons need to modulate their output
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to a range that can be effectively processed by subsequent neural circuits. As an example,
photoreceptors [6, 97, 127, 134] and olfactory receptor neurons [35, 149] in both vertebrates
and invertebrates, adapt to visual and odorant input, respectively, in a large range of
intensity/temporal contrast values. Adaptation to mean and variance of the stimuli has been
observed in the auditory system [22, 113] as well. Further down the visual pathway, motion
sensitive neurons in various vertebrates and invertebrates, have been shown to be robust at
various brightness and contrast levels [54, 70, 119] . A natural candidate for achieving such
computational robustness and adaptivity is divisive normalization. Divisive normalization
has been proposed as a canonical circuit model of computation [19]. This computation is key
to many sensory processing circuits underlying adaptation and attention. However, there is
a lack of general mathematical framework for identifying such computations from recorded
data. This chapter will introduce general models for Divisive Normalization and provide
efficient algorithms for identifying all the components in the model.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2.1, we introduce a general model for
divisive normalization which consists of a ratio of two non-linear functionals acting on the
input stimulus. Then, in Section 4.2.2, we will show that a population of such models can
encode stimuli faithfully, using a number of measurements that grows just linearly with the
dimension of the input space. In Section 4.2.1, we provide an identification algorithm for the
model and show that with some assumptions on the structure of the non-linear functionals,
the model can be identified efficiently. Then, in Section 4.3.1, we provide an extension of the
model to a circuit that explicitly models lateral divisive normalization through feedback, and
in Section 4.3.3, we provide an identification algorithm for the lateral divisive normalization
model.
4.2 A general model for Divisive Normalization
We consider a general model for divisive normalization whose output is determined by
the ratio between the outputs of two nonlinear functionals. For the sake of tractability, we
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limit each functional to be composed of a first and second-order Volterra kernels ( linear
filter and quadratic filter respectively). The ratio of the two functionals allows us, however,
to model nonlinear processing of much higher orders. For example, consider one particular
instantiation of such a model, Fu= 1
²+(g∗u)2 , where g, u are band-limited signals and ²> 0.
Recall that a Volterra Series [123] can approximate any continuous functional. It can be
shown that F is a continuous functional; however the Volterra series representation of F has
infinite terms. This is in spirit similar to the Taylor expansion of f (x) = 1
²+x2 . Identifying
the compact form of divisive normalization operators rather than working with a very high
order Volterra series representation would clearly be preferable, both for understanding the
underlying processing and for tractability. Given the prevalence of divisive normalization
as a canonical computation performed by biological circuits, general algorithms for its
identification would be of great value. This section will describe the proposed general model
and provide efficient identification algorithms for the model. For managing notational
complexity, the model and algorithms description will be limited to the temporal case.
However, they can be extended to the spatio-temporal case, similar to Section 3.4.
4.2.1 Description of the model
The general model for divisive normalization considered here is depicted in Figure 4.1.
The model consists of two streams, each comprising a constant, a linear filter (shaded in
green) and a second order non-linear filtering block (shaded in blue).
















h22(s1, s2)u(t− s1)u(t− s2) ds1ds2
. (4.3)
where y(t) and u(t) are the input and output respectively, b1,b2 are zeroth-order volterra
kernel (constant), h1(t), h2(t) are first-order Volterra kernels (linear filters) with domain
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+
+
Figure 4.1: General model for Divisive Normalization
D, and h12(t1, t2), h
2
2(t1, t2) are second-order volterra kernels (quadratic filters) with domain
D×D.
We note that the output of (4.3) is invariant under scaling of the numerator and denomi-
nator by the same number. Hence, without loss of generality, we assume b2 = 1 and represent





h1(s)u(t− s) ds +
Ï
D×D




h2(s)u(t− s) ds +
Ï
D×D
h22(s1, s2)u(t− s1)u(t− s2) ds1ds2
. (4.4)
We further assume that the inputs to models of interest that employ divisive normaliza-
tion are such that the output of the system is bounded.
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4.2.2 Decoding stimuli encoded by the Divisive Normalization
model
Here we assume that N cells implementing the divisive normalization model are pre-
sented with the same stimulus u(t). Given the highly non-linear nature of the transformation
performed by the model, it is not clear whether the stimulus can be efficiently decoded from
the outputs of such cells. In this section, we formulate the problem of decoding stimuli
encoded by a circuit of cells implementing divisive normalization and provide examples that
demonstrate that such circuits can encode stimuli using a number of measurements that
grows linearly with the dimension of the input space.
We model the temporal varying stimuli u= u(t), t ∈D, to be real-valued elements of the
space of trigonometric polynomialsH1 (see Definition 3.2 in Section 3.2.1).
Note that u2(t1, t2)= u(t1)u(t2) are real valued elements of tensor product space H2 =
H1⊗H1 and dim(H2)= dim(H1)2. Further, for the nth cell, we denote the components of
its divisive normalization model by b1n,h1n,h2n,h1n2 and h
2n
2 . Then, we present the following
theorem relating the mapping of the stimulus to output samples performed by the divisive
normalization model.
Theorem 4.1. Let u ∈H1 and u2(t1, t2) = u(t1)u(t2). Then, when a population of N cells,
whose processing is of the form of the divisive normalization model, are presented with the
stimulus u ∈H1, and the outputs yn(t),n = 1, · · · , N are sampled at times (tk),k = 1, · · · ,K ,
u ∈H1 and u2 ∈H2 satisfy the following equations
T nk1 u+T nk2 u2 = qnk ∀n= 1, · · · , N and k= 1, · · · ,K .
where T nk1 :H1 →R and T nk2 :H2 →R are continuous linear functionals. The exact form of
T nk1 and T
nk
2 are provided in the proof.
Proof. For the nth cell and the kth time sample, multiplying out the denominator in (4.4)
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h1n(tk− s)− yn(tk)h2n(tk− s)
]
v(s) ds,









T nk1 u+T nk2 u2 = qnk
2
Further, since T nk1 :H1 →R, and T nk2 :H2 →R are continuous linear functionals, by the














κnk1 ( · )=P1h1n(tk− · ) − yn(tk)P1h2n(tk− · ),
κnk2 ( · , ·)=P2h1n2 ( tk− · , tk− · ) − yn(tk)P2h2n2 ( tk− · , tk− · )
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Remark 4.1. (4.5) suggests that mapping of an input stimulus u(t) to output samples yn(tk)
performed by a population of divisive normalization models can be viewed as generalized
sampling.
With the formulation of the encoding as generalized sampling, the stimulus can be
decoded by solving the system of linear equations in Theorem 4.1. However, since dim(H2)=
dim(H1)2, the total number of measurements required will be O (dim(H1)2+dim(H1)). To
make the decoding tractable, we will now formulate an optimization problem that can decode
u efficiently by exploiting the structure of u2.
Let c−L t , c−L t+1, · · · , cL t denote the coefficients if u inH1 and let c= [c−L t , c−L t+1, · · · , cL t]T .




d−L t,L t . . . d−L t,−L t
... . . .
...
dL t,L t . . . dL t,−L t
 .
satisfies the equation D= ccH , where (·)H denotes the conjugate transpose. Further, D is a
positive semi-definite hermitian matrix.
Noting that the matrix form of coefficients of u2 ∈H2 is a rank-one matrix, the decoding
problem may be solved efficiently by solving a rank minimization. Since, rank minimization
is an NP-hard problem, we relax the rank minimization to its convex surrogate - trace
minimization [34], and provide Algorithm 4.1 for solving the decoding problem.
Algorithm 4.1. With P1 and P2 denoting the projection operators ontoH1 andH2 respec-
tively, let h1n and h2n be the coefficient vectors of P1h1n(t) and P1h2n(t) inH1 respectively,
and let H1n2 and H
2n
2 be the coefficient matrices of P2h
1n
2 (t1, t2) and P2h
2n
2 (t1, t2) in H2
respectively.
Then, the input stimulus u encoded by a population of divisive normalization operators




cˆl t e l t(t)
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where λ1,λ2 are appropriately chosen hyper-parameters , ²i ∈R represent slack variables
and 1 represents a vector of all ones.
Remark 4.2. To account for noisy systems/measurements or for random phenomena, we can
formulate the decoding problem as generalized sampling with noisy measurements and solve
it using Algorithm 4.1 with λ2 > 0.
Remark 4.3. We note that, based on results presented in Chapter 3, we expect that Algo-
rithm 4.1 approximately requires N ≥ 3 and NK ≥ 3dim(H1) to decode u faithfully. This is
a vast improvement over the necessary condition for solving the system of linear equations
arising from the generalized sampling problem directly i.e. N ≥ dimH1 and NK ≥ dim(H1)2.
4.2.2.1 Example - Decoding of stimuli encoded by a population of divisive
normalization models
For this example, we generated a 2 second long stimulus u(t) such that supp(Fu) ⊆
[−400pi, 400pi], where F denotes the Fourier transform. The samples of u(t) were chosen to
be i.i.d random variables. The stimulus was presented to a population of 4 cells modeled
by divisive normalization. We chose the numerator linear filters h1n, n = 1, 2, 3, 4 to be
gammatone filters with different center frequencies and the center frequencies were chosen
such that
[−400pi, 400pi]⊂ ∪4n=1supp(Fh1n)
The impulse responses of h1n, n= 1, 2, 3, 4 are depicted in Figure 4.2.
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t(s)
Impulse response of the gammatone filters
Figure 4.2: Impulse responses of the gammatone filters used in the decoding example.
The numerator second order filters h1n2 and the denominator linear filter h
2n were chosen
to be zero. Finally, we chose the denominator second-order filters to be






Gammatone filters are commonly used to model early auditory processing and the phe-
nomenon of masking, like in other sensory systems, has been observed in early auditory
systems as well [116]. Masking is a phenomena, where the presence of a background stimu-
lus, suppresses the response of a cell to its preferred stimulus even though the background
stimulus elicits no response from the cell on its own. It is easy to see that the simple circuit
considered here can model this effect. For example, if the background stimulus is a tone at
the center frequency of h14(t), it will not elicit a response from the first cell in this model
on its own. However, the response of the first cell to a tone at the center frequency of h11(t)
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will be subdued in the presence of this background stimulus due to a boosted response of the
normalizing filter.
The decoding of the entire stimulus was done by decoding overlapping 0.1s segments of
the stimulus independently and stitching them together. The decoding was performed in
the Hilbert space H1 with L = 20,Ωt = 400pi and St = 0.1s, using Algorithm 4.1. For each
segment, the measurements from the first 0.02s were discarded, as the filters approximately
have a temporal support of 0.02s and as such, the measurements in the first 0.02s will
contain contributions from the previous segment. Additionally, the first 0.02s and the last
0.01s of the reconstruction from each segment were discarded, due to boundary effects arising
from the approximation of the segment in each window by a periodic stimulus. Consequently,
we chose the windows to have an overlap of 0.03s to decode the entire stimulus, resulting in a
total of 29 windows. For each window, 128 total measurements from the 4 cells were used to
decode the segment. For the entire stimulus, counting the measurements in the overlapping
chunks of the segments just once, a total of 3168 measurements were used, which is about
4 times the number of samples required by the Nyquist rate to represent this stimulus.
The original and reconstructed stimuli are depicted in Figure 4.3. The algorithm achieved
a reconstruction of 20.0863[dB] for the entire stimulus. Note that solving the generalized
sampling problem directly for each segment would have required 1806 measurements per
segment, requiring about 57 cells and a total of about 45144 unique measurements for the
entire signal.
This example provides a demonstration of the rather surprising and important insight
obtained from Theorem 4.1 and Algorithm 4.1 - a stimulus can be represented by a population
of cells, modeled by the highly non-linear divisive normalization framework considered here,
using a number of measurements that grows just linearly with the dimension of the space of
the input stimulus.
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Reconstruction of stimulus encoded by a population divisively normalized cells 







Zoomed in between 1.0 and 1.4 seconds
Figure 4.3: Reconstruction of a stimulus encoded by a population of divisively normalized
cells.
4.2.3 Identification of the general divisive normalization model
In this section, we consider the identification of one cell that is modeled by divisive
normalization. We assume that the cell is presented with M controlled stimuli um(t), m=
1, · · · , M during experimental trials, and the outputs ym(t), m= 1, · · · , M are recorded for
each trial. The objective is to identify the model components b1,h1,h2,h12 and h
2
2 from the
knowledge of the inputs and outputs.
Theorem 4.2. With M input stimuli presented to a general divisive normalization model,
let the inputs um(t) and the outputs ym(t) be sampled at times (tk), k = 1, · · · , K . Then,
b1, P1h1, P1h2, P2h12 and P2h
2
2 satisfy the following equations
b1+L 1mk1 P1h1+L 2mk1 P1h2+L 1mk2 P2h12+L 2mk2 P2h22 = qmk
∀k= 1, · · · ,K and m= 1, · · · , M
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where L 1mk1 :H1 →R, L 2mk1 :H1 →R, L 1mk2 :H2 →R and L 2mk2 :H2 →R are continuous
linear functionals. Their exact forms are provided in the proof.




















2 (tk− s1, tk− s2) ds1ds2




















[−ym(tk)um2 (tk− s1, tk− s2)] ds1ds2
Since um ∈H1 and um2 ∈H2, um =P1um and um2 =P2um2 . Using steps similar to those in



















[−ym(tk)um2 (tk− s1, tk− s2)] ds1ds2
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L 1mk2 v2 =
∫
D2
v2(s1, s2)um2 (tk− s1, tk− s2) ds1ds2,




[−ym(tk)um2 (tk− s1, tk− s2)] ds1ds2, and
qmk = ym(tk)
we get,
b1+L 1mk1 P1h1+L 2mk1 P1h2+L 1mk2 P2h12+L 2mk2 P2h22 = qmk
2
Further, since L 1mk1 :H1 → R, L 2mk1 :H1 → R, L 1mk2 :H2 → R and L 2mk2 :H2 → R
are continuous linear functionals, by the Riesz representation theorem[10], there exists




























And, from the form of the functionals in proof of Theorem 4.2, we see that ϕ1mk1 ∈H1, ϕ2mk1 ∈
H1, ϕ1mk2 ∈H2 and ϕ2mk2 ∈H2 are of the form
ϕ1mk1 ( · )= um(tk− · ),
ϕ2mk1 ( · )=−ym(tk)um(tk− · ),
ϕ1mk2 ( · , ·)= um2 (tk− · , tk− · )
ϕ2mk2 ( · , ·)=−ym(tk)um2 (tk−· , tk−· )
Remark 4.4. From (4.7), it can be seen that the identification of the general divisive normal-
ization model has been formulated as a generalized sampling problem in R⊕H1⊕H1⊕H2⊕
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H2. Subsequently, the divisive normalization model can be identified by solving a system of
linear equations.
A necessary condition on the number of trials and the number of measurements required
for identifying the divisive normalization model by solving the system of equations in
Theorem 4.2 is M ≥ 3+2dim(H1) and MK ≥ 1+2dim(H1)+2dim(H1)2
To make the identification problem tractable, we assume that the second-order Volterra
kernels are low-rank. Note that the second-order Volterra kernels have infinite equivalent




λi j gi j(t)gi j(t), ‖gi j‖ = 1 (4.8)
The low-rank assumption then means that h12(t1, t2) and h
2








λ2 j g2 j(t)g2 j(t). (4.9)
where r1 << dim(H1) and r2 << dim(H2).
Additionally, we note that P2hi2(t1, t2)=
∑
j
λi jP1 gi j(t1)P1 gi j(t2)
The divisive normalization model, with low-rank constraints, is depicted in Figure 4.4.
Similar to Algorithm 4.1, we will now formulate the identification of the model in Figure 4.4
as an optimization problem which exploits the structure of the low-rank kernels h12, h
2
2 ∈
H2. Ideally, the optimization problem would be a rank minimization problem. But rank
minimization being NP-hard, we use the surrogate of nuclear norm minimization instead,
which is the convex envelope of the rank operator [34].
Let h1 and h2 be the coefficient vectors of P1h1(t) and P1h2(t) inH1 respectively, and
let H12 and H
2
2 be the coefficient matrices of P2h
1
2(t1, t2) and P2h
2
2(t1, t2) inH2 respectively.
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Figure 4.4: General model for Divisive Normalization with low-rank second-order filters.
Note that all superscripts in the notation here are indices and not powers.
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 , , U
m
2 (t)=um(t)um(t)H
where cml t represents the co-ordinate of u
m(t) w.r.t basis element e l t and (·)H represents
conjugate transpose.










Remark 4.5. Note that since H12 and H
2
2 are hermitian matrices, there exists orthogonal




)H and H22 =V2Λ2 (V2)H . Then, C2 can be represented as
C2 =






Thus, rank(C2)= r1+ r2
We, then provide the following algorithm to perform identification of the divisive normal-
ization model
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m= 1, . . . , M k= 1, . . . ,K
[














where λ1,λ2 are appropriately chosen parameters , ²i ∈R represent slack variables, 1 represents
a vector of all ones, In1×n2 represents a n1×n2 Identity matrix and 0n1×n2 represents a n1×n2
matrix of all zeros.




[ĉ1]2+L t+l t e l t(t)
P1h2(t)= L t∑
l t=−L t
[ĉ1]3+3L t+l t e l t(t)




[Ĉ2]L t+l t1+1, L t+l t2+1 e l t1 (t1)e l t2 (t2)




[Ĉ2]3L t+l t1+2, L t+l t2+1 e l t1 (t1)e l t2 (t2)
Remark 4.6. By exploiting the structure of low-rank second-order Volterra kernels, Algo-
rithm 4.2 provides a tractable solution to the identification of the divisive normalization
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model.
In Sections 4.2.3.1-4.2.3.4, we provide identification examples solved using Algorithm 4.2.
4.2.3.1 Example - Identification of a simulated divisive normalization model
Here, we choose the the spaceH1 to have L t = 10,Ωt = 100pi. Thus St = 0.2s , dim(H1)=
21 and dim(H2) = 441. Further, We chose h1 and h2 to be low-pass filters with different
cut-off frequencies and we chose h12 and h
2
2 to be formed by outer products of two band-pass
filters with different cutoff frequencies each. Thus rank(H12) = 2 and rank(H22) = 2. We
presented the model with 13 stimuli from H1, whose co-efficients were chosen to be i.i.d
gaussian variables. Then, a total of 260 measurements were used from the input and the
observed output pairs to solve the identification problem using Algorithm 4.2. The results of
the identification are shown in Figure 4.5. As can be seen from the figure, Algorithm 4.2 was
able to identify the model with high precision using only 260 measurements, much less than
the 944 measurements that would have been required to solve the generalized sampling
problem directly. The factor of reduction in the required measurements is critical when the
model needs to be identified in a much larger space, for example, a space of spatio-temporal
stimuli (see Example in Section 4.2.3.2).
4.2.3.2 Identification of Phase-Based Motion Detection Model
Recall that the phase based motion detection model from Chapter 2 is a special case of the
divisive normalization model and providing an identification algorithm for it was one of the
motivations of the work presented in this chapter. We applied the identification framework
to the phase based motion detection model. We chose the spatio-temporal spaceH1 to have
St = 0.4s, Sx = 32[a.u], L t = 10 and Lx = 4. With these choice of parameters, Ωt = 50pi, Ωx =
0.25pi and dim(H1)= 189 and dim(H2)= 35,721. Identifying the model by directly solving
the system of linear equations would have required at least 71,442 measurements. We
applied Algorithm 4.2 for identifying this model with 3,591 measurements. The original
component filters (g1 j(t) and g2 j(t) where j = 1,2,3,4) of the phase-based motion detection
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Figure 4.5: Example of identification of a divisive normalization model. The SNRs of P1h1,P1h2, P2h12 and P2h22 were 87.38 [dB], 70.64 [dB], 94.09 [dB] and 93.69 [dB] respectively.
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model and the filters identified by the framework presented here are depicted in Figure 4.6.
P2h12 was identified with 44.05[dB] and P2h
2
2 was identified with 41.15[dB].
Figure 4.6: Original and identified filters for the Phase-Based Motion Detection Model.
4.2.3.3 Identification of a Biophysical Model of the Drosophila Photoreceptor
We then applied our framework to a detailed biophysical model of Drosophila photorecep-
tors [79, 134] . The photoreceptor model consists of 30,000 microvilli. The photon absorption
in each microvillus is described by a Poisson process whose rate is proportional to the num-
ber of photons per microvillus incident on the ommatidium.Photon absorption leads to a
transduction process governed by a cascade of chemical reactions. The entire transduction
processed is described by 19 successive differential equations.
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We presented the model with a long stimulus consisting of random bandlimited fluctua-
tions on top of different mean levels of light intensities. For each level, we used the first 3%
of the stimulus for identification and applied our identification framework on the resultant
transduction current. The identified filters are depicted in Figure 4.7. We additionally
trained a model without normalization (only the numerator stream); the outputs of the
original biophysical model and the two identified models are shown in Figure 4.8. Without
normalization, the identified model does not predict the output well across different light
intensities. The SNR of the predicted output on training data for the normalization model
was about 33[dB], while the SNR of the predicted output on training data for the model
without normalization was about 19[dB].
Figure 4.7: Identified filters for the Drosophila BioPhysical Photoreceptor model.
4.2.3.4 Identification of Drosophila Olfactory Sensory Neuron
Next, we applied the methodology to a dataset of electrophysiological recordings from
the Or59b OSN in the fruit fly in response to acetone odorant waveforms [67]. We trained
the normalization model to predict the spike rate of the OSN. We used 50% of the data
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the output of the Biophysical Photoreceptor model (blue) with the
predicted output of the normalization model(red) and predicted output of a model without
normalization i.e first and second order numerator filters only (green). Top panel depicts the
input (photons per second).
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for identification and the rest for evaluating the model. The identified filters are shown in
Figure 4.9.
The predicted spike rates and the recorded spike rates of the OSN are shown in Fig-
ure 4.10. For comparison, we also show the predicted response by a model without nor-
malization (just the numerator filters) trained on the same data. The SNR of prediction
for the testing data was 8.0965[dB] for the divisive normalization model and 2.3464[dB]
without normalization. As can be seen from the predicted response, the model without gain
control/normalization fails to be robust across different concentration levels.
Figure 4.9: Identified filters from electrophysiological recordings for the Or59b Drosophila
Olfactory Receptor neuron.
4.3 Lateral Divisive Normalization
In the previous sections, we described a model of divisive normalization where the divisive
gain was a processed version of the input. However, many biological circuits are thought
to exhibit lateral inhibition and gain control [12, 19, 103, 110, 145]. This section provides
a ‘circuit’ extension of the model considered in the previous section, that accounts for such
lateral effects explicitly and provides identification algorithms for the model. In Section 4.3.1,
we describe the model and explains how it relates to early visual circuits of the fruit fly. In
Section 4.3.2, we characterize the I/O of the model as applied to early vision with some very
simple choices of the model components. Finally, in Section 4.3.3, we provide an identification
algorithm for the model and provide an example of identification
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of PSTH of the Or59b Drosophila Olfactory Receptor neuron in
response to acetone odorant waveforms with the predicted output of the normalization
model(red) and predicted output of a model without normalization (green).
4.3.1 General Model for Lateral Divisive Normalization
Early visual systems rapidly adapt to visual stimuli whose intensity and contrast vary
orders of magnitude both in space and time [6, 97, 127, 134]. To transmit information
efficiently, they are are believed to perform (local) intensity and contrast gain control to
dynamically adapt to visual stimulus, both in space and time. However, current frameworks
of describing such gain control lack a systematic framework for characterizing its dynamics,
nor do they provide quantitative identification methods. We propose a model comprising
non-linear filters combined with divisive normalization that can model such gain control
and can account for diverse dynamics. We will also show that the model we propose can be
systematically identified from observed input output pairs.
In what follows, we anchor the model model description around the photoreceptor-
Amacrine network of the fruit fly. The fly retina consists of ∼ 800 ommatidia, each of
which hosts photoreceptors whose axons terminate in the secondary neuropil called lamina.
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Figure 4.11: A schematic diagram of interaction between Amacrine cells and photoreceptors
in multiple cartridges.
There, they provide inputs to columnar LMCs that project to the third visual neuropil, and
to amacrine cells [36]. Amacrine cells are interneurons that innervate axon terminals of mul-
tiple photoreceptors. The photoreceptors, in turn, receive lateral feedback from the amacrine
cells as well as feedback from LMCs such as L2 neurons [101, 121, 136]. It has been shown
that the output of photoreceptors exhibit rapid gain control through the interaction with
such feedback loops.
We propose a model that performs dynamic gain control via divisive normalization
from local feedforward, local feedback and ‘global ’feedback sources. For example, the local
feedforward part of the model may account for normalizing effects in the transduction cascade
of the photoreceptors, the local feedback may account for effects from LMCs whereas the ‘
global ’feedback may account for feedback from the Amacrine cells. The model is depicted in
Figure 4.12 and consists of the following building blocks.
Building blocks of the model
1. (Finite Order) Volterra Operator (VO) - A combination of a linear (first order) and
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Figure 4.12: A General Model for Lateral Divisive Normalization
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h2(t− s1, t− s2)u(t− s1)u(t− s2)ds1ds2.
Here, we assume that the second-order kernel has a sparse structure, i.e., h2(t1, t2)=∑r
i=1λ
i gi(t1)gi(t2), where r is small compared to the dimension of the space
2. Multi-Input Volterra Operator (MVO) - Quadratic filters acting on each combina-
tion (pair) of its inputs in addition to Volterra Operators as described above acting on
each of the input independently. Assuming we have N inputs ui, i = 1,2, · · · , N to this















hi j2 (t− s1, t− s2)ui(t− s1)u j(t− s2)ds1ds2
)
Again, we assume that all the second order quadratic filters have sparse structures.
3. Divisive Normalization Operator (DNO) - Scaling of its input by a divisive gain
provided by additional inputs to the operator.
4. Full DN Model - consists of multiple channels, each having its own local feedforward
and feedback normalization, as well as a global (spatial/across channel) feedback
normalization.
Remark 4.7. The structure of MVO-FB allows modeling of interaction between each pair
of inputs separately. The motivation for this is based upon the assumption that the interac-
tions between two inputs that are co-localized on a dendritic tree will be different from the
interaction between inputs that make synapses far apart on the dendritic tree.
Each of the green channels in Figure 4.12, without the VO-FB-i and MVO-FB blocks,
are equivalent to the model in Figure 4.4. The full model in Figure 4.12 thus consists of
parallel channels of the model in Figure 4.4 with added within-channel and cross-channel
feedback normalization/gain control. Relating Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.11, the outputs yi(t)
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can be considered to be the outputs provided by photoreceptors to the LMCs and the MVO-FB
block can be considered to be modeling the effect of the interaction between a group of
photoreceptors and an Amacrine cell. Figure 4.12 can also be similarly related to
• interactions between cones and horizontal cells in vertebrate retinas [145]
• channels/glomeruli in olfactory circuits and interactions between them through local
neurons [81, 149],
• cross-suppression and gain control in the auditory [100, 113], and visual cortexes
[3, 40, 112] (with spatio-temporal extensions).
We also note that phase-based motion detector (Chapter 2) with denoising as described
by (2.37), can also be described by the above model .
4.3.2 I/O visualization for Lateral Divisive Normalization in early
vision
Here, we evaluate the I/O of the lateral divisive normalization model, as it applies to
the photoreceptors-Amacrine cell network of Figure 4.11, for some simple choices of the
component filters in the model. The I/O of the fly photoreceptors in steady state is described by
a saturating non-linearity like a sigmoid when plotted on a logarithmic scale [74] and they can
deal with the orders of magnitude of input while maintaining their output in a suitable range.
It is straight forward to see that the feedforward divisive normalization block in the model
is capable of producing such a steady-state I/O curve. For example consider that the input
is processed by a filter g(t) and the logarithm of the response is passed through a sigmoid





which is clearly a subset of the processing that can be realized by the feed-forward blocks of
the model.
In addition, the photoreceptors exhibit adaptation so that the sigmoidal curves shifts to
adjust to the local luminance [19]. We show that with the MVO-FB block, the lateral divisive
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Background = 10 2
Background = 10 3
Background = 10 4
Background = 10 5
Figure 4.13: The lateral divisive normalization model can exhibit adaptation to local lumi-
nance. Steady state of response y1(t) of a lateral divisive normalization model when lashes
of different intensities are presented as the signal u1(t), and all the other inputs are held at
a particular background intensity.
normalization model can reproduce this behavior. In Figure 4.13, we plot the response y1(t)
at steady state when flashes of different intensities are presented as the signal u1(t), and all
the other inputs are held at a particular background intensity.
Now, if all the photoreceptors exhibit a sigmoid like non-linearity, the output of the retina
will be constrained in a suitable range that can be processed by postsynaptic neurons in
the lamina. However, without adaptation to local luminance, the saturating nature of the
non-linearities leads to a loss of spatial contrast. The spatial contrast is preserved by local
spatial gain control or adaptation (modeled here through the MVO-FB block), which can
modulate the I/O curves of the photoreceptors based on the spatial distribution of intensities
in their neighborhood. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.14 and 4.15. For the example in
Figure 4.14, we first generated bar gratings with different average luminances and RMS
contrasts, and they are depicted in the left column. In the middle column, we visualize the
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Figure 4.15: RMS contrast of the input images in Figure 4.14 are plotted against the RMS
contrasts of the responses with and without lateral divisive normalization
responses of a model without the MVO-FB block and interpret it as representing the outputs
of photoreceptors when the reciprocal connections with Amacrine (Am) cells have been
blocked. Finally, the third column depicts the responses the model with the MVO-FB block,
which can be interpreted as representing the responses of ‘intact’ photoreceptors, i.e including
interactions with Amacrine (Am) cells. As can be seen from the figure, the responses of the
photoreceptors without lateral divisive normalization are washed out, or exhibit low contrast,
and the bars are not readily interpreted at high luminances. However, with luminance gain
control through lateral divisive normalization, the responses are robust across orders of
magnitude of luminances. We argue, that while a saturating non-linearity maintains the
output in a constrained range even when the input varies by orders of magnitude, it leads to
a loss of spatial contrast. With local luminance gain control, the output can be constrained to
a suitable range while maintaining spatial contrast. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.15,
where the RMS contrast of the input images in Figure 4.14 are plotted against the RMS
contrasts of the responses for both cases - with and without lateral divisive normalization.
Spatial contrast, arguably, is an important feature of the image that should be preserved or
even enhanced for subsequent stages to be able to extract ethologically relevant information
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from the visual stimulus.
Figure 4.16 further reinforces the argument for lateral divisive normalization by visualiz-
ing responses, with and without the MVO-FB block, to a natural image at three different
luminances. As can be seen from the figure, the response of the model with lateral divi-
sive normalization is robust across the different luminances, whereas the model without
lateral divisive normalization produces responses that are too dark at low luminance and
are saturated at high luminance.
4.3.3 Sparse Identification of Lateral Divisive Normalization
Given a circuit modeled by the lateral divisive normalization framework introduced above
with N channels, we are interested in identifying all the filters from the knowledge of a
certain number of input and output observations. We formulate an optimization problem,
which achieves such identification, with high fidelity and with a relatively small number of
measurements.
For sake of simplicity, we will assume that the VO-FF-ia, VO-FF-ib and VO-FB-i blocks
are the same for ∀i. We use the following notation for the various filters in the model
b1 → bias for the all VO-FF-ia blocks
h1(t) → First order kernel for all VO-FF-ia blocks
h12(t1, t2) → Second order kernel for all VO-FF-ia blocks
h2(t) → First order kernel for all VO-FF-ib blocks
h22(t1, t2) → Second order kernel for all VO-FF-ib blocks
h3(t) → First order kernel for all VO-FB-ib blocks
h32(t1, t2) → Second order kernel for all VO-FB-ib blocks
h4n(t) → First order kernel in MVO-FB block acting on the nth output yn(t)
h4n j2 (t1, t2) → Second order kernel in MVO-FB block acting on yn(t1)y j(t2)
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Additionally, we make the assumption that the filters h4n(t) and h4n j2 (t1, t2) are bandlim-
ited and that the output is sampled at a rate of 2 fmax where fmax is the maximum of the
bandwidth of the filters h4n(t) and h4n j2 (t1, t2). By abuse of notation, we will use y
n(t) to
denote the low-passed (with bandwidth fmax) version of the actual output. Note that, based
upon the assumptions on the bandlimited nature of the feedback filters acting on the output,
the responses of these filters to the low-passed outputs will be the same as the responses to
the actual outputs.
We present M trials where input stimuli un,m are chosen to be elements of the space of
trigonometric polynomialsH1 for n= 1, · · · , N, m= 1, · · · . M. Additionally, after observing
the outputs yn,m(t), we choose a small δ> 0 and an additional Hilbert space of trigonometric





n,m(s)− yn,m(s))2ds< δ ∀n, m. D here denotes the domain
of H1. Note that as yn,m(t) are bandlimited, the above condition can always be satisfied
given high enough order ofH o1 [92]. Further we assume that y
n,m,h3,h4n ∈ L2(D), the space
of square integrable functions over domain D and h32,h
4nm
2 ∈ L2(D2), the space of square
integrable functions over domain D2.
Then, we present the following theorem
Theorem 4.3. With M trials with stimuli un,m(t) presented to the lateral divisive normal-
ization model, let the inputs un,m(t) and the outputs yn,m(t) be sampled at times (tk),k =
1, · · · ,K . Then, b1, P1h1, P1h2, P2h12 P2h22, P o1 h3, P o2 h32, P o1 h4n, and P o2 h
4n j
2 for
n= 1, · · · , N, j = 1, · · · , N satisfy the following equations




















2 = qn,mk +²
n,m
k
∀k= 1, · · · ,K , n= 1, · · · , N and m= 1, · · · , M
where qn,mk = yn,m(tk), and L 1km1 :H1 → R, L 2knm1 :H1 → R, L 3knm1 :H o1 → R, L 4knm1 :




2 → R are
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continuous linear functionals, and where |²n,mk |→ 0 as δ→ 0. The exact forms of the functionals
are provided in the proof.





































h4i j2 (s1, s2)y
i,m(s1− tk)y j,m(s2− tk)ds1ds2







































h4i j2 (s1, s2)y
i,m(s1− tk)y j,m(s2− tk)ds1ds2
Since un,m ∈H1,∫
D
h1(s) un,m(s− tk) ds=
∫
D
h1(s) P1un,m(s− tk) ds=
∫
D




h2(s) un,m(s− tk) ds=
∫
D
P1h2(s) un,m(s− tk) ds.

















Now, let ζn,m(s)= yn,m(s)−P o1 yn,m(s).
Then, the I/O equation can be written as
























































h4i j2 (s1− tk, s2− tk) ds1ds2



























[−yn,m(tk)un,m(s− tk)] v(s) ds
L 3knm1 v=L 4knm1 v=
∫
D
[−yn,m(tk)P o1 yn,m(s− tk)] v(s) ds
L 1km2 v2 =
∫
D2
un,m(s1− tk)un,m(s2− tk) v2(s1, s2) ds1ds2
L 2knm2 v2 =
∫
D
[−yn,m(tk)P o1 yn,m(s1− tk)un,m(s1− tk)un,m(s2− tk)] v2(s1, s2) ds1ds2
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L 3knm2 v2 =
∫
D







−yn,m(tk)P o1 yi,m(s1− tk)P o1 y j,m(s2− tk)
]
v2(s1, s2) ds1ds2










































































where the first inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and second follows
from the choice of the spaceH o2 .
Similarly, the rest of the terms in the expression for ²n,mk can be bounded by a term propor-
tional to δ and hence |²n,mk |→ 0 as δ→ 0. 2
Remark 4.8. Theorem 4.3 suggests that identifying the lateral divisive normalization model
is equivalent to solving a generalized sampling problem with noisy measurements. It also
suggests that the output needs to be sampled at a high enough rate, and that the choice of the
Hilbert space used to reconstruct the feedback filters is critical since incorrect choices for these
parameters can negatively affect the identification by introducing ‘noise’ in the measurements.
We now present the following algorithm to identify the model that exploits the low-rank
constraints imposed on the quadratic filters.
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[ĉ1]L t+l t+2 e l t(t)
P1h2(t)= L t∑
l t=−L t
[ĉ1]3L t+l t+3 e l t(t)




[ĉ1]4L t+Lot+l t+4 e
o
l t(t)




[ĉ1]4L t+(2i+1)Lot+l t+4+i e
o
l t(t)




[Ĉ2]L t+l t1+1, L t+l t2+1 e l t1 (t1)e l t2 (t2)




[Ĉ2]3L t+l t1+2, L t+l t2+1 e l t1 (t1)e l t2 (t2)
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[Ĉ2]4L t+4(i−1)(Lot )2+(4i+2 j−3)Lot+l t1+(i+ j+2), 2L t+Lot+l t2+2
e l t1 (t1)e l t2 (t2)

















































TC2H [0dim(H1) Idim(H1) 0]T
[








TC2H [0dim(H o1 )×2dim(H1) Idim(H o1 ) 0]T
where (·)H denotes the Hermitian conjugate, Tr denotes the trace operator, ‖ · ‖∗ denotes the






, λ1,λ2 are appropriately chosen hyperparame-
ters , ζ(i−1)(m−1)NM+(m−1)M+k ∈R represent slack variables, 1 represents a vector of all ones, Ip
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represents a p× p Identity matrix,0p represents a p× p matrix of all zeros, 0p×q represents a
p× q matrix of all zeros and 0 represents a matrix of all zeros with dimensions that makes
the equation consistent.


















Measurements ← qn,mk = yn,m(tk)
where
h1, H1 → co-efficient vector and matrix of h1 ∈H1 and h12 ∈H2 respectively,
h2, H2 → co-efficient vector and matrix of h2 ∈H1 and h22 ∈H2 respectively,
h3, H3 → co-efficient vector and matrix of h3 ∈H o1 and h32 ∈H o2 respectively,
h4i → co-efficient vector of h4i ∈H o1 ,
H4ij → co-efficient matrix of h4i j2 ∈H o2 ,
The constraints correspond to (i) the generalized sampling problem should be satisfied,
(ii) slack variables should have zero mean, (iii) H1 should be hermitian, (iv) H2 should
be hermitian, (v) H3 should be hermitian, (vi) top-right of the matrix C2 should be zero,
and (vii) bottom-left of the matrix C2 should be zero, respectively. Note that H4i j are not
constrained to be hermitian. This follows from the assumption that the MVO-FB block may
perform asymmetric processing on any pair of inputs to the block.
Remark 4.9. Assuming all the second-order kernels in the lateral divisive normalization
model have rank r, the expected number of measurements for Algorithm 4.3 to identify the




. When N is large, the N2 factor may
become prohibitive in identifying the model. Additional assumptions on h4i j may help
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mitigate this and maintain tractability of solving the identification problem. For example,
with the assumption that h4i j = h41 if i = j and h4i j = h42 otherwise, the expected number of




4.3.3.1 Example - Identification of a lateral divisive normalization model
We now present an example of identification obtained by Algorithm 4.3. For this example,
we choose N = 4, the VO-FB-i blocks to be zeros and second order kernels in VO-FF-ia and
VO-FF-ib to be zeros. The linear filters in VO-FF-ia blocks were chosen to be
h1(t)= 25te−25t
and the linear filters in VO-FF-ib blocks were chosen to be
h2(t)= 25te−25t
The linear filters in the MVO-FB block were chosen to be
h4i(t)= e− 14 (i−2)2(25−600t)e−25t
Finally, the quadratic filters in the MVO-FB block were chosen to be




4 ( j−2)2 × (25t1e−25t1)(25t2e−25t2)
Note that h4i j = h4 ji in this case. We assumed knowledge of this structure of the model and
adapted the identification algorithm accordingly.
We performed the identification in the hilbert space of bandlimited functions with Ωt =
40pi and we chose the same space for the input stimuli and for both the feedforward and
feedback filters. We solved for the filters truncated to a period of 0.4s, and thus there were
17 coefficients to be identified for the linear filters and 17×17 coefficients to be identified for
each of the quadratic filters. A total of 1116 measurements (279 measurements from each
cell) were used to perform the identification and the results are depicted in Figure 4.17. The
average SNR of reconstruction across all filters was more than 150[dB]. Note that solving
the generalized sampling problem directly for the same problem would have required at least
3570 measurements.
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CHAPTER 4. DIVISIVE NORMALIZATION
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we first introduced a model for divisive normalization that computes
the ratio between two non-linearly processed versions of the input. We showed that the
mapping of the stimulus to output samples, as performed by the model, can be framed as
generalized sampling in a space that is a direct sum of the input space and its outer product
space. We then exploited the low-rank structure of the stimulus in the outer product tensor
space, and provided a tractable reconstruction algorithm. In doing so, we demonstrated that
a population of cells performing the highly non-linear operation of divisive normalization,
can efficiently represent stimuli. We also provided an identification algorithm for the model,
which exploits low-rank assumptions about the second-order Volterra kernels in the model
and provided examples, both for simulated and biological data.
We also provided a framework to model lateral divisive normalization and explained how
it relates to some biological circuits, especially in early vision. We verified through examples
that the model is capable of an I/O that exhibits robust luminance gain control. Finally,
we provided an identification algorithm for the lateral divisive normalization model, that
identifies all the components of the model based on observed input and output samples. The
identification algorithm was again based on the formulating the identification as generalized











FRUIT FLY BRAIN OBSERVATORY
In recent years, the fruit fly brain has become a favored testing ground for neurogeneti-
cists and neurobiologists alike. With a powerful genetic toolkit and short experimental cycles,
this much smaller yet sufficiently complex brain offers a tractable model system for studying
brain function.
Knowledge and information of the detailed neuroanatomy, neuron connectivity and
gene expression of the adult Drosophila melanogaster brain has been rapidly and increas-
ingly made available thanks to earlier pioneering works [5, 20, 30, 60, 141] and ongoing
efforts [151]. They have inspired the design of many recent experimental studies, as well as
providing the necessary biological tools for them, to investigate the physiological properties
of neural circuits in the fly brain [8, 55] and their behavioral significance [11, 133]. Recently,
an increasing amount of computational studies have emerged in light of the expanding set of
fruit fly brain data. Notably, several computational models have been proposed by utilizing
the neuron connectome data to study the early visual system [25, 46], where visual motion
detection has been extensively studied in experiments [13, 47] but their exact realization is
still poorly understood. Another system that has attracted attention is the central complex
(CX) whose anatomical structure, physiological properties and behavioral connection have
been subject to active studies [88, 130, 148, 150]. These studies provided the basis to a
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number of recent computational investigations to simulate the CX circuits [24, 44, 65, 138].
While computational approaches have become increasingly influential in bridging structure
of fruit fly brain circuits to their function, what the community is still missing is an open
collaborative environment for accelerated model development, simulation, sharing and re-
view, which ultimately is capable of emulating efficiently a complete model of the fly brain.
Such an environment is needed to bridge together disparate circuit models to understand









































































Figure 5.1: The Fruit Fly Brain Observatory Ecosystem (FFBO). The FFFO ecosystem con-
sists of the stakeholders - neurobiologists/neurogenetists and computational and theoretical
neuroscientists, and the applications and infrastructure provided in FFBO. Both types of
stakeholders contribute to and benefit from the innovations in FFBO. FFBO provides a suite
of applications built on top of service backends to integrate the contributions (for example,
data or models) of the stakeholders.
In this chapter, we present the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory (FFBO), an open collaborative
ecosystem that aims to (i) standardize tools for the representation of fruit fly brain data and
its abstractions, and (ii) creates a focus for the neuroscience community with interests in the
emulation and biological validation of fruit fly brain models in health and disease. To bridge
the gap between structure and function, such an ecosystem has to be a collaborative one,
not only for computational modelers, but across experimentalists and modelers. Therefore,
both types of researchers are stakeholders in the ecosystem and can contribute to it in their
respective domain of expertise as well as benefit from it by gathering information necessary
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for their own research. Figure 5.1 illustrates the key role FFBO plays in facilitating such
interaction. With an integrated repository consisting of both biological and computational
modeling data for a model organism, the FFBO is endowed with a powerful querying, circuit
execution and visualization framework. The FFBO provides tools including: 1) storing and
processing data related to the neural circuits of the fly brain including position, morphology,
connectivity and biophysical properties of every neuron; 2) seamlessly integrating the struc-
tural and genetic data from multiple sources that can be queried, visualized and interpreted;
and 3) automatically generating models of the fly brain that can be simulated efficiently
using multiple Graphics Processing Units (GPUs).
The system architecture of the proposed FFBO Ecosystem consists of three levels. The
lowest level consists of the core services: (i) the NeuroArch data repository and associated
APIs for querying and manipulating the data, (ii) the Neurokernel platform for collaborative
emulation of the Drosophila brain on massively parallel GPU architectures. The middle
level consists of plug and play tools, services and components such as natural language
to Neuroarch API translator, anatomy and physiology visualization engine, and tools for
circuit design and interactions. Finally, at the top layer, we have user facing applications
of NeuroNLP, NeuroGFX and NeuroAPPs. First, in Section 5.1, we will describe these
three applications and provide examples/case studies that clearly explicate their value.
Then, in Section 5.2, we describe the system architecture in more detail and provide brief
descriptions of the infrastructure in the bottom two layers that enable NeuroNLP, NeuroGFX
and NeuroAPPs. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.3 and provide some future lines of work
enabled by the work presented in this chapter.
5.1 Applications
At the heart of the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory (FFBO) platform is the NeuroArch
graph database [43], that integrates both biological data (connectomic, anatomical and
physiological) and computational models of brain circuits into a single database, and provides
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a high-level API for querying that is specifically designed for data relating to brain circuits.
We will defer a more detailed description of Neuroarch to Section 5.2.
The integrated database can be leveraged through user-friendly web-based modules on
the FFBO platform, namely NeuroNLP and NeuroGFX (see Middle panel in Figure 5.1).
NeuroNLP enables researchers to ask questions in plain English to probe biological data
whereas NeuroGFX provides users with a highly intuitive graphical interface to configure,
compose and execute neural circuit models with Neurokernel, an open-source platform for
emulating the fruit fly brain [87].
5.1.1 NeuroNLP: A Natural Language portal for aggregated fruit
fly data
NeuroNLP is a key application on the FFBO platform that provides a modern web-based
portal for navigating biological data relating to fruit fly brain circuits. It is equipped with
an accessible interface to aggregate fruit fly connectomic, anatomical and physiological
data, with the ability to query against and retrieve information from disparate datasets
simultaneously. The NeuroNLP interface hosts several types of data from diverse sources.
The connectomic and anatomical data currently in the FFBO platform includes all available
open fly brain data from: 1) FlyCircuit [20], spanning some 20,000 neurons morphologies
and 1,260,000 inferred synaptic connections , 2) the Janelia seven column Medulla EM
reconstruction that includes some 500 neurons and 67,000 synapses [141], and 3) the Janelia
larval EM reconstruction [9]. The physiological data currently in the database consists of
electrophysiology recordings from photoreceptors [63], olfactory sensory neurons [67] and
antennal lobe projection neurons [68].
Brain circuit information can be easily accessed and distilled using the powerful query-
ing interface provided by NeuroNLP. It features a novel ‘natural language interface’ that
constructs complex queries against the underlying database from plain English instructions
such as “show GABAergic neurons that has dendrites in left antennal lobe and axons in
both left lateral horn and right dorsolateral protocerebrum” (or simply “show GABAergic
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Figure 5.2: NeuroNLP Information Panel. The figure shows an example of the information
displayed in the information panel for a neuron from the Janelia Fly EM dataset.
neurons that has dendrites in al and axons in both lh and DLP”). This provides intuitive
access to the integrated fruit fly brain circuit data, without the presumption of knowledge
of a query language, syntax or cumbersome user interfaces. The results of the queries are
presented using powerful 3D visualization and any neuron in the scene can be explored
in greater detail using the information panel, which provides a one stop access to all data
associated with a particular neuron. By clicking on a neuron displayed in the main workspace
of NeuroNLP, data associated with the neuron are shown in the information panel (see Fig-
ure 5.2). For neurons originated from the FlyCircuit database, we display a list including the
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GAL4 driver used, putative neurotransmitter, gender and age, putative birth time and soma
coordinate. In addition, we show the confocal images of the neuron. For neurons obtained
using EM methods, we only list the neurotransmitter information if they are available from
the literature. The information panel also contains the synaptic profile of the neuron. For
FlyCircuit neurons, a bar chart is provided to summarize the percentage of putative pre- and
post-synaptic partners in each driver line. A list of pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons is
at users’ full disposal, showing the number of putative synaptic contacts. Users can click
on the ‘+’ button (green buttons under +/= Neuron in the bottom of Figure 5.2) to add a
neuron individually to the workspace. For EM-based data, since precise number of synapses
is available, they are listed in the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons. The bar chart is
again used to summarize percentage of each type of neuron that are pre- and post-synaptic
to the neuron in question (see the section titles Synaptic Profile in Figure 5.2). Moreover, for
dataset in which information about individual synapse is available, the information panel
provides a button to visualize all the synapses in their respective position between the pre-
and post-synaptic neurons (green buttons under +/= Synapses in the bottom of Figure 5.2).
The information panel can also be used to download physiological data where available.
Brain circuits can be built up in the NeuroNLP workspace, by combining results from
successive queries, for example “add GABAergic neurons in EB” or “add postsynaptic neurons”
(see example in Figure 5.3) . Alternatively, individual presynaptic/postsynaptic partners
can be added to the scene through the information panel. Queries can also be used to filter
or modify the current set of results, for example “keep/remove cholinergic neurons”. The
connectivity of the resulting neural circuit can be exported from the GUI to a CSV file. To
facilitate collaboration and publication, NeuroNLP provides two ways of sharing circuit query
results. An easy-to-use scripting tool supports the creation of guided demonstrations that
can be composed by defining an ordered list of queries, user interactions and informational
messages to be displayed during the demonstration. We employ this functionality to provide
demos that help users to get started with NeuroNLP, and it can easily be used to provide
demos for specific educational or research dissemination purposes. In addition to the demo
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Figure 5.3: Using natural language queries to build up a fruit fly brain circuit.
Top Left - results obtained from the query “show serotonergic neurons in the ellipsoid
body ”. Four neurons are pulled from the database and visuazlied in the user browser.
This figure can recreated in any browser using the ‘tag’feature by accessing the url
https://neuronlp.fruitflybrain.org/?tag=ellipsoid_body_1
Top Right - results obtained from the query “add cholinergic neurons in eb ”starting from the
workspace in the top left image. Nine additional neurons are pulled from the database and
visualized in the user browser. Interactive version of the figure can be accessed through the
url https://neuronlp.fruitflybrain.org/?tag=ellipsoid_body_2
Bottom Left - results obtained from the query “add neurons that transmit glu-
tamate in ellipsoid body ”starting from the workspace in the top right image.
Eight additional neurons are pulled from the database and visualized in the
user browser. Interactive version of the figure can be accessed through the url
thttps://neuronlp.fruitflybrain.org/?tag=ellipsoid_body_3
Bottom Right - results obtained from the query “add gabaerggic neurons in the ellip-
soidal body ”starting from the workspace in the bottom left image and then zooming
in. Twenty-five additional neurons are pulled from the database and visualized in
the user browser. Interactive version of the figure can be accessed through the url
https://neuronlp.fruitflybrain.org/?tag=ellipsoid_body_4
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builder, the results obtained at any point of query, possibly through multiple user interactions,
can be shared easily using the ‘tag’ feature, which can exactly recreate the state of the sharer’s
session on any modern browser, including smartphones, when shared as a link to the public
and/or collaborators. A tag consists of a complete snapshot of the current workspace; loading
the tag on any other device will recreate the same workspace, including camera angles
and neuron colors. Therefore, The tag feature can be used for easy sharing of circuits, for
recreation of figures from published papers or for use directly as 3D interactive figures in
publication, presentation and education. For example, the caption Figure 5.3 contains links
to load tags corresponding to each subfigure. Additinally, Figure 5.4a shows a panel which
showcases featured tags corresponding to all figures from Berck et al. [9] and Eichler et
al. [33]; these tags provide interactive 3D versions of the static figures. Figure 5.4b shows
the result of loading tag corresponding to Figure 4b in Berck et al. [9] (picky local neurons in
right antennal lobe).
Figure 5.4: Using tags to provide interactive versions of figures from published literature. (a)
A list of tags corresponding to all figures from Berck et al. [9]. (b) Result of loading the tag
10.7554/eLife.14859/fig/4/b, corresonding to Figure 4b in Berck et al.





Figure 5.5: NeuroNLP’s interface for accessing neurophysiology data through the information
panel. (a) Exploring available physiological recordings for the Or59b olfactory sensory
neuron from the database. (b) Two datasets selected in (a) are simultaneously visualized for
comparative evaluation, right within the browser.
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well as using the connectome map to build arbitrary neural circuits from existing structural
data. Figure 5.6 shows an example usage of NeuroNLP that can be used to study the cell
types of Lobula Plate Tangential Cells (LPTCs) and local circuitry that contributes to the
processing in Lobula Plate. To further illustrate the usage and usefulness of NeuroNLP, we
provide 7 several examples and case studies in Section 5.1.1.1. The case studies demonstrate
the effectiveness of NeuroNLP in searching for a neural circuit in, for example, a publication,
in providing an interactive visualization of the circuit and in observing new information
that are not present in previous publications to drive new hypotheses and experiments.
In addition to providing a cell type map and a connectivity map, NeuroNLP also provides
an interface for accessing neurophysiology data to construct an activity map. Through
NeuroNLP’s neurophysiology interface, users can search for available physiological data for
a particular cell type, select datasets of interest and visualize them immediately in the web
browser (See Figure 5.5) or download them in Neurodata Without Borders (NWB) format.
To our knowledge, this is the first instance of a completely searchable open physiological
dataset for the fruit fly and we invite the research community to contribute additional fruit
fly physiological data on the FFBO platform. By providing an easy to use intuitive portal
to aggregate fruit fly brain data, for researchers and educators alike, NeuroNLP greatly
increases the accessibility of fruit fly brain data. It also facilitates disseminating results of
complex queries through the use of tags, uniquely enabling a collaborative exploration and
dissemination of neural circuit compositions. Moreover, with native support for integration of
executable models and physiological data with the anatomical data, which other repositories
such as Virtual Fly Brain [98] lack, NeuroNLP facilitates computational exploration of fly
brain circuits and their function.
5.1.1.1 Examples/Case Studies
Querying for Lobula Plate Tangential Cells





Figure 5.6: NeuroNLP provides intuitive querying tools, powerful visualization and easy
to use graphics interface that allow users to build arbitrary neural circuits from structural
data (a) 8 types of lobula plate tangential cells (LPTCs) revealed by a series of queries in
NeuroNLP. Tags to recreate each of the subfigures in NeuroNLP are provided in the figure
as well. For example to access the H1-like cells, the tag LPTC-H1 can be loaded in NeuroNLP,
or the url https://neuronlp.fruitflybrain.org/?tag=LPTC-H1 can be accessed directly.
(b) Queries in NeuroNLP also reveals a subset of Lobula Plate intrinsic (LPi) neurons in
layers 1 and 2 of the Lobulat Plate. These neurons are the sister neurons of those LPi
neurons that innervates layers 3 and 4 that are described in Mauss et al. (2015). By visual
inspection, the LPi neurons in layers 1 and 2 shown here follows a different tiling pattern
then those in layers 3 and 4.
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in the fly optomotor pathway. Most of the literature shows that LPTCs have extensive
dendritic arborizations in the lobula plate (LOP) and terminate in the caudal ventrolateral
protocerebrum (CVLP), with their cell body in the rind of LOP. Combining several queries
such as “show neurons connecting left lobula plate to left cvlp” and “add neurons connecting
right lop to right cvlp” with some GUI interactions to remove neurons not of interest, we
found 8 types of lobula plate tangential cells (LPTCs), (See 5.6a). 6 of them each has
a homology in calliphora that described previously in [52], and two of the types have no
obvious homology in previous literature. With queries into their presynaptic and postsynaptic
partners, it is possible to obtain, respectively, tentative circuits that give rise to the function
of the LPTC and subsequent circuit that further process information encoded in the LPTC.
Further, Mauss et al. [95] identified glutamatergic inhibitory neurons that bi-stratify in
layers 3/4 of Lobula Plate (LPi neurons). We show some of their putative sister neurons in
layers 1/2 (See Figure 5.6b)
Visual Motion detection pathway
The motion detection pathway is one of the most studied circuits in Drosophila [13]. Motion
information is processed in two parallel pathways, with motion sensitive neurons in the L1
pathway processing motion associated with brightness increments (ON pathway) while the
L2 pathway processes brightness decrements. T4 neurons are the first neurons in the L1
pathway whose responses are tuned to motion in specific directions [8, 89]. Columnar neurons
involved in processing the motion information in a retinotopic fashion have been studied
extensively, but the role of the non-columnar neurons in processing motion information
remains obscure. In this example, we use NeuroNLP to explore connectivity of a non-
columnar neuron in the L1 motion detection pathway. In Figure 5.7, we start with a single L1
neuron from the Janelia Seven Column Medulla dataset using the query “Show L1 neurons
from the home column” and then all postsynaptic partners with more than 20 synapses to
the workspace with the query “Add postsynaptic neurons with at least 20 synapses”. We then
select the downstream Mi1 neuron from the same column and added its postsynaptic T4





Figure 5.7: Exploring the motion pathway with NeuroNLP.
(a) L1 neuron from one column and all of its partners with which the L1 neuron
makes 20 synapses where it is the presynaptic partner. (b) We then select the Mi1 neuron
from the same column as the L1 neuron in (a) and add its postsynaptic T4 partners
through the information panel. (c) Finally, we add the non-columnar Pm neurons that
are postsynaptic to the Mi1 neuron in (b) and use the information panel to examine the
connectivity of one such Pm neuron.
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are postsynaptic to the Mi1 neuron and use the information panel to explore the connectivity
of one of the Pm neurons with neurons from neighbouring columns (Figure 5.7c).
Figure 5.8: Inspecting the visual pathway to Ellipsoid Body (EB). A series of queries and
GUI interactions are used to explore a visual pathway to the Ellipsoid Body that has been
described in the literature.
A Visual Pathway to EB
In Sun et al. [140], a two-stage visual pathway between the medulla and the bulb (BU, or
lateral triangle) was uncovered. This identifies potential sources of visual input to ring
neurons that links BU and EB, a neuropil that is believed to maintain an internal compass
of the fly. We can inspect this pathway by a few queries and GUI operations. The steps are
listed as follows:
1. Query: “Show neurons that connect right OPTU to right LAT”. This query results in 1
neuron referred to as TB neuron in Sun et al. [140], as shown in Figure 5.8A.
2. Query: “Add neurons that connect left optu and left lat”. 4 additional TB neurons
on the left hemisphere are obtained, as shown in Figure 5.8B. Upon inspecting these
5 TB neurons on the GUI, we found that 4 of them are GABAergic, and the other
cholinergic. This suggests that potentially, the inputs to rings neurons are split into
ON and OFF pathways, similar to two pathways originated from L1 and L2 neurons
in the early visual system (lamina and medulla). Note that previous experiments
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have only shown that ex vivo optogenetic activation of a TB neuron led to increased
calcium activity in ring neurons [140]. These results of these two queries suggest that
additional experiments are necessary to dissect the input signals to ring neurons.
3. GUI: By clicking on the GABAergic TB neuron obtained in the first query, the detailed
information on about this neuron is shown in the Info Panel. We individually inspect
the inferred postsynaptic partners and found 1 ring neuron. (see Figure 5.8C). This
suggests that indeed the TB neuron putatively provides inputs to ring neurons.
4. GUI: Similarly, by clicking on the cholinergic TB neuron on the left hemisphere that
was obtained in the second query, we can add two inferred postsynaptic ring neurons
from the Info Panel upon inspection of the morphology of the inferred postsynaptic
partners. (See Figure 5.8D, the cholinergic TB neurons and its two postsynaptic ring
neurons are highlighted).
5. GUI: We now inspect the TB neuron’s inferred presynaptic partners. Among these, We
found two neurons that project from medulla (Figure 5.8E).
6. Query: “Add neurons that connect left medulla to left optu”
7. Query: “Add neurons that connect right MED to right OPTU”. More medulla neurons
that project to OPTU (or AOTU) were found in steps 6 and 7. However, we found two
distinct populations of these projection neurons. The first population projects to the
ventral proximal parts of the OPTU, overlapping with the area where TB neurons
extend their dendrites (See Figure 5.8F). These neurons seem to match the description
of MT neurons [140]. They have large dendritic arborization in the middle layers of
medulla - potentially in layer 6 where they receive color vision information. A majority
of them are cholinergic, but a few are GABAergic. A second population projects their
axons to more dorsal part of the OPTU. Their dendrites innervate only the proximal
medulla and are restricted in the parts of medulla that receive visual information from
the back side of the eyes.
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8. Query: “remove fru expressing neurons” - Since the second population of projection
neurons from medulla mainly express fruitless gene, we use this query to remove them
from the current working space.
9. GUI: We remove the rest of the neurons in the second population. The neurons in the
current workspace represents the visual pathway described in Sun et al. [140]. (See
Figure 5.8G, and
https://neuronlp.fruitflybrain.org/?tag=10.1038/nn.4581_v0.1)
10. GUI: Additionally, we can add inferred presynaptic neurons of TB neurons to see what
other neurons may influence them. We found a set of neurons that have dendrites in
the lobula as well as those from the contralateral OPTU (See Figure 5.8H). Surprisingly,
those neurons projecting from the contralateral OPTU are either glutamatergic or
GABAergic. We hypothesize that the suppressing from contralateral stimuli in TB
neurons could originate from these inhibitory neurons.
Figure 5.9: Visualizing synaptic sites between an Mi1 interneuron and a direction selective




NeuroNLP also enables visualizing synaptic sites between neurons whose EM reconstructions
are available. The spatial distribution of synapses, on the dendritic tree of the direction
selective motion sensitive T4 neuron, between various interneurons and the T4 neuron are
thought to play an important role in extracting motion information from a visual stimulus
[25, 137]. In Figure 5.9, we visualize the synaptic sites between one of the interneurons -
Mi1 and a T4a neuron, which is sensitive to back-to-front motion.
Figure 5.10: Visualizing Kenyon Cells and Antennal Lobe Projection neurons for both the
adult (left) and larva(right) fruit fly.
Comparative exploration of adult and larva olfactory system
In Figure 5.10, we show a side by side comparison, of certain kenyon cells in the mushroom
bodies and projection neurons in the antennal lobe, for the adult and larva fruit fly. The
data for the adult is from the FlyCircuit Dataset where as the data for the larva is from the
Janelia Larva EM reconstruction dataset. The integration of diverse datasets into a single
database through Neuroarch enables such comparative examinations.
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5.1.2 NeuroGFX: A graphical approach to circuit design and
execution
Figure 5.11: NeuroGFX: a graphical function explorer for fruit fly brain circuit. The compu-
tational infrastructure provided by Neurokernel and Neuroarch is leveraged by NeuroGFX
to provide an intuitive interface to design and experiment with in silico fruit fly brain circuit
models.
Elucidating neural circuit function from brain structural data calls for a scalable computa-
tional modeling methodology. To this end, FFBO provides a novel architecture that integrates
computational infrastructure seamlessly with the NeuroArch database. Alongside biological
data, NeuroArch also hosts executable models of the fruit fly brain neuropils. Executable
circuits can be constructed by flexible queries using NeuroArch’s API. The resulting circuits
can be directly executed on Neurokernel [42], that provides the computational infrastructure
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for efficient and parallel execution of the models on General Purpose Graphics Processing
Units (GPGPUs). This NeuroArch-Neurokernel framework is leveraged by NeuroGFX, a
set of highly intuitive tools for exploring the function of neural circuit models. It provides
a graphical user interface (GUI) that can be used to i) associate circuit diagrams with
biological structural data, ii) graphically construct an in silico experiment vis-a-vis the circuit
structure, the computational models used for the circuit components, their parameters, and
the inputs to the circuit, iii) visualize the execution results in the context of biological brain
structure. (See Figure 5.11).
The integration of NeuroArch and Neurokernel in NeuroGFX enables the exploration of
the function of the fruit fly brain on at least 3 levels of abstraction (see Figure 5.12), (i) the
whole brain level, (ii) the neuropil level and (iii) the local circuit level. On all levels, the goal
of NeuroGFX is to decipher the mechanism underlying the function of circuits extracted from
biological data by construction and manipulation of executable circuits to the extent that
both “wild type” and “mutant” brain circuits can be studied and compared.
Based on Shih et al. [132], we laid out the circuit diagram of the network of Local
Processing Units (LPUs), i.e., model abstractions of neuropils, for the whole fly brain. In
Figure 5.12a, the circuit diagram is shown side-by-side with the anatomical representation
of neuropils. Through the interface, the circuit diagram can be reconfigured to include any
subset of neuropils, allowing one to probe how particular composition of neuropils leads to
specific brain function. In Figure 5.13 only the neuropils of the early vision system and
their interconnects are shown. Circuit models of neuropils and their interconnects can be
subsequently retrieved from NeuroArch and be explored through execution in Neurokernel.
Although it is still far from having the needed data to execute the entire fly brain, NeuroGFX
on the whole brain level lays out the guidelines for the development of whole brain emulation,
allowing us to elucidate the functional role of individual neuropils.
On the neuropil level, NeuroGFX allows users to study the I/O of each LPU. It also
allows the definition and exploration of canonical circuits (circuit motifs) in neuropils, for
example, cartridges/columns in lamina/medulla, channels in the antennal lobe or wedges
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 5.12: NeuroGFX enables the exploration of the function of the fruit fly brain at
at different levels of abstraction . (a) Whole brain level - The circuit depicts a circuit of
connectivity between various LPUs or neuropils in the fly brain (b) Neuropil level - The
figure depicts a circuit model for the antennal lobe along with anatomical reconstructions
of glomeruli. (c) Circuit level - The figure depicts a model for one cartridge in the lamina of
the fruit fly. Insets show anatomical reconstructions of processes of various neurons in the
lamina (top) and an interface to examine and possibly modify parameters of the model for a
particular neuron in the circuit.
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Figure 5.13: Whole brain circuit diagram with only the visual neuropils and their intercon-
nects highlighted.
Figure 5.14: Visualizing responses of an early olfactory model in NeuroGFX
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in the ellipsoid body. NeuroGFX can be used to study the effect of different compositions
of such canonical circuits as mediated by local neurons. Figure 5.12b , shows an example
where NeuroGFX was used to model the antennal lobe circuit, based on known antomical
and physiological properties, to interrogate its functionality. As can be seen from the figure,
NeuroGFX allows for the visualization of the structure of the glomeruli along with the
reconfigurable circuit diagram of the antennal lobe. For the model, the effect of pathological
synapse activity in the antennal lobe was evaluated by increasing the synaptic strength of
the inhibitory local neurons. In Figure 5.14, the simulation results of healthy and diseased
circuits are presented in both biological view (upper) and interactive plots (lower).
Figure 5.15: Visualizing responses of an early vision model in NeuroGFX
On the local circuit level, the focus of NeuroGFX is to explore the function of a small
circuit, e.g., a canonical circuit in an LPU, thereby facilitating the understanding of the basic
building blocks of their respective LPUs. We present on this level a complete example of how
NeuroGFX is used. The complete shape of neurons and connectivity between neurons in a
single cartridge of the lamina have been determined by serial electron microscopy [121]. In
Figure 5.12c, the morphology (skeletons) of the neuron and the circuit diagram are visualized
side by side using NeuroGFX. By clicking on the Load Cartridge button, NeuroGFX is
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instructed to fire a series of queries to NeuroArch database where a model of the retina and
lamina network resides. Upon retrieving the circuit, information about individual neurons,
their models and their model parameters can be shown by hovering the mouse over the
neuron in the circuit diagram. Similar to the case of the whole brain and neuropil level,
NeuroGFX enables users to add/remove any neurons in the circuit diagram. The configured
circuit is then sent to Neurokernel for execution. After execution, the inputs to each of
the photoreceptors are rendered on the top of the result viewer while the response of all
neurons are shown on the bottom in Figure 5.15. Currently, biological structures have
been bound with elements in the circuit diagram by hand or by ad-hoc programs. Since the
data model underpinning NeuroArch supports a tightly connected representation between
executable models and their biological counterparts, this binding at the user interface, and
even the generation of circuit diagram itself can be automated in the future. Further, as
the computational models use the same database as the biological information, they can
make full use of the biological information available in the database. For example, one can
leverage the meso-scale or micro-scale connectomic information available in the database
to configure neural circuit connectivity or leverage the physiological data to tune, optimize,
compare and validate computational models. Tight integration of the computational models
with biological data in a database enables an in silico experimental workbench. For example,
to mimic physiological recordings from a transgenic line expressing Kir2.1 in a class of cells,
a simple query can be used to knock out those neurons in the computational model or alter
their parameters such that they remain in a hyperpolarized state. Support for in silico
optogenetic experiments can be added as well by incorporating computational models of
various channelrhodopsins. This is illustrated in Figure 5.16
NeuroGFX provides an environment where computational researchers can present con-
figurable, executable neural circuits, and experimental scientists can easily explore circuit
structure and function ultimately leading to biological validation. Moreover, the standard
Neurokernel communication APIs between LPU models allows for independently devel-
oped models to be interfaced in NeuroGFX. The neural circuit configuration, manipulation
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Figure 5.16: An in silico workbench enabled by NeuroGFX.
and composition capabilities in NeuroGFX are a significant step towards providing design
automation tools for computational neuroscience. These tools have already been used to
develop and demonstrate computational models for various subregions of the fruit fly brain
including retina, lamina, antenna, antennal lobe and the central complex [44]. Furthermore,
to validate the composibitly of LPU implementations enabled by the design of the Neuro-
kernel architecture, different implementations of the retina, independently developed, were
interfaced with the lamina model of Figure 5.12c.
5.1.2.1 Examples/Case Studies
Executable Model of Central Complex
The central complex (CX) is a set of neuropils in the center of the fly brain that are in
command of vision-mediated behavior and integration of spatial information with locomotor
control. Using currently available information in Neuroarch regarding the geometry and
polarity of the arborizations of identified local and projection neurons in the CX, a NeuroGFX
implementation of the CX was created that enables graphical querying and construction
of executable models of the CX neural circuitry. Furthermore, the automation enabled by
NeuroGFX and its computational infrastructure of Neurokernel and Neuroarch, allowed
the CX model of the wild type flies to be easilyu re-configured for no-bridge mutant flies.
Comparative simulation results of the wild type model and the mutant model characterize
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the difference in overall I/O of two models in response to the same visual stimuli, and
provides potential explanation of the abnormal behaviors of the mutant flies. The process
of configuring the executable model is greatly simplified and accelerated by having the
model use the same database as the one containing biological information about the entity
of interest. Moreover, as more biological information, either anatomical or physiological,
becomes available and is loaded into the database, the model can immediately make use of
it. By having access to biological structural information, the presentation of the executable
models was enabled to be more intuitive and accessible.
Computational model of Fruit Fly Olfactory System
Physiological information from the database was used to model biophysical models of the
Antenna(OSNs) [81], which were then presented graphically in NeuroGFX. This allows one
to compare the executable model(s) to the experimental data and improve them as necessary,
ultimately leading to biological validation of the executable models. Moreover, the standard
APIs of the computational components of FFBO allows independently developed Antenna,
Antenna Lobe (AL), Mushroom Body (MB) models to be interfaced with each other. The AL
and MB models can also utilize the biological information available in the database.
5.1.3 NeuroAPPS: An interactive platform for circuit
demonstration
Fruit fly brain circuits can be efficiently explored and modeled with the two key FFBO
applications, NeuroNLP and NeuroGFX. To further enhance scientific collaboration in the
FFBO ecosystem, we developed a third FFBO service, called NeuroAPPs, for publishing
computational models of fly neuropils and the tracts among them. NeuroAPPs play two
main roles in the FFBO ecosystem. First, they demonstrate working, publication ready, fly
brain circuit models and their function. This is to be differentiated from NeuroGFX that
can be analogously thought as a workbench that enables a full deck of tools to establish
working circuit models and “debug” the execution of such models. In contrast, NeuroAPPs are
completed applications of model circuits that are public-facing and user-oriented. Interactions
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with the audience is determined by modelers through defining what configurations and
parameters to be exposed to the users for demonstrating their models. NeuroAPPs can also
be associated with a scientific publication as an immediately reproducible and executable
demonstration. Second, NeuroAPPs promote collaboration by allowing published applications
to be easily imported back into NeuroGFX for exploring functions of another neuropil/brain
circuit. Current computational models that are made public are often standalone and are
for demonstration purposes only. However, due to the divide-and-conquer method that we
adopt to model the entire fly brain, it is necessary to facilitate using models from multiple
researchers to fully model a fly brain. We require NeuroAPPs to be published with standard
Neurokernel API, which allows completed computational model applications to be directly
utilized by another researcher working on a neuropil upstream or downstream of the one
available in NeuroAPPs. We designed NeuroAPPs to sit on top of the same FFBO software
architecture as NeuroNLP and NeuroGFX. This enables seamless transition from model
development in NeuroNLP/NeuroGFX to model publishing. The final model configuration
can be stored as any other models in the NeuroArch database and easily retrieved in a
NeuroAPP.
5.2 Infrastructure
As mentioned earlier, the system architecture of the proposed FFBO Ecosystem consists of
three levels and this is depicted in Figure 5.17. The lowest level consists of the core services:
(i) the NeuroArch data repository and associated APIs for querying and manipulating the
data, (ii) the Neurokernel platform for collaborative emulation of the Drosophila brain on
massively parallel GPU architectures. The middle level consists of plug and play tools,
services and components such as natural language to Neuroarch API translator, anatomy
and physiology visualization engine, and tools for circuit design and interactions. Finally,
at the top layer, we have user facing applications of NeuroNLP, NeuroGFX and NeuroAPPs
that were introduced earlier.
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Figure 5.17: FFBO System Architecture
Every component and service in the architecture must register itself to the FFBO pro-
cessor, which is responsible for coordination between components. Note that while data
transfers between components are mediated by the processor, the data itself need not pass
through the processor. This separation between control and data ensures that there is no
bottleneck for the heavy bandwidth demanding data path while enabling centralized control
and coordination. Moreover, the centralized control along with standardized APIs ensures
modularity of the plug and play tools and services. For example, someone could contribute
a Spanish natural language to Neuroarch API translator or a virtual reality based visual-
ization engine, and they could be easily integrated into the architecture. The messaging
between components is handled using the Web Application Messaging Protocol (WAMP), sta-
ble implementations of which exist for all major languages. This also ensures that additional
components that might be contributed by the community need not be constrained by our
biased choices of programming languages and environments.
Code availability and current hosting
The code for the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory is publicly available on github at
https://github.com/fruitflybrain. Easy installation (using docker) scripts for Ubuntu, as well
as Amazaon Machine Images (AMIs) are provided for ease of setting up the code. At the time
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of writing this thesis, the publicly accessible version (http//fruitflybrain.org) is hosted on a
dedicated server powered by 2 octa core Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPUs, 192 GB RAM, 2 Nvidia
Titan X GPUs (for execution of NeuroGFX and NeuroAPPs examples), 6 aggregated Gigabit
links, a RAID0 array of 4 SSDs for hosting the database and additional HDDs for backups.
5.2.1 Neuroarch
Neuroarch is a database for codifying knowledge about fruit fly brain circuits. It is
designed with two user communities in mind: (i) neurobiologists interested in querying the
database to address questions regarding neuroanatomy, neural circuits, neurons, synapses,
neurotransmitters, and gene expression, and (ii) computational neuroscientists interested
in the instantiation of models of neural circuits and architectures, their program execution,
and validation of hypotheses regarding brain function. A key aim of NeuroArch is to provide
an interface between the concerns of these two communities. To this end, NeuroArch
defines a data model for representation of both biological data and model structure and the
relationships between them within a single graph database. In doing so, NeuroArch aims to
provide a meeting ground between these two types of stake holders.
The Neuroarch data model preserves the structural and semantic relationships between
different biological and modeling objects. Its query interface provides an object-graph
mapping (OGM) that exploits this data model to enable both neurobiologists and neural
circuit model designers to easily perform sophisticated queries relevant to their respective
needs without having to explicitly specify complex query strings. The OGM provides methods
associated with each object that dynamically construct and execute queries. This approach is
similar to the concept of object relational mapping (ORM) used to interface with data models
stored in relational databases. Two key differences between NeuroArch’s OGM and that of
currently available general purpose OGMs are
• Its use of the hierarchical data model to enable extraction of subcircuits owned by nodes
corresponding to specific subdivisions of biological components or circuit abstractions.
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This, for example, enables queries such as ‘Show neurons in lobula plate that transmit
glutamate’ to be performed efficiently using a simple API.
• Its ability to use the subgraph extracted by an OGM query as the starting point
for traversals by subsequent queries or as an operand that may be passed to graph
operators. This for example, enables queries such as ‘keep neurons that have axons in
caudal ventrolateral protocerebrum’to act on the current workspace of the user in an
efficient fashion.
Additionally, NeuroArch provides support for binary operators (set union, difference,
intersection etc.) on query results. This enables the the support for add, remove and keep
queries in NeuroNLP. It also enables, in combination with the chaining chupport provided by
the OGM, a computational modeler to extract a subcircuit of interest in a straightforward
way. For example, if a modeler wishes to simulate a model of the ellipsoid body without
gabaergic neurons, the desired subcircuit can be extracted by the following operations
Q = <Query for the Ellipsoid Body model>)
Q =Q−Q.(<Query for neurons that transmit Glutamate>)
where the Q.() denotes that the subsequent query acts upon the results represented by Q.
The Neuroarch API is exposed through an Remote Procedure Call (RPC) by in the FFBO
architecture that accepts a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) object. The JSON object
specifies the method or operator, arguments for the method/operator and the object or class
to access the method/operator on. Multiple method accesses may be specified in a single RPC
call; an RPC specific results queue allows intermediate results as the starting point or as
operands for subsequent method/operator calls. Additionally, a User specific memory queue
is maintained , allowing for subsequent queries to act on present or past results.
Technical documentation and code for Neuroarch and Neuroarch component is available
on Github. Further information on the design considerations for Neuroarch data model and
API are described in Neurokernel RFC #5[43].
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5.2.2 Neurokernel
Neurokernel is an open software platform implemented in Python for the collaborative
emulation and validation of fruit fly brain models on multiple Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs). The fruit fly brain consists of some 50 neuropils. Most of these modules are
referred to as local processing units (LPUs), in that they can be characterized by unique
populations of local neurons whose processes are restricted to specific neuropils. Neurokernel
defines communication interfaces that specify how spikes and neuron membrane states
are transmitted between LPU models, thereby enabling collaborative development and
refinement of whole-brain emulation by integration of independently developed processing
units. It provides the necessary machinery for efficient transfer of information between
different LPU implementations. Other than the communication API, it does not impose any
other restrictions on the LPU implementation. Technical documentation and the code is
available on Github (https://github.com/neurokernel). Further information about the
API design and the implementation performance can be found in Givon and Lazar[87].
5.2.3 NeuroDriver
Neurokernel enables the integration of independently developed LPU models by stan-
dardizing communication APIs. However, the implementation of an LPU model itself is not
enabled or simplified by Neurokernel.
Neurodriver is a framework for implementation of Neurokernel-compatible Local Process-
ing Units (LPUs) that are executes on GPUs. Neurodriver allows computational modelers to
easily specify an LPU by defining a graph of computational components, for examples neuron
and synapses or ion/chemical channels within a neuron. It provides API for (i) authoring new
models, (ii) specifying external inputs, such as environmental stimuli or current injections
and (iii) processing outputs, for example writing certain states to file or streaming them
through a socket. It greatly simplifies designing LPUs for Neurokernel, by automatically
managing and optimizing GPU memory allocation, GPU execution scheduling, and routing
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of states between components including support for delays. Consequently, authoring a new
LPU with models already defined in neurodriver just requires specifying a graph of the
models. Moreover, it is fully compatible with the Neuroarch data model, allowing model
graphs stored, queried, retrieved and manipulated using the Neuroarch API to be directly
executed.
Neurodriver provides APIs for the following: i) specification of an LPU ii) specification of
component models iii) defining external inputs to certain components in an LPU. iv) process-
ing simulation results, e.g., storing membrane potential of certain neurons to file, pushing
synaptic conductance of certain synapses to a socket, etc.
In a Neurodriver LPU specification, all components of a neural circuit are specified
as nodes of a graph, and the data relation between components are represented by edges.
Each component in Neurodriver can have states that may be communicated to any other
component through an edge between the components in the LPU specification. Note that since
NeuroArch is a graph-based database, it is straightforward to generate a graph specification
of LPU from NeuroArch database directly.
The following figure illustrates a simple example of this structure.
In the above figure, Neuron 1 is connected to a synapse and may transmit certain states
like spikes or membrane voltage to the synapse. The synapse then is connected to the
component ‘Dendrite of Neuron 2’. This connection, for example, may transmit the state of
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the conductance of the synapse to the dendrite model. Finally, Neuron 2 is connected to the
dendrite model and vice versa. The connection from the dendrite to the neuron, for example,
may transmit a current state, that is generated based upon the conductance value of the
synapse and the membrane voltage of Neuron 2.
A model and its associated parameters must be specified for each node in the graph. For
example, for the example considered above, the models for neurons may be specified as Leaky
Integrate-and-Fire, the model for the synapse may be specified as an Alpha Synapse and the
dendrite may simply act as a memconductor.
Neurodriver already contains implementations of many popular models in computational
neuroscience. If a new model needs to be specified, it provides easy to use APIs for their
specification. It provides a class - NDComponent that can be inherited to implement any
desired model. For each component, the modeler just needs to specify
• inputs to the model (what values it needs to access from other components),
• outputs of the model (what variables it computes that can be used by other components),
• and the computation performed by the model to update its output based upon the
inputs it receives.
The model may specify additional internal states and parameters.
For example, a synapse component accesses the spike state of a presynaptic neuron and
updates its conductance value, an axon hillock component accesses the currents generated
by dendrites and updates the spike state as its output.
Once models are specified, they may be connected together by the graph structure
described earlier. Two models are deemed to be compatible to be connected connected
if the intersection between their input and output variables is not empty. Neurodriver
automatically checks for such compatibly and warns the user if two incompatible models are
specified to be connected in the graph specification.
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In order to leverage the parallel computing power of GPUs, components that uses the
same models, e.g., all Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire neurons, are grouped together and executed
in parallel in a single CUDA kernel automatically by Neurodriver.
A more detailed illustration of the graph structure is provided in Figure 5.18, where
the input and output variables of each model are depicted in green and orange respectively
and the variable that is transmitted through an edge between the components is denoted
explicitly.
Figure 5.18: Illustration of an example LPU instantiation in Neurodriver
Neurodriver takes care of memory allocations, initializations and the correct routing
of variables in the entire graph, greatly simplifying the task of implementing LPUs in the
Neurokernel framework. For example, if using standard models, all a computational modeler
needs to specify is the graph of the LPU specification along with associated parameters for
the nodes (components) in the graph. If a modeler needs to implement a novel component,
she or he can just focus on specifying the I/O of a single instantiation the model.
Technical documentation and the code is available on Github
(https://github.com/neurokernel/neurodriver).
5.2.4 Natural Language to NeuroArch API Translator
When a user types in a query in NeuroNLP, it relies on a middle layer component that
translates the natural language to NeuroArch API. If the interpretation and translation
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is successful, results are fetched from NeuroArch and relayed to the front-end. Multiple
translator components can be instantiated, for example to support multiple languages or
different realizations for the same language, and the user can configure which translator she
or he would like to use. The current implementation features an English to NeuroArch trans-
lator which is built upon the Quepy framework (https://github.com/machinalis/quepy.
It attempts to generate a semantic parse tree from the natural language query, optimizes it
where possible, and finally produces the NeuroArch API representation from the optimized
parse tree. If it fails to generate a semantic parse tree, it informs the requestor that it could
not interpret the query. Future versions could incorporate learning automatically from failed
queries and user feedback.
5.3 Conclusion
Recent tools in fly neurogenetics and connectomics have unveiled more than ever the
structural data about the fruit fly brain. At the same time, computational studies of functions
of large neural circuits have started to attract more research attention thanks to the increas-
ing computing power and available simulation packages. We argue that FFBO will bridge
from structural information to function by three key integrations. First, the tools in FFBO
integrate multiple data types about the fly brain and provides and interface to access the
data through simple queries. Second, FFBO integrates structural data with computational
studies at multiple levels of abstractions. Finally, FFBO provides a framework for integrating
independent computational studies of different regions of the fly brain.
These three integrations differentiate FFBO and other invertebrate brain platforms such
as the Virtual Fly Brain[98], and the Insect Brain Database (https://insectbraindb.org).
These platforms focus on structural data, and they do not provide any functional data such
as electrophysiology and imaging data. In contrast, publicly available physiology data are
integrated into the NeuroArch database, and we believe these open data are key for studying
the function of neural circuits and their biological validation. Moreover, these platforms
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do not provide an ecosystem to bridge structural data and computational studies. Last but
not least, the collaborative environment of FFBO allows for integration among multiple
computational studies in order to study brain function on a system or whole brain level.
The new level of synergy that the FFBO platform can create among Drosophila re-
searchers through such integration could have extensive impact on each stakeholder’s
research. We expect that a large variety and a massive amount of fruit fly brain data will
become available in the near future[151]. The NeuroNLP interface and its underlying Neu-
roArch database has been designed to be easily extensible to new data types and handle
large amount of data.
Finally, the open collaborative ecosystem of FFBO can serve as a foundational model
for brain research in higher organisms. Following Marr, the design of an information
processing system can be approached on multiple levels [91]. Figure ?? illustrates two
levels of abstraction, namely, the algorithmic level and the physical circuit level. On the
algorithmic level, one studies procedurally how the information is processed independently
of the physical realization. The circuit level concerns the actual realization of the algorithm
in physical hardware, e.g., a biological neural circuit or silicon circuits in a digital signal
processor. In this paper, we put forth a simple motion detection algorithm that is inspired by
motion detection models of biological visual systems (in vivo neural circuit) and provide an
efficient realization that can easily be implemented on commodity (in silico) DSP chips.
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APPENDIX: ONLINE SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Uploaded as separate digital files
Video S01: Video illustrating the evaluation of the Phase Motion Indicator (PMI) for the
high-way video sequence. (See Figure 2.7 in article for descriptions of the subpanels)
Video S02: Video visualizing a windowed sinusoidal grating stimulus that will elicit various
phase values from a quadrature pair of gabor. Corresponds to Figure 2.9
Video S03a: Four-stroke apparent motion stimulus used for Figure 2.12 and Video S03b.
Video S03b: Video, corresponding to Figure 2.12, demonstrating motion detected from
instantaneous and filtered phase change for the stimulus in Video S03a.
Video S04a: Four-stroke apparent motion stimulus used for Figure 2.13 and Video S04b.
Video S04b: Video, corresponding to Figure 2.13, demonstrating motion detected from
instantaneous and filtered phase change for the stimulus in Video S04a.
Video S05a: Two-stroke apparent motion stimulus used for Figure 2.14 and Video S05b.
Video S05b: Video, corresponding to Figure 2.14, demonstrating motion detected from
instantaneous and filtered phase change for the stimulus in Video S05a.
Video S06a: Two-stroke apparent motion stimulus used for Figure 2.15 and Video S06b.
Video S06b: Video, corresponding to Figure 2.15, demonstrating motion detected from
instantaneous and filtered phase change for the stimulus in Video S06a.
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Video S07a: Three-stroke apparent motion stimulus used for Figure 2.16 and Video S07b.
Video S07b: Video, corresponding to Figure 2.16, demonstrating motion detected from
instantaneous and filtered phase change for the stimulus in Video S07a.
Video S08a: Three-stroke apparent motion stimulus used for Figure 2.17 and Video S08b.
Video S08b: Video, corresponding to Figure 2.17, demonstrating motion detected from
instantaneous and filtered phase change for the stimulus in Video S08a.
Video S09: Full video for Figure 2.19. Motion detection of the “highway video” using the
phase-based algorithm (left), the Reichardt motion detector (middle), and the Barlow-Levick
motion detector (right).
Video S10: Full video for Figure 2.25. Motion detection of the “train station video” using the
phase-based algorithm (left), the Reichardt motion detector (middle), and the Barlow-Levick
motion detector (right).
Video S11: Full video for Figure 2.22. Motion detection of the “thermal video” using the
phase-based algorithm (left), the Reichardt motion detector (middle), and the Barlow-Levick
motion detector (right).
Video S12: Full video for Figure 2.23. Motion detection of the “winterstreet video” using the
phase-based algorithm (left), the Reichardt motion detector (middle), and the Barlow-Levick
motion detector (right).
Video S13: Full video for Figure 2.24. Phase-based motion detection applied on the “highway
video” with added Gaussian white noise.
Video S14: Full video for Figure 2.25. Phase-based motion detection applied on the “train
station video” with added Gaussian white noise.
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Video S15a: Full video forFigure 2.26a. Segmentation of moving cars based on detected
motion in the “highway video” using the phase-based motion detection algorithm.
Video S15b: Full video for Figure 2.26b. Segmentation of moving cars based on detected
motion in the “train station video” using optic flow algorithm.
Video S16a: Full video for Figure 2.27a. Segmentation of moving cars based on detected
motion in the “train station video” using the phase-based motion detection algorithm.
Video S16b: Full video for Figure 2.27b. Segmentation of moving cars based on detected
motion in the “train station video” using optic flow algorithm.
Video S17a: Full video for Figure 2.28a. Segmentation of moving cars based on detected
motion in the “thermal video” using the phase-based motion detection algorithm.
Video S17b: Full video forFigure 2.28b. Segmentation of moving cars based on detected
motion in the “thermal video” using optic flow algorithm.
Video S18a: Full video for Figure 2.29a. Segmentation of moving cars based on detected
motion in the “winterstreet video” using the phase-based motion detection algorithm.
Video S18b: Full video for Figure 2.29b. Segmentation of moving cars based on detected
motion in the “winterstreet video” using optic flow algorithm.
Video S19: Video demonstrating reconstruction of synthetic visual stimulus encoded by 318
complex cells that generated some 1374 spikes. The original stimulus is shown on the left.
The reconstruction is shown in middle and the error on the right. SNR 92.8 [dB](related to
Figure 3.15)
Video S20: Example of reconstructed video encoded by a neural circuit with complex cells.
(left column) From top to bottom: original video, reconstructed video and error. (right column)
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Fourier spectrum of the corresponding frames in the left column. (related to Figure 3.16A)
Video S21: Example of reconstructed video encoded by a neural circuit with complex cells.
(left column) From top to bottom: original video, reconstructed video and error. (right column)
Fourier spectrum of the corresponding frames in the left column. (related to Figure 3.16B)
Video S22: Example of reconstructed video encoded by a neural circuit with complex cells.
(left column) From top to bottom: original video, reconstructed video and error. (right column)
Fourier spectrum of the corresponding frames in the left column. (related to Figure 3.16C)
Video S23: Example of reconstructed video encoded by a neural circuit with complex cells.
(left column) From top to bottom: original video, reconstructed video and error. (right column)
Fourier spectrum of the corresponding frames in the left column. (related to Figure 3.16D)
Video S24: Example of reconstructed video encoded by a neural circuit with complex cells.
(left column) From top to bottom: original video, reconstructed video and error. (right column)
Fourier spectrum of the corresponding frames in the left column. (related to Figure 3.16E)
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